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CHAPTER I
A PROBLEM AND A MODEL
A crucial problem confronting American society is
inconsistency between the encouragement to achieve and
the realities of limited opportunities.

In a democracy

a person is supposed to act as if social mobility is a
universal phenomenon.

But mass democratic society, with

its industrial-technological economic orientation and
elaborate equalitarian ideologies of equal access and
participation, must meet the needs of a dynamic social
differentiation by selective and specialized training
systems.

Ironically, the system which produces oppor

tunity is also a system of failure and denial.

Somehow

the society must temper the disappointment and resentment
of those denied without destroying their motivation, as
well as motivate toward achievement in a generalized way.
The problem of this inconsistency was of course intro
duced by Durkheim,

And Merton's well known work broadened

the theme and set the pattern for a mean-ends analysis.
Durkheim saw a condition of normlessness resulting from a
clash between man's innately unquenchable desires and the
erosion of socially induced moral restraints.
desires were socially induced as well.

Merton felt

Merton’s formula

tion, briefly, is that the social structure restricts
access to common culturally defined goals.

This access

1
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by legitimately defined means is differentially distributed
throughout the social structure.

As a result, individuals

adapt to the discontinuities by various behavioral modes.
Finally, as access to legitimate means varies within the
social structure, different modes of adaptation will be
concentrated in certain social strata.
Merton is primarily interested in the relationship of
deviance to the means-goal contradictionj a question which
we think equally interesting is how non-deviance can be
explained in the face of the same contradiction, and, along
the same line, how motivation can be maintained under such
conditions of discontinuity.

Ever: where the disjunctions

are great, conformity and at least nominal motivation is
the likely mode.
Essentially our answer is found in the structure of
the social system.

If goals, their accompanying human

needs, and means to achieve the goals are structured
socially, then perhaps the social structure can also deal
with their discontinuities.
Merton’s paradigm provides a convenient vehicle around
which to try to develop an analytic model} however, the
theoretical orientation finds its origins in the funda
mental sociological premise:

Social Structure —» Behavior
Though hardly unique in the annals of sociological research,
it is not only a basic tenet of the discipline, providing a
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framework around which the specific elements of this study
can be organized, but it serves as the epitome of a causal
model, since the social structure is clearly prior to
behavior.
The model to be developed from this approach is not
definitive.

It suffers the restrictions and limitations

of the theoretical framework in which it is cast.

The

reader is asked to keep in mind, as the strategy unfolds,
that the model being presented is not meant to be exhaus
tive, either in its logical derivation or its encompassing
of human behavior.
The meaning of what transpires in society is a matter
of interpretation.

This study has chosen basically a

structural-functional approach, with emphasis on the struc
tural.

Under the major premise, structure —> behavior, we

are exclusively interested in identifying structures (adap
tive mechanisms) related to the maintenance of the system,
which yield behavior commensurate to that end.
With this as a point of departure we begin with three
axioms.

The first is Durkheim8s thesis (1951*

2^7-256)

that the industrial social order is characterized by the
penetration of unlimited aspirations.

Dominant success

goals are seen not only as penetrating the total society,
but equally important, they are seen as a major factor tying
the various sub-cultures of the society together.
Further, it is taken as an axiom that the societal
prerequisites include certain maintenance functions.

All
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social systems must solve the maintenance problem if they
are to survive.

In terms of an analysis like that presented

by Aberle et al. (1950), these maintenance functions would
perhaps be included in such societal prerequisites as norma
tive regulation of means and possibly shared cognitive ori
entations.
Axiom three* all human social systems contain some
degree of inconsistency and contradiction.
derived from two sources.

This axiom is

One is the notion frequently

found in collective behavior literature that no society can
explicitly structure man's entire social life* or stated
somewhat differently* that all social life is to some extent
unstructured.

The other source is the necessity of dealing

with the issue of real vs. ideal.

In American society, for

example, unlimited aspirations, as Durkheim suggests, may
be necessary to fill the needs of a dynamic expanding tech
nology or to satisfy what Henry (1963) calls technological
driveness, while at the same time trying to incorporate an
ideological framework which espouses equalitarianism.
Although the approach is functional, we do not mean to
convey the idea of an unqualified functional system to the
exclusion of other interpretations of society.

Rather, our

understanding is more eclectic, recognizing that the com
plexity of human endeavors leaves room for a multitude of
interpretations--functional, idiosyncratic, existential,
conflict, etc.— and that these analytic perspectives may
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represent forces occurring simultaneously in any social
system.

We do contend, however, that one of this conglom

eration of forces is appropriately approached through a
functional perspective.

It is this functional emphasis,

particularly with reference to what keeps social systems
alive, that we choose to examine.
Maintenance is carried on by structural mechanisms or
devices that perform dual functions.

From the standpoint

of the overall social order these devices regulate and allo
cate.

From the standpoint of the individual, they provide

a means which he can adapt to the accidental circumstances
of his birth.

Since this latter function is the principal

concern of this study, attention will be focused in that
direction.

For this reason the maintenance structures have

been given the rubric adaptive mechanisms.
The mechanisms are the media by which the processes of
adaptation are carried out.

These processes are then seen

as the dissemination of cognitive orientations and their
behavioral components with respect to the means-goal struc
tures, that is— modifying from Aberle et al.— the adaptive
mechanisms*

(1 ) make possible adaptation to and manipula

tion of the means structures; (2) provide ways of accounting
for significant aspects of means related situations over
which there is inadequate control or prediction; and (3)
provide relatively stable and predictable interpretive basis
for the relationship of the individual vis-a-vis the means
structure.

The adaptive mechanisms, then, orient the
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individual in terms of his accessibility to the goal struc
ture and so constitute a mechanism of social control as
well.
Even if the system is interpreted as essentially con
flicting, there are probably structures which operate to
maintain the system.

System maintenance does not preclude

groups and individuals conflicting with each other, or
cooperating groups in conflict with other cooperating
groups for systemic resources or rewards.

In fact, the

means-ends disjuncture implies a basic source of conflict.
Maintenance functions in the midst of conflict might, for
example, be interpreted to mean that an elite group tempor
arily dominates the power resources and is attempting to
establish and maintain the present system for its own ends.
As the discontinuities become more obvious and extreme, the
lines of the maintenance system harden,

We are not so much

concerned with the sources of adaptive structures.
considered a second order priority.

This is

First, we would like

to establish that the adaptive structures do exist, by iden
tifying one possible set of adaptive mechanisms, that they
have a systematic quality, and that they effect the indi
vidual's perceptions of and behavior in his world.
Now perhaps we can look at some of the possible rela
tionships that might exist between the adaptive structure
and the means-goal structure.
It would seem that there are at least two possibilities
as far as the relationship between the success goals and
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their institutionalized means is concerned— they are either
consistent or inconsistent.

Nevertheless, the relationship

is recognized as a continuous variable, the degree of dis
crepancy depending upon where one's social context is located
on the continuum.

For the purposes here, the relationship

is taken to be dichotomous— consistent or inconsistent,

The

function of the maintenance system— the adaptive mechanisms—
is to cope with consistency as well as mediating the inherent
contradiction so they do not develop sufficient inertia to
tear the social system apart.
With this in mind, the adaptive mechanisms logically
seem to fall into two major categories!

those which tend to

result in conformity and those which generally result in the
circumvention of the dominant normative means structure.
At this point it is necessary to place some limitations
on our construct— the maintenance system.

Merton (1957*

139-157) makes use of five categories of adaptation to anomic
conditions.

But the writer tends to see the individual as

pitted against the social system in an almost spontaneous
way— that is, without having institutionalized support from
his particular sub-culture or group,

While the significance

of Merton's interpretation is not denied, the approach here
is somewhat different, particularly with respect to those
circumstances where goals are inoperative, such as the Mertonian adaptive categories of ritualism and retreatism.
Essentially we have departed from the Mertonian frame
by defining adaptations as functional to the system.

They
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are systematic variables.

Where goals are not operating,

accepted as legitimate or rejected, the situation is defined
as falling outside our theoretical limits.

The model is

not presumed to encompass the entire spectrum of human acti
vity.

Certainly other adaptations are likely to occur which

fall outside the confines of the model.

Specifically, the

model does not take into account the unstructured aspects
of society, or idiosyncratic aspects of human behavior.

Nor

does the model even presume to conceptualize all possible
structural adaptive mechanisms as we have defined them,

For

example, it is possible that even a phenomenon such as retreatism could be institutionalized (as in retreatist com
munes) as structured process for relieving system tensions.
We are, however, attempting to develop one set of logically
consistent adaptive mechanism categories which can be used
to test the fundamental proposition that structure _^
behavior is a causal model.
Conceivably, taking a sub- or contra-culture as an
automous social system, success goals could be constructed
around almost any non- or anti-dominant norm orientation
with respect to the larger society, in which case the inter
nal maintenance structure would simply be related to whatever
the content of the sub-cultural means-goal system includes.
The external relationship— sub-culture to larger society—
can't be dealt with under this theoretical frame.

The rea

son for this is that, where the success goals themselves do
not operate or are rejected, one factor in the equation is
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missing altogether.

Where there are no goals there can he

no aspirations concerning them, unlimited or otherwise.

Of

course, a part of the maintenance structure deals with the
regulation of these types of individuals and sub-groups but
would appear more likely to involve coercive devices rather
than adaptive.
Both of the major adaptive mechanisms, conformity and •
circumvention, have also been divided.

First of all, cir

cumvention of institutionalized means implies deviance on
the one hand, and the fluctuations of chance on the other.
There seems to be three possible sub-types of conformity!
(a)

the adequate fit between accessibility to societal suc

cess goals and the means to achieve them— this is given the
name of Goodness of Fit, (b) a mediating mechanism which
legitimizes ceilings on aspirations toward goals, (c) an
enhancing mechanism which positively legitimizes aspirations
toward goals.
The sub-categories, mediation and enhancement, may be
of particular interest to industrial social order for two
reasons.

First, as Durkheim implies, unlimited aspirations

tend to tear society asunder.

Especially in industrial

society some minimal balance mechanisms are necessary to
control, redirect, or rationalize its inherent tensions and
consequent frustrations.

Second, to allow adjustment in

times of crises it may be necessary to motivate members of a
society not ordinarily in the "mainstream" to aspire in order
to fill manpower requirements.

Thus, at times it may be
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necessary to enhance aspirations.

On the other hand, it is

also necessary to "cool" aspirations, since at any given
point in time the pool of goals is finite.

This mediating

process is also necessary in times of manpower surplus.
This interpretation of the maintenance function and its
adaptive mechanisms seems to apply to all social systems and
their sub-systems.

It is logically possible to specify some

of the alternates to adaptive mechanisms, or some of the
alternates that are found in a social system maintaining
its functional necessities.

Even though adaptive mainten

ance mechanisms exist, their ultimate success is problematic
And, while the present approach uses a functional model, it
does not deny or repudiate that other processes, such as
conflict, are going on simultaneously, or that these mechan
isms will fail to maintain a system.
Since adaptive alternatives can be determined in terms
of logical possibilities, they should be consistent from
system to system.

However, it is felt that the inclusion

and priorities given any adaptation device are likely to be
determined (a) by the cultural content of the society, and
(b)

by internal and external crises that all societies and

their respective sub-cultures must face.
If adaptation mechanisms can be defined as described,
the question now becomes how they are passed on to the indi
vidual.

Obviously, it is mainly through his associations

and contacts during the socialization process.

These con

nections a person has with his social environment can be
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termed linkages.

When behavior as a final variable in the

relation of individual to system is added to linkage and
the adaptation structure, we have the three major elements
in an analytic system:
Linkage

—

Adaptation

Behavior

For the present, behavior is defined broadly.

It is taken

to include both cognitive and overt dimensions.
In the sections which follow the three major elements
will be examined in more detail in the order in which they
appear above.
Linkage
Linkage is defined as the connections an individual has
to the social structure, or parts of it, through his inter
personal relationships.

It is suggested that linkage to the

social structure may be an important theoretical and explana
tory factor, first by providing differential access to means
and second, by determining the way in which structural in
consistencies are translated to the individual.

The volun

tary organizational membership, significant others, friend
ship patterns, the occupational nexus of nuclear and extended
family, intergenerational mobility, all define the quality
and nature of links to the social structure.

Further, in the

causal sense linkages develop prior to the entrance on the
scene of the individual.

They develop out of his family's

social position, the field of interactive relationships held
by family members, their formal and informal associations,
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and so on.

Linkage, therefore, can be conceptualized as a

structural part of the system, on going, routinized and func
tionally integrated with other system elements.

It is this

conception, rather than as a social-psychological character
istic or behavior pattern of an individual, that is used in
the development of this model.
Adaptation
Unlike Merton, who sees adaptation basically as an indi
vidual response to anomic conditions, this approach proposes
that sets of structural factors intercede between the anomic
state and individual response.

It is assumed that these

structures develop because of means-goal contradictions and
function as adaptive mechanisms or processes that tend to
mediate stresses.

In this sense they serve both the indi

vidual and the social systemj (a) the individual, by soften
ing the impact of the means-goal discrepancy and/or providing
alternative means to cultural goalsj (b) the social system,
mediating stress, thus keeping it within functional limits,
This process of adaptation is seen as a functional sub
system in most, if not all, social systems in which structural
stress exists.

But definition of adaptation also depends

upon the perspective from which it is viewed.

Thus, criminal

means are only deviance from the standpoint of "straight"
society, while the same would tend to be the case for legiti
mate means from the standpoint of the criminal sub-culture.
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In other words, hopefully the model is applicable to dif
fering levels and complexities of social systems.
A variety of adaptations is possible,

Merton has ela

borated five exhaustive types, and spinoffs of his theory
have modified the typology.
categories.

We have put forth two general

They are circumvention and conformity.

These

categories are not presumed to exhaust the possibilities.
The categories were arrived at by examining some possible
responses available to the individual within the system,
that is, the possible alternatives when an individual con
fronts the norms, values, means, etc., of his social system.
It is our assumption that the adaptive mechanisms develop
around the alternatives of action open to social system
members.

It seems logical that at least some of these can

be specified, that is, a person is able to go with the sys
tem (conform), he can try to get around it some way (circum
vention), or he can withdraw from it (retreatism, suicide,
etc.).

These alternatives, then, are also alternatives that

are open to the system and around which adaptive mechanisms
can develop.

What we are trying to say is that the same set

of alternatives, whatever they may be, open to the individual,
are also the alternatives that may be developed in the social
system as adaptive mechanisms develop.

The reason for this,

as we see it, is that the social system is composed of indi
viduals.

In passing, it is noted that we are not trying to

convey the notion that the system is only the sum of its parts.
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The idea of retreatism has purposely been excluded from
the model because it is seen primarily as an idiosyncratic
response.

Although it is possible that a withdrawal struc

ture could systematically remove or isolate potentially
disruptive elements
selves, and in

or

allow them to remove or isolate them

this way serve amaintenance function, with

drawal was not

felt to

fit wellinto the scope of the model.

An attempt was

made to

make themodel as simple as possible,

by using concepts which were most clearly adaptive and
applied to individuals who remained in the system.
Circumvention simply refers to existence of alternative
means.

At this point, these types of adaptive processes are

considered to fall into extra-legitimate or illegitimate
means.
A prerequisite for a social system is some form of
role allocation.
mediation.

One of these processes has been labelled

It is considered a special case of conformity,

and has characteristics in common with Goffman's concept
of "cooling out" (Goffman, 1964:

264-273).

Another special

condition will be discussed later.
We suggest two aspects of the mediating processi
(a)
process.

Mediation may be continuous, as in the educational
In the school system, for example, notions of

mobility and the corresponding supporting value orientation—
achievement, etc.— are promoted in their idealized form.
At the same time, students who are perceived as being of
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limited ability— potential for mobility— are cooled toward
achieving lesser occupational goals (Erickson, fowne, and
Joiner:

unpublished paper).

This is a structural phenomena

institutionalized, in part at least, in the counseling and
guidance function.
(b)

More directly related to Goffman's concept is

mediating individual frustration after failure to achieve
an expected goal,

This is less continuous over time and

takes place immediately or soon after perception of goal
loss.
Finally, the notion of conformity per se, as found in
Merton (1957:

121, 131» 139, 1^1), for example, must be

given some attention.

What Merton has referred to as con

formity is conceptualized here in terms of the goodness of
fit of the sub-culture of which the individual is a part
to the modal legitimized means structure.

Adaptation as

we have defined it, then, does not apply, since a contra
dictory condition does not exist and consequently adaptive
structural mechanisms do not develop.

However, in order to

complete the model, both conceptually and particularly
analytically, it is necessary to include the concept the
oretically and operationally.
Sense of Personal Control of the Environment
The major issue to which this model addresses itself
is the relationship of the individual to his social struc
ture.

As we conceptualize this problem it involves the
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perceived ability of the person to utilize his social
environment to acquire cultural goals.

Ultimately this

boils down to two related factors, the sense of control
and a sense of ability to exploit that the individual has
over his social environment.

The construct used here is

after Rotter, Seeman and Liberant reported by
16).

Ka. cz

(1 9 ? 0 t

It refers to the degree to which a person perceives

a sense of expectance of success, power, and efficacy, in
terms of what happens to him.
The Causal Model
The three basic elements described above can now be
cast into a model shown in Figure 1-1.
FIGURE 1-1
A BASIC CAUSAL MODEL
Linkage

Adaptive
^ Process

Sense of
— ^Environmental
Control

If the two adaptive categories are put into the model the
result is found in Figure 1-2.
FIGURE 1-2
A CAUSAL MODEL SHOWING THE MAJOR
ADAPTIVE CATEGORIES
Circumvention
Linkage

Goodness of Fit

Sense of
Environmental
Control

Mediation
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In the diagram a sequence of arrows between linkage and
control indicates a specific causal path.

For instance,

the sequence of arrows from linkage to mediation to control is one possible causal relationship in this model.
Hypotheses
The basic theory is stated as follows» the nature
of the linkage a member has to his social system structure
will determine the extent to which the adaptive structures
come into play for that person, which in turn determines
his perception of his degree of ability to control or ex
ploit his social environment.
FIGURE 1-3
ALL POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS WHEN CONTROL AND LINKAGE
ARE DICHOTOMIZED INTO HIGH AND LOW CATEGORIES
Control
+«•

+

+

Linkage

=

Ma.jor Variable Type (MVT)

+

I

+

II

-

III
IV

*The symbols + and - are used to indicate synonymouslyt
(a) high and low magnitude! (b) occurrence and non-occurrence
or (c) whether or not a variable is operating in a particu
lar situation.
By dichotomizing the model variables into high (+) and
low (-), a matrix can be set up which will serve two purposesi
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first, it will help in defining the relationship between the
four variables by enumerating all possible combinations and
second, from these definitions some general predictions can
be made.
Figure 1-3 shows the four possible arrangements of the
dichotomized dependent and independent variables, control
and linkage respectively.

The same procedure was followed

for adaptive categories.

These are given in Figure 1-4.
FIGURE 1-4

ALL POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENTS OF HIGH AND LOW CATEGORIES
FOR CIRCUMVENTION AND MEDIATION
Circumvention

+

Mediation
+

+

Adaptive Type
I
II

+

III

+

IV

Combining the major variable types with adaptive types
gives a typology of sixteen combinations of these four vari
ables that are considered general hypotheses.

For the sake

of convenience all sixteen Combination Types (C-Types) are
given in Figure 1-5.
At this point it should be noted that this is only one
way of deriving hypotheses.

The scope of the hypotheses is

restricted by the method of defining the characteristics of
the variables.

For example, the variables could have been

trichotomized or quadrichotomized or not subdivided at all.
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Our particular method allows us to define all possible
combinations given the criteria of dichotomization.

To

this extent the field (Figure 1-5) of possible hypothetical
conditions is logical.

From the field of alternative hypo

theses those which appear most relevant to the model are
selected for testing.
All of the Combination Types in Figure 1-3 can be
considered predictions but not all are relevant, given the
model frame.

The sixteen Combination Types can be divided

into three categoriest

untestable, inapplicable, and

testable.
Turning first to the Combination Types which are un
testable, we find that Adaptive Type I in Figure 1-4 is
not possible, that is, under the theory circumvention and
mediation cannot logically occur together.

This eliminates

all Combination Types in Figure 1-5 where this is the case,
that is, Combination Types 1, 5» 9» and 13.
Six Combination Types in Figure 1-5 are classified as
inapplicable.

Combination Types 2, 3, 6 , 8, and 12 cannot

be explained under the model.
are considered irrelevant.

Combination Types 2 and 3

In both of these cases (+)

linkage, implying high access when associated with (+)
sense of control would seem to make adaptations of either
(+) circumvention or (+) mediation irrelevant.

Combination

Types 6 , 8 , and 12 are considered to be individual idio
syncratic adaptations, and hence irrelevant to the system
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model presented.

In addition, Combination Type 16 is also

classified as inappropriate to the model.

An interpreta

tion for this situation is difficult to come by under the
model.

Where low linkage is associated with low sense of

control some form of mediation would be expected.
might be seen as a form of conformity.

It

On the other hand,

this condition might be indicative of failure of the adap
tation process, possibly resulting in flight from or avoid
ance of the system, in which case we would classify it as
idiosyncratic to the individual.

On this type an inter

pretation must be reserved.
Now let us examine the testable relationships.

Taking

the major variable type as the point of departure we can
look at this relationship in terms of the combinations
possible with the adaptive types.
It should be kept in mind that the perspective of this
proposed study is that of the general society.

Thus, link

age is viewed from the standpoint of connections to the
legitimized structure.

Although it is recognized that

connections via persons either marginal to the legitimate
and extra-legitimate structure or more or less wholly in
volved in the extra-legitimate structure can provide access
to the legitimate structure, these cannot be differentiated
in this study.
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FIGURE 1-5
ARRANGEMENT OF POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS OF DICHOTOMIZED VARIABLES
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Turning to the major variable types, then, Major Vari
able Type I is the situation in which both linkage and con
trol are positive.

Of the four combinations possible with

adaptive types, one (Combination Type 1, Figure 1-5) has
already been eliminated.
As mentioned previously, the idea of conformity or
Goodness of Fit is included in the model.

In the model,

a situation of high linkage and high control associated
with low adaptation would describe a high degree of fit,
This is described by Combination Type 4.
Ma.ior variable type II (+ linkage, - control)
This relationship of the major variables is defined
as an unlikely occurrence in terms of the structural theory
discussed above.

High linkage opens access to the indi

vidual and should lead to high sense of control.

If, for

some reason, the individual is unable to take advantage of
the opportunities presented through his access, suffers
personal failure, or is defined as incapable of competing
in the system, mediating mechanisms might come into play.
But though the model can to some extent explain this phe
nomenon, it is generally thought to be personally idiosyn
cratic and so falls outside the limits of the model.
If a mediation structure exists, as the theory assumes,
an individual might fit into it irrespective of the nature
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of his linkage.

The child labelled retarded might be cooled

out not to expect too much from himself.

This circumstance

is described in Combination Type 7.
Ma.ior variable type III (- linkage. + control)
Combination Type 9 has already been dispensed with.
Major Variable III is the classic case where low linkage is
compensated by circumventing blockage of the means struc
ture.

Under these conditions it is necessary to make a

distinction between two kinds of circumventing mechanisms
heretofore not discussed.

It is not the intention here

to try to elaborate the entire range of these processes,
but it is important to make a distinction between pur
posive and unpurposive processes.

Purposive circumven

tion refers to those extra-legitimate processes, such as
criminal means, which are specifically directed toward
acquisition of cultural goals,

Unpurposive mechanisms

refer to processes which are not goal oriented but may
result in goal acquisition serendipituously, such as
luck and chance.
Combination Type 10 illustrates a condition in which
circumvention is purposive.

In this case we would expect

involvement in that kind of a structure to lead to a sense
of being able to control one's environment,
To note a condition of unpurposive circumvention it
is necessary to skip to Combination Type 14.

Where a cir

cumventing structure functions without an ends orientation
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it is predicted to effect negatively a sense of control.
Combination Type 11 is a rather interesting case.

If

mediation can be conceived of as being either a moderating
process— up to now this is how it has been defined— or an
enhancing process, then a circumstance can be described
in which an enhancement mediating structure would result
in a high or increasing sense of environmental control.
Enhancement Mediation is then defined as a legitimate
structural element.

An example of an enhancing structure

might be the institutionalization of academic, occupational
and other programs of this type aimed at the potentially
high achieving student from a poverty level background.
This can also be seen as performing an allocation function.

FIGURE 1-6
THE COMPLETE CAUSAL MODEL
Circumvention Adaptive Structure
(a) Non-purposj
(b) Purposive

Linkage
to the —
Structure

Control
Goodness of Fit

of the
Environment

Mediation
Adaptive £
^vMed
ii
Sv\v (a) Moderation
^ ( b ) Enhancement

For the sake of simplicity, the refinement of circum
vention and mediation into their respective sub-classes
has not been included in Figure 1-5*

However, they are

particularly applicable in some cases, as pointed out
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above, so in the interests of clarity, a schematic diagram
of the general model, including the sub-classes of both
circumvention and mediation, is presented above in Figure

1-6.
Ma.ior variable type IV (- linkage, - control)
This arrangement of variables is exemplified by the
individual in the so-called deprived environment who sees
little possibility of controlling his own destiny.
tion Type 14 has been described above.

Combina

Combination Type 15

is a typical "cooling out" situation and needs no further
explanation.
Of the sixteen Combination Types, a total of six re
main from which general hypotheses can now be stated.
Again for clarity, in the diagrams accompanying each hypo
thesis, where circumvention and mediation are not assumed
to operate, where a negative sign (-) accompanies the vari
able, they will be represented in the diagram only in
general terms (see, for instance, the path diagram for
Hypothesis I), otherwise the sub-classes will be specified.
With the exception of Hypothesis I, Goodness of Fit has not
been included in the diagrams.
The hypotheses are organized from the standpoint of
the major variable types, which are taken as givens.

Each

major variable type (Figure 1-3) can be associated with any
or all of the adaptive types (Figure 1-4)j these combina-
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nations are given in Figure 1-5.

Some of these combina

tions are untestable, others inapplicable, as we have indi
cated.

From the combinations defined as testable the

hypotheses have been derived.

Each combination type con

sidered testable, then, specifies the conditions for each
causal hypothesis.

The positive sign associated with an

adaptive mechanism indicates whether that adaptive mechanism
is operating, that is, the sign indicates which adaptive
mechanism is likely to be selected as a behavioral alter
native.

It is then expected that the major causal pathway

would be through that adaptive mechanism.

For example, in

Hypothesis II, Combination Type IV is defined as testable.
The conditions for the variables are as follows:

+linkage,

-circumvention, +high Moderating Mediation, -sense of con
trol (Figure 1-5).

This means the major causal path from

linkage to sense of control is through Moderating Mediation.
Accompanying each hypothesis is a schematic represen
tation of the prediction.

The solid arrows indicate the

principal pathways, that is, the paths of greatest magni
tude.

Broken arrows are secondary routes.

The magnitude

of the causal paths can be assessed by using path analysis.
Hypothesis I (major variable I, combination type 4 )
Given high linkage and high sense of control, the pri
mary causal pathway will be from linkage through Goodness
of Fit to sense of control.
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■Circumvention
+Linkage

Goodness of Fit — >-+Sense of Control
-Mediation

Hypothesis I represents the ideal normative case where
the individual's linkage provides access which he is able
to utilize adequately, hence leading to sense of control.
Hypothesis II (ma.ior variable II, combination type

7 )

Given high linkage and low control, the primary causal
pathway will be from linkage to mediation to sense of control.
-Circumvention-^
tLinkage

-Sense of Control
4-Moderating Mediation

Hypothesis II is the case where an individual's linkage
provides access but aspirations are cooled out, yielding
low sense of control.

At the social system level this de

scribes a situation where it may be necessary to cool out
individuals whose linkage provides them with good access.
If, for example, a surplus exists in the technological or
professional work force, a cooling out of aspirations in
potential entrants in these fields may be necessary.

At

the individual level an example would be the person whose
linkage provides him employment opportunity but whose capa
cities do not allow him to function adequately in the job,
or complete the university course of study.
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Hypothesis III (ma.ior variable III)
With this arrangement of the major variables, it is
necessary to specify two possible causal pathways, because
with +linkage and +sense of control there are two possible
arrangements of the adaptive mechanisms, thus*
Given low linkage and high control, the primary causal
pathway is either (a) Combination Type 10 (Figure 1-5)
through Purposive Circumvention,
-Non-purposive Circumvention-^ ^
^

^

-Linkage

+Sense of
Purposive Circumvention--------- Control

^-Mediation — --or (b) Combination Type 11 (Figure 1-5) through Enhancement
Mediation,
-Circumvention
-Linkage

——

_
~~

+Sense of
Control

--Moderating Mediation-^
'+Enhancement Mediation''
Hypothesis III (a) describes the situation where a
lack of linkage bars access to legitimate means but where
a way of getting around legitimate means is available.

For

example, a student with low linkage may enter the univer
sity without having the highly developed skills successful
functioning in the system requires.

He may, however, be

come involved in a cheating system which allows him to
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manipulate the system and acquire systemic goals (grades)
in spite of inadequate skills.
An example of Hypothesis III (b) is the student whose
self perceptions relative to his viability in the educa
tional system are altered positively as a result of being
involved in a program such as Upward Bound or the achieve
ment of unexpected initial academic success.
Hypothesis IV (ma.ior variable IV)
As in the case of Hypothesis III, this relationship
between linkage and sense of control produces two possible
primary paths, because there are also two alternative
arrangements of the adaptive mechanisms.
Given low linkage and low sense of control, the pri
mary causal pathway is eitheri

(a) Combination Type 1^

(Figure 1-5) through Mon-purposive Circumvention,
,+Non-purposive Circumvention
-Purposive Circumvention
-Linkage

-Sense of Control
^-Mediation — —

or (b) Combination Type 15 (Figure 1-5) through Moderating
Mediation,
^-Circumvention —

_

-Linkage^
\

-Sense of Contrc
+Moderating Mediation

^

^ -Enhancement Mediation^
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In Hypothesis IV (a) low linkage fails to provide
access and the adaptive mechanisms also fail to provide
alternative means or cool out expectations.

Without alter

native means or moderating influence, acquisition of successgoals appears to depend on the vicissitudes of chance, and
the individual comes to perceive his world as uncontrollable.
Hypothesis IV (b) is an alternative situation to IV
(a).

This is the classic case where expectations are cooled

out.

For example, the student from the lower SES whose en

vironment has left him shortchanged on academic type skills
is cooled out in the course of his educational experience
to accept the ceiling on his aspirations provided for him
by the school.
In the past few pages a definitive causal model has
been developed and a set of hypotheses generated.

The model

has been developed around the assumption that social systems
strive to maintain themselves even in the midst of conflict
ing forces and idiosyncratic modes of behavior.

It is our

view that structural adaptive mechanisms develop, which tend
to lessen tensions by predisposing prescribed behavior in
system members.
suggested.

One set of adaptive mechanisms has been

The set is not meant to bs logically exhaustive,

but it is hoped it represents some possible alternatives
predictive of behavioral outcomes among those functioning in
a defined system,
The hypotheses were generated by dichotomizing the
variables into high and low categories.

This made possible
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the specification of the total field of combination of rela
tionships between the variables, given the dichotomized con
ditions,

However, we hasten to add that the process imposes

limitations on the nature and type of hypotheses generated.
Prom the field of relationships, those conditions which
appeared most relevant to the model were stated as testable
hypotheses.
Substantive Focus
The formal organization presents an excellent social
system in which to test the model.

The rationalized social

structure makes the formal aspects of the structure easily
identifiable, particularly the clarity of goals and the
means to their acquisition,

On the other hand, because

of the press of the formalized structures the extra-formal
or informal structures become easily recognized, and contra
dictions in the social system more obvious.
The university presents an especially interesting
social organization for our purposes, for two reasons.
First, major goals are essentially oriented around human
values rather than around material values, at least with
respect to its clients.

Second, as a client oriented organi

zation the goals of the clients are in a real sense the
goals of the organization.

These two factors should make

not only the goal structure of the organization more coin
cident with the values of its clients, but also, perhaps,
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tend to make the interaction (linkage) of the clients with
organization more directly means to the goals.

In short,

unlike other formal organizations, the major output goals
of the organization and the client-members are logically
the same.
The major interest of this study, therefore, centers
on the social system of the university, and, more speci
fically, on the student's relationship with that system.
Within the confines of the theory previously laid down,
the major general hypothesis is that the student's linkage,
not only to the specific structures of the university social
system but also his linkages to the general structures of
the larger society, will determine the mode of adaptation
in the system and consequently the perceptions of his
ability to control, utilize and expolit this particular
educational social system.
This problem will be examined on two levels.

First, in

the major emphasis, using a sample of U.S. university stu
dents, we will try to operationalize the full model laid
down in the theory section and test hypotheses derived
from it.
Second, a simplified model will be developed and a
comparative analysis will be made between the U.S. sample
and Yugoslav university students.

The simplified model

will be called the comparative model and is discussed under
that heading.
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A simplified model is used for a number of reasons.
For one thing, although the Yugoslav data was gathered
within the general framework of the theoretical model,
the model has since been refined.
was a factor here.

The exigencies of time

It was necessary to mount the study

rather hastily, and a decision had to be made as to how
to allocate the available time.

On the notion that no

study is possible without data, time was given to data
collection rather than theory refinement.
In addition, the investigator did not have adequate
control of the data collection processes.

This meant that

selection of a sample could not be governed either with
regard to representiveness or size, nor was it possible to
supervise even such nominal activities as questionnaire
administration.
The Yugoslav data impose limitations on the study and
are the reasons why the two levels of investigation are
stated above.

The limitations do not detract from the com

parative value of the data, but they do present difficulties
in testing the full model comparatively.
Since the data collected from the U.S. sample will not
only have to reproduce exactly the Yugoslav data, but also
include data appropriate to the full model, the limitations
discussed above can perhaps be used to advantage by provid
ing an opportunity to examine another issue of sociological
interest to the writer.

The issue concerns external vs.

internal linkages.
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34By external linkage we refer to linkages of significant
others to the systemj internal linkages are those connec
tions a person himself has directly with his social system
of immediate concern.

It is assumed that general linkages

are the most meaningful, to begin with, in a person's life,
because he does not have the status of full membership and
his degree of participation is strictly regulated.

Thus in

this way the relationship of the individual to the social
system is translated.

This then provides the nucleus for a

generalized Weltanschauung by which in part, at least, he
later interprets social systems in which he may be involved.
The opportunity presents itself to examine the relative
effects of both general and specific linkage on the opera
tion of the model, as well as interrelationships between
the two.
Comparative Focus
Ideally, a comparative analysis should compare identi
cal data collected under identical circumstances from identi
cal samples.

Unfortunately, such is not the case in this

instancej however, in the following paragraphs are discussed
some of the factors which are considered relevant to the com
parative analysis.
The societies in question are those of Yugoslavia and
the United States.

Yugoslav society bears similarities in

some respects to the United States and simultaneously is
quite dissimilar.

As a burgeoning industrial society with
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industrial development at about 50 percent, and an industrial
growth rate in recent years of some 12 percent (Socialist
Thought and Practice, 19651V), the similarities between
Yugoslavia and the U.S. tend to be oriented about the in
dustrialized segment and the dissimilarities center around
the non-industrialized segment.
One thing that makes the Yugoslav society of special
interest is that it is an example of a planned society
which espouses a market economy ideology.

(Adamovic\ 1968:

29-33; Korac, 1968:3-4; Pecujlic, 1968:6-9, 33-37; Samard£ija, 1968:15-20; Soloja, 1968:15-17; Stojanovic/,f 1968:
14-18; Tito, 1969:26, 29-30. ) The economic orientation,
then, in this latter factor is not unlike that of the United
States.
More specifically, if, as assumed, similarities do
exist, they should be more evident among the population
from which the data is drawn, i.e., among the population
of university students.

This may be so for two reasons.

First, typical of many industrializing nations, and per
haps particularly so of those with a socialistic orien
tation, the educational system is especially geared to
serve the interests of rapid economic development (Jemuovic,
1964:11-32).
Second, at least one study (Milic, 1966) has shown
a highly disproportionate representation of students in Yugo
slav universities from the managerial and professional
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occupational categories.

We would expect the value orien

tation of these students to be compatible with the indus
trial ethos.
For these reasons the major comparative hypothesis is
one of no difference, when tested through the simplified
model developed below.

This means that testing the hypo

thesis independently on the data from each society will
yield no significant difference between them.

If the

specific hypotheses are not supported in the American sam
ple, we would not expect them to be supported with the
Yugoslav sample.

If the hypotheses are borne out, this

presumably would be because of similarities in the two
samples and would constitute one more piece of evidence to
the general proposition that the characteristics— discussed
on the next page— of the industrial social order are uni
versal.
The no difference hypothesis is further derived from
current interpretation of industrial society by such men
as Inkeles (i960), Lipset (1959)» Miller (i960) and others.
To explicate briefly— the structural-functional inter
pretation sees the industrial social order as being accom
panied by certain universal imperatives.

These imperatives

arise from the homogeneity of the press of technological
and industrial values as they impinge on the social order.
From this press, giving its priorities to values of achieve
ment, production, and the like, comes the primary axis of the
industrial stratification system— occupation.

Both economic
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rewards and prestige are distributed on the basis of occu
pations

performance.

Technology proliferates the differentiation among
occupational categories and so increases the dependence
on specialized training and education in general.

This

in turn stimulates the interrelationship between economic
position and non-economic factors such as life style.

A

given level or position on the overall stratification
hierarchy, then, becomes a relatively tight nexus of
interrelationships of the stratification sub-system woven
around the occupational axis.
This interpretation has two implications for our
study.

It provides first of all a rationale for assuming

a general similarity between the industrial segments of
the societies.

In addition, and more directly related to

our theoretical frame, the means-goals system can be assumed
to be integrated around a common set of dimensions in this
formal type of social system.
There are two dimensions which are especially germane
to the general comparative hypothesis of no difference.
Indeed these dimensions are not only germane comparatively,
but they are the hinges upon which the door to the theo
retical model swings— they are "consistency" (Goldthorpe,
196^:650-651) and mobility patterns.
Consistency is similar to the constructs "status crys
tallization" (Lenski, 195^)• and "equilibration" (Inkeles,
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i960).

It generally refers to the tendency of industrial

ization to order positions in the various sub-stratifica
tion systems, in response to the functional requirements,
in relatively the same way.
The second dimension is patterns of mobility.

The

empirical issue of mobility and its relationship to indus
trialization and economic development is apparently far
from clear.

Smelser and Lipset (1966:20) point out that,

although a strong relationship is expected between economic
factors and patterns of social mobility, this has not been
borne out empirically.

Some studies have indicated that

mobility in industrialized nations bear similarities, for
example, Lipset and Bendix (1959); and at least in one
study socialist and non-socialist industrial nations (U.S.
and U.S.S.R.) were shown to have similar mobility profiles
(Miller, i960).

However, it should be noted that until

recently mobility has been operationalized mainly around
the rather rudimentary dichotomy of manual and non-manual
categories.

The complexity of mobility in the cross-cultural

context is in the process of re-evaluation (Smelser and
Lipset, 1966:22).

An interesting note along this line is

that Sorokin's 192? rather unique and pioneer contribution
is also being re-examined (Heller, 1969*307-310).
Without getting caught in this controversy at this
particular time, it is perhaps sufficient to say that there
does seem to be some indication that mobility patterns are
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similar across industrial nations— at least the possibility
cannot be discounted as yet.

And, while a solid empirical

grounding would enhance our case at this point, the general
comparative hypothesis of no difference must be derived
from broadly based studies showing similar patterns in in
dustrialized nations (Goldthorpe, 196^*648),

One function

of a questionably based hypothesis is that it may help
resolve the questions.
In conclusion, then, it will be tested, at least for
the comparative segments from which the data are collected,
that the characteristics of Yugoslav and U.S. industrial
social orders are sufficiently the same, and that the anomic
structures function more or less in the same way in each,
particularly in the social system of higher education.
The limitations of the data preclude a comprehensive
comparative investigation.

The comparative aspect of this

study is confined to the testing of some specific hypotheses
in two partially comparable settings under the general hypo
thesis of no difference.

This has the double virtue of

providing two tests of some of the hypotheses in a single
research and developing some explanations and theoretical
alternatives should the hypothesis be supported in one cul
tural context and not the other,
The comparative model
For the reasons stated under "Substantive Focus," it is
necessary to construct a simplified version of the full model
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when dealing with the Yugoslav data.

The model incorpor

ates only circumvention modes of adaptation} hence it looks
like thisi
FIGURE 1-7
A CAUSAL MODEL FOR COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
Non-purposive
Circumvention
Control

Linkage

X

Purposive
Circumvention

This means that for comparison purposes, only Hypotheses
I, III (a), and IV (a) can be examined between the U.S.
and Yugoslav data.
Hypothesis Ii

These hypotheses are stated below.
Given high linkage and high sense of

control, the primary causal pathway will be from linkage
through Goodness of Fit to sense of control.
Hypothesis III (a)i

Given low linkage and high con

trol, the primary causal pathway is through Purposive
Circumvention.
Hypothesis IV (a)»

Given low linkage and low control,

the primary causal pathway is through Non-purposive Cir
cumvention,
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CHAPTER II
THEORY DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED RESEARCH
The model which has just been presented is unique.
It owes its origin primarily to Merton but so far as the
writer is aware it has not heretofore been tested.

The

only empirical evidence which can be mounted, then, bears
somewhat latterally on the problem.

The studies which

appear to have the most relevance are primarily those
which deal with aspects of anomie, anomia, and powerlessness.
Before dealing with empirical evidence which bears on
the model and its respective parts, let us look at some
aspects of the social system of higher education.
The Social System of Higher Education
Means-goal disjunctures can probably occur anywhere
structural discontinuities and variations are found, where
goals are not articulated evenly to all parts of the social
system, where goals are differentially evaluated by parts
of the social system, where total system goals are ambigu
ous and so on.

We see these discontinuities as posing an

inherent threat to the social system and adaptation as
serving the dual functions (a) of mitigating the threat to
some extent, at least to allow the system to survive, and

41
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(b)

of allowing the individual at least minimal viability

in the system.

After all, the individuals must survive in

the system if the system itself is to survive.

We assume

this to be the case with all social systems to some degree
and perhaps especially so with formal organizational social
systems.
In this section an attempt will be made to illustrate
discontinuities and variations in the social system of the
university and/or college by drawing from three areas of
the literature:
1.

Goals of higher education.

2.

Student sub-cultures.

3.

Greek letter organizations.

Goals in higher education
Educational goals:

the organization

Edward Gross (1968:518-544) mounted an impressive
study which examines the priorities given forty-seven dif
ferent goals identified from the literature of sixty-eight
major U.S. universities.

A ten per cent sample of both

faculty and administration were asked to respond to the
goals in terms of how important the goal jLs in their uni
versity and how important it should be.

The forty-seven

goals were dichotomized into output goals and support goals.
Output goals are those involving teaching, research and com
munity service.

Support goals refer to various maintenance

goals--adaptation, management, motivation, and positional
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goals— which insure that the organization is run in a
specified way.
Gross' analysis produced some rather interesting
results.

The goals falling in the top standard deviation

of the overall results are reproduced below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Protect the faculty's right to academic freedom.
Increase the prestige of the university.
Maintain top quality in those programs we feel
to be especially important.
Insure the continued confidence and support of
those who contribute substantially to the finances
and other material resource needs of the university.
Keep up-to-date and responsive.
Train students in methods of scholarship and/or
creative endeavor.
Carry on pure research.

Two things are striking about these results.

For one

thing, nearly all of these top rated goals are what Gross
has labelled support goals.

The other thing, most signifi

cant for the purposes here, is that only one involves stu
dents.

What makes these results even more interesting is

that eighteen of the forty-seven goals taken from the uni
versity's various literatures have direct reference to
students in some way.

There was, thus, ample opportunity

to select student oriented goals.
At the other end of the scale, the goals which fall
into the lowest standard deviation are:
44.
45.

Emphasize undergraduate instruction even at the
expense of the graduate program.
Involve students in the government of the
university.
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46,
47,

Keep this place from becoming something
different from what it is now,
Make a good consumer of the student.

This seems consistent with the results noted.
Looking at what the faculty and administration feel
ought to be the top goals, we find the student makes out
somewhat better.

Aside from number six above, which moved

to the second position, two other student-expressive goals
appear in third and eighth positions.
3,
8,

They are:

Produce a student who, whatever else may be done
to him, has had his intellect cultivated to the
maximum,
Assist students to develop objectivity about
themselves and their beliefs and hence examine
those beliefs objectively.

The bottom standard deviation contained four goals, three
of which were in the bottom of the "is11 listing, numbers
45, 46, and 47.

This list included, it should be noted,

"involving students in the government of the university".
There is a good deal of congruence between the opinion
of these respondents on what is and what should be.

It im

plies considerable integration in terms of the goals struc
ture of the university, be they output or support goals.
Gross also found this general pattern to hold between facul
ty and administration.
The question arises as to the sources of these goals.
It is assumed that both faculty and administration respond
to the same set of priorities.

For as pointed out by

Corwin (1967:195), "Organizational goals determine the
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desired course of action and dominate the thinking of
leaders, whose decisions are calculated to achieve those
goals".

From the findings of Gross we would further assume

that, since the literature from xdiich he has drawn his list
of forth-seven goals is also more than likely a product of
the respondent, his is a study in reification to some extent.
Be that as it may, this does not invalidate the priority
given these goals by his sample.

We see two major sources

which would tend to structure a set of priorities.

They

are the academic tradition and the press toward bureaucrat
ization of the university.
The first source can be dealt with very briefly and
needs little explanation.

The tradition of the American

university in academe and liberal education Is a direct
line from the European university tradition (Stewart, 1962:
917).

And whereas the American university has expanded its

horizons, so to speak, the emphasis on scholarly pursuits
for their own sake is still an important value.

It is not

unusual, then, to find this emphasis expressed as educa
tional goals.
The second source, bureaucratization, is somewhat more
complex.

The definition of bureaucratization is taken pri

marily from Blau and Scott (1962:225-232).

In its skeletal

form it refers to the compounding of complexity throughout
the organizational structure.
The formal organization of the university seems too
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obvious to spend much time discussing.

Its etiology has

been amply described by men like Etzioni (1964:77-78, 81-87)
Parsons (1960:44-56), Corwin (1967:156-223) and others.
Two factors, however, seem important which have accompanied
the process of bureaucratization.

The first is the phenom

enal growth of the university as a large-scale enterprise
in recent years (Newcomb, 1966:27; ICnapp, 1962:298),
Although the larger schools are generally considered to be
more bureaucratic, the culturally defined methods of organ
ization also predispose smaller schools toward the bureau
cratic model as well.
The second factor is the increasing role of the uni
versity as a societal service organization.

This has been

accompanied by expansion of functions, particularly in
vocational curricula and research areas (Newcomb, 1966:63),
Congruent with this expansion is increasing use of the
university as an agency of mobility and the subsequent
broadening of the social base from which students are drawn.
What is of greatest concern are the consequences of
bureaucratization.

We suggest three consequences that may

be of significance to this study:

(a) changes in personnel

orientations, or perhaps changes in types of personnel at
some levels, (b) changes in organizational goal priorities,
(c)

ambiguity of goals.

These three will be discussed

together below and not necessarily in the order given.
It is our contention that these three consequences of
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bureaucratization Interact to produce an organizational
goal press which Is not necessarily coincident with the
students' goals for attending college, and that the result
of this disjuncture leads to seeking adaptations.
To begin with, bureaucratization of the university is
considered as contributing to the priority given secondary
goals.
this.

We think Gross' (1968:518-544) study demonstrates
Several factors are perhaps involved in this process.

Some are suggested below.
The university is a special case of a complex organ
ization.

It is uniquely different from business and indus

trial organizations in the lack of clarity of its organ
izational structures and in the relationships between the
members of its sub-systems.

And while it is similar to

other professional organizations (Etzioni, 1964:77-78), one
of the striking features which distinguishes the university
from other complex organizations is the breadth and ambiguity
of its goal structure.

Unlike organizations of the economic

sphere whose goals have a pristine clarity, the university
is encumbered with a morass of clouded and conflicting
objectives.
Part of the ambiguity results from the intrinsic nature
of education.
sonal.

The educational process is abstract and per

Scholarship, creativity, and well-roundedness are

internal to the individual and not easily translated
directly or objectively Into organizational goals.

Even
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the fact that the objectification of scholarship may be
manifested in a grading system does not sufficiently tap
its inner-personal subjective qualities,,

In fact, the

opposite may be the case— a grading system may be alien
to the concept of scholarship»
Neal Gross (1970:14) has stated that public education
suffers from goal ambiguity; we suggest the same fate has
to some extent befallen the university.

Part of this prob

lem also arises, as pointed out by Neal Gross elsewhere
(Corwin, 1967:174-175), Newcomb (1966:26-27) and others,
because in the course of its historical development the
university has continually added to its roster of functions.
Goal ambiguity is further increased by the gradual redefin
ing of the academic role to embrace these tasks as they are
assumed by the university, rather than by dealing with the
situation by adding specialists and increased division of
labor (Newcomb, 1966:26-27).

Thi3 means that all goals,

despite their diversity, are housed, so to speak, more or
less in the same unit.

This tends to confuse further the

goals structure.
Given a certain ambiguity of goals, and since all for
mal organizations are goal oriented (Etzioni, 1962:2-16),
those goals which are least ambiguous and most visible are
likely to attract more activity.

So in lieu of being able

to objectify the abstract quality of education's primary
goals, support goals might take on more and more prominence.
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Compounding the situation, as bureaucratization pro
ceeds the student becomes more isolated and detached from
the organization due to increasing levels in middle manage
ment hierarchy, formalization, impersonalization of pro
cedures and so on.
exists.

Thus, a likelihood of client alienation

The same forces also operate to alienate faculty,

although all organizations must spend some of their energies
on maintenance functions (Parsons, 1960:64).
conditions maintenance becomes more critical.

Under these
Putting this

together with the ambiguity of primary output goals seems
likely to result in rigidification of goal press around
secondary support goals.
Bureaucratization has also been accompanied by changes
in goal priorities as additional functions incorporated into
the system influence the goal structure.

This is particu

larly so in areas of high social value and/or where sub
stantial financial resources are at stake--in the area of
research, for example.

Gross (Corwin, 1967:175) has indi

cated how senior faculty members tend to minimize their
teaching responsibilities to maximize the research activi
ties.

We suggest that this influence extends to junior

members as well, because as Knapp (1962:298-299) points
out, grantsmanship and research become the vehicle of
academic mobility.

The administration, both at sub-system

level (departmental) as well as at the larger organizational
level, tends to measure prospective grants, hence prestige,
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they can bring to the school.

If we can accept the

assumption that the nature of the social structure has
something to do with eliciting behaviors congruent with
its needs, then behaviors will shift to correspond to
shifts in systemic goal structure.
Additionally, the redefinition of role noted previous
ly, together with its changing set of expectations, might
tend to attract a different type of faculty member, as
Cohen (1961) hypothesizes.
Finally, we suggest three factors which predispose
educational administration to tend to give priority to
support and maintenance goals.

All three are intertwined

with the increasing complexity of the university and the
necessity to compete for resources.

First, the need to

vie with other schools for public psychological and finan
cial support give high priority to such unscholarly activ
ities as public relations and lobbying in state legislatures.
Second, the administrator must operate in the framework of
total organizational needs.

And third, is personal orien

tation of administrative personnel.

The growth of com

plexity in the structure and functions plus the fact that
the college or university rests on bureaucratic principles
of organization has encouraged the intrusion of the profes
sional administrator into the executive arm of the organ
ization.

If the studies of the executive have any Validity for

those in higher educational administration, these men have
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a tendency to be detached from subordinates, highly com
mitted to the organization, and usually driven toward
self-actualization, autonomy, and achievement (Huttner,
1959:42-50; Rosen, 1959:18-19; Porter, 1962:375-384;
William, 1961:203-212).

Putting these three factors to

gether, we suggest the administrative press would likely
be toward high visibility goals and supportive and main
tenance functions, particularly where primary goals are
difficult to express in objective, action oriented ways.
In the past few pages, starting from the hypothesis
that a disjuncture exists between students’ orientation and
the definition of system goals as defined by faculty and
administration, we have used some empirical evidence to
show that faculty and administration give a certain prior
ity to support and maintenance goals.

Two primary reasons

for this have been suggested--the ambiguity and abstract
quality of educational goals, and the forces of bureau
cratization.
At this point, then, let us turn to the students*
perceptions of educational goals and their own educational
objectives*
Educational goals:

students

Most studies of student goals deal with their com
pliance to goals as defined by the educational organization.
Examples of these are the studies of Goldsen (1960) and
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Bolton and Kammeyer (1967).

In 1952 Goldsen collected

data on student attitudes and values in eleven univer
sities.

Among other things, she asked students to

indicate how important they thought six possible goals
were for the ideal college or university.

About a decade

later Bolton and Kammeyer asked the same question of a
sample of University of California students at Davis.
These data are compiled in Table 2-1 (Bolton and Kammeyer,
1967:39).
The table reveals some interesting data.

The most

obvious thing is the difference between the four Eastern
"elite" schools and the public universities.

Apparently,

general education and dealing with ideas is almost univer
sally accepted as an ideal goal of higher education among
students.

An interesting comparison can be made between

the four schools noted above and the other eight schools
in the table.

With the four schools "general education"

consistently rated first, "getting along with people" is
third, and "vocational training" is unanimously rated fifth.
Among the other eight schools there is a great deal more
variety among these three goals.

In terms of rank they

vary between 1 and 3 in all cases except U.C.D.

The

average ranks of the first three goals among the eight
schools are 2.3, 2.3 and 1.9 respectively.

These differ

ences can probably be accounted for by the student selec
tion process and the elitist quality of the four schools,
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TABLE 2-1
EDUCATIONAL GOALS STRESSED BY CROSS-SECTION OF MALE STUDENTS AT EACH CAMPUS POLLED
(Eleven Universities* Plus UCD Males)
Consider what educational goals you
think the ideal college or univer
sity ought to emphasize.

P ercentage Ranking Each Goal
as Highly Important

WesProvide a basic general
education and appreciation of ideas
Provide vocational train
ing, develop skills and
techniques directly applicable to your career
Develop your ability to get
along with different
kinds of people
Develop your knowledge
and interest in community and world problems
Help develop your moral
capacities, ethical standards and values
Prepare you for a happy
marriage and family
life

Yale
(297)

Har
vard
(453)

Dart
mouth
(365)

Cor
nell
(655)

North
Carolina

(1)**90

(1) 88

(1) 85

(1) 84

(2) 73

(2) 74

(5) 36

(5) 31

(5) 30

(5) 32

(3) 62

(3) 65

(2) 76

(2) 69

(2) 59

(2) 75

(1) 74

(1) 77

(4) 58

(3) 57

(3) 55

(3) 67

(4) 48

(5) 49

(3) 60

(4) 51

(4) 48

(4) 45

(5) 44

(4) 53

(6) 18

(6) 19

(6) 11

(6) 18
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(6) 27
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where, for a greater proportion of students, the vocational
future is assured.
The results for the other eight schools we consider to
be more typical of higher education in America.
sults show a good deal of consistency.

These re

What this seems to

mean is that, while the more ideal values of education
revolving around scholarly ideals are important, they com
pete on almost equal terms with more pragmatic values of
education.

In this sense we would put both "vocational

training" and "getting along with people" in the pragmatic
category.
The emphasis on basic education and ideas given high
priority by students is not incompatible with the goals
Gross found important among faculty and administration.
However, at least the data in the table indicate that stu
dents in public universities tend to give virtually equal
priority to vocational goals.

One of the striking features

of Gross’ findings for faculty and administrators is the
absence of student related vocational goals in the group
of high priority goals.

The goal of preparing students

for a career was given a rank of 13 in the total listing
of 47 goals.

This is a fairly high priority.

But it will

be recalled Gross used a dichotomized rating technique of
what the goal "is" in the university and what it "should"
be.

The career goal was thirteenth on the "is" listing,

on the "should" list it was rated thirty-secondJ

One might
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interpret this to mean functionaries in the higher educa
tional organizations are not particularly interested in
preparing students for vocational activities or careers.
It seems inevitable that the attitudes underlying the
findings would be transmitted to the student in the course
of his interaction with college faculties or, indeed, its
function as an agency of mobility.
The conclusions one draws from these studies is that
students are oriented around two or three major goals—
academic, vocational, social— while the organizational goals
with respect to the student emphasize only the academic, and
the goals with respect to the student are not generally
emphasized.*
*The question we would now ask is what percentage of the
student population Is represented by the vocational goaldirection. Citing data from the American Council of Educa
tion, Newcomb (1966:63) states that the three big vocational
areas, education, business administration, and engineering,
account for almost half of all undergraduate degrees. The
rate of increase in these fields appears to have stabilized
in recent years; however, this represents a sizeable propor
tion of the student population. Not all of these students
are expected to be preoccupied exclusively with vocational
interests, but when we consider: (a) higher education as
one of the chief agencies of mobility, (b) the expanding
social base of the student population, (c) the vocational
areas stated above being the chief means to occupational
mobility in the curriculum, and (d) the lower SES groups
tending to be disproportionately represented in these cur
ricula (Gottlieb and Hodgkins, 1963:284; Goldsen, 1960:15,
Wallace, 1966:44-45), we have a large proportion of students
whose potential adaptation to the system might be other than
the legitimized means.
The data of Goldsen and her associates were collected
almost two decades ago and, of course, shifts in student
values could have taken place since that time. The Bolton
and Kammeyer data collected some ten years later do seem to
point in this direction, but not so much around the vocational
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In the face of a dirth of other information this
writer ran a mini-survey among 136 primarily anthropology
and sociology upper classmen.

About 60 per cent of the

respondents were taking a required course for a major in
sociology or anthropology.

The respondents were asked to

indicate which aspect of campus life was most important to
them, by responding to the following question:
If you had to choose one of the following as
being most important to you, which would you
select?
The percentage selecting the various responses are
found in Table 2-2.
These findings are highly tentative— there are no con
trols and the group is an aggregate, not a sample.

And

perhaps the phrasing of the responses stacks the deck,
since an argument could be made, perhaps, that the first
two responses are ambiguously meaningless.

However, it may

be significant that among a group of students well into col
lege life, who have selected courses in the sociology/anthropology department primarily because of an academic major or
personal interest, one fifth held the instrumental goal of
goal as toward the more contemporary concerns of social and
world problem issues.
Since both of these studies phrase the
question in terms of ideal situations we do not know whether
the students are responding in terms of h o w they perceive the
real or expected values of the university social system.
Moreover, we do not k now whether they are projecting their
personal educational goals into the response they make.
Pre
sumably, of course, the framework is the characteristic an
ideal educational organization should possess.
In this case,
then, we wonder h o w close this comes to the real situation as
it i9 perceived by the student.
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TABLE 2-2

PERCENTAGE OF STUDENTS SELECTING ASPECTS OF
CAMPUS LIFE AS MOST IMPORTANT TO THEM
Percentage
2

I, Social life on or around the campus

15

2, The intellectual environment of the college

63

3. Learning skills and knowledge in my
academic program

20

4. Graduating as soon as possible

100%

graduating first priority.

Putting this together with the

career oriented goal (response 3) gives a total of 83 per
cent of the students of this group whose major objectives
seem to be directed toward pragmatic interests.
Adding this, highly tentative though it may be, to the
other data given above provides a bit more evidence to the
hypothesis that students are highly pragmatic in their
educational objectives.

The disjunction between the goals

of the students and the organization is not so much a
contra-orientation but perhaps a lack of recognition on the
part of university faculties and administration of the
priority students give to the pragmatic vocational and
career goals.

And our little survey (Table 2-2) suggests

that simply expediting the process of moving through the
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system might alone be an important student objective.*
Thus far the student's perception of organizational
goals and his personal educational goals have been touched
upon.

At this point, attention will be turned toward the

power relative to membership in the organization.

By this

we mean the level of participation and involvement in the
decision making structure of the organization.

Of course,

this refers to the real power members have in the organ
ization.
In the study of Edward Gross, non-student line members
of the organization gave the student participation in uni
versity government an overall rating of 45 (third from the
bottom) on how it is in the university and a rating of 46
on how it should be.

This seems to depict a certain power

lessness of students in the organization, which is supported
with a high degree of consensus.

Considering the ideologi

cal democratic value of consent of the governed, plus the
generally held view of the liberal quality of the university,
it is somewhat surprising that this goal is given such low
*lt should also be noted that the more esoteric goals
may be becoming more important for all classes of students.
The study of Meier (1970:69-89) suggests the possibility of
a developing trend. He found, as usual, higher pragmatic
orientations among lower SES groups, but he also found that
students across all strata and of both sexes valued human
istic and intellectual rewards of education more highly than
did their parents. The conclusion is tentative, however,
since the study was only cross-sectional.
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priority,*
The conservatism of the formal organization In this
regard--the discrepancy between the democratic ideal and
practice-— is too obvious to conceal from its members, par
ticularly in an organization like the university, where
the inter-play of ideas is supposed to be not only a goal
but an organizing principle.

If Gross Is correct, one is

tempted to conclude, first, that the educational organ
ization has little faith in its clients, second, that stu
dents are in the university but not part of it, third,
that unlike the work organization the university has three
distinct sub-cultures--the administrative, faculty, student
— that the students' arm corresponds more or less to that
of workers.
Part of the powerlessness of the student is probably
that the society does not yet classify him as an adult,
hence the demonstration of maturity becomes an overriding
concern, as Becker notes (1963:21-23),

But the channels

open are those primarily within the student culture; access
*Part of the problem may be, as Ferry (1964:111-112)
suggests, that bureaucracies traditionally have not been
and are not considered governments, that is, with the
exception of unions where the right to participate is
specifically protected by the Griffin-Landrum bill. This
being the case, it is expected that the cultural press is
toward "cooling” members’ right to participate in formal
organization’s government. To complicate this whole pro
cedure, the question of property is also involved with some
organizations, but not in the case of school; incidentally,
this is beyond the scope of this paper and will not be
pursued further.
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to the real sources of power is pretty much closed.

Most

of the decisions which directly effect the student are
made by faculty or administration.

For example, take the

immediate situational goal of achieving a grade from a
given course.

Virtually all decisions involving evaluat

ing academic achievement, course designs, exams, term
papers, etc,, in short, the cluster of standards and re
wards around the rather important goal of achievement,
are out of the hands of the student.
What we don(t know up to this point is how the stu
dents feel about their role relative to the organizational
structure,

A study by Lively (1969:1-24) examined longi

tudinally the erosion of expectations during the freshman
year in four different college environments (large-publicurban, large-public-rural, small-private-urban, and smallprivate-rural),

A random selection of students was asked

to rate twenty-five values (a) on the importance of the
item for a university, and (b) on his perception of how the
school of his choice should be rated on the items.

Ratings

were made during orientation week and also at the end of
the freshman year,
on the post test.

A number of items received lower rating
The items "school spirit" and "freedom

of student expression" were among the items receiving lower
ratings and which showed the greatest difference between (a)
and (b).

On all except three items (which were ties) the

(b) scores were lower on the post test.

The greatest declines
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in means scores occurred in the (b) categories, that is,
pre and post tests of expectations.

In all types of schools

one of the items showing greatest decline was "freedom of
student expression",
Lively’s study may be as much a quantification of
Gouldner's (1961:71-82) concept "metaphysical pathos" as
anything, that is, the disappointment resulting from the
difference between expections and their realization in the
organizational context.

The fact that perceptions of free

dom of expression suffered most might be significant.
might mean the myth

It

of the freedom of the campus compared

to the confinement of the high school may be overplayed.
On the other hand, it might have some implications for the
relative power of the student vs0 the organization.
Few studies have quantified students’ feelings of
powerlessness in the social system of the university.
Goldsen (1960:169-172, 227) uses alienation and anomie
items of the generalized type, such as "often when I'm with
people I feel lonely," "it seems almost everything these
days is a racket," and so on and concludes that for the
schools he investigated the students demonstrated a low
degree of alienation and anomie.

On an item which might

be considered as having some relationship to a sense of
personal power:

"There is little use in writing public

officials," Goldsen found an inverse relationship with
religiosity.

Since religiosity was also inversely related

to family income, this presents a rather novel situation
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for interpretation.

Perhaps religion mitigates the usual

negative relationship between powerlessness and SES.
This writer’s mini survey asked two questions:
1.

To what extent do you feel students at this
school have a say in how this school is run?

2.

How much say should students have in how this
school is run?

The responses to both were a five point Likert scale.

The

results are given in Table 2-3.

TABLE 2-3
RELATIVE POWERLESSNESS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS
Have say in how
school is run.
4
7
35
46
8

Should have say in
how school is run.
5.
4.
3.
2.
1.

A great deal
Quite a lot
Some say
Very little
None

33
45
21
1
0

100%

100%

Xh =2.5

xs=4.1

Relative Powerlessness = Xj| - Xg =* -1.6

The data above are given in percentages.
for the sample are also given.

The means scores

And finally, Relative Power

lessness is measured as the difference between "Have" and
"Should" means.

This is thirty-two per cent of the scale
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range, assuming the integer scale values are the median
values of the intervals*

There are no studies of power

lessness, so far as we know, which have utilized the con
cept of "Relative Powerlessness" as defined here*

We

suggest it might have some application in social environ
ments such as complex organizations.
The results of the mini survey are very tentative,
but the direction is clear enough to warrant further con
sideration.

It would be of interest to know in which

specific policies students feel they have and should have
a say— grading, faculty selection, etc.
To sum up, then, we have attempted to show, using some
minimal empirical evidence, that goal discontinuities may
exist between the university organizational goals and those
held by their clients.

It is suggested that this may be

due to the isolation of the student from sources of decision
in the organization.

The isolation comes about because of

the traditional nature of formal organizations modeled after
business and industrial types and the bureaucratization of
the university, together with ambiguity of primary output
goals.

The interaction of these factors produces an educa

tional environment in which secondary or support goals tend
to be emphasized and a major output goa1-expedition of
progress through the system— held by a significant proportion
of students--may be neglected.

Given theBe conditions, we

propose that the student, with respect to some goals he feels
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important, will experience inability to control his own
destiny within the system.
Student sub-cultures
A formal organization cannot prescribe every possible
piece of human action.

Sociologically speaking, the dis

crepancy between prescribed action and all other possible
alternatives for action is characterized as the unstruc
tured area of human behavior.

In the formal organization

this area in which alternatives to the "blueprint" take
place has been called the informal organization, (Blau and
Scott, 1962:5-6; Miller and Form, 1964:224; Etzioni, 1964:

20).
The notion of the informal structure of organizations
was invented to account for behavioral responses which had
little to do with behavior expected of members, or was even
counter to organizational goals.

Since the construct refers

to behavior alternatives occurring within the confines of
the formal organization, it can be interpreted as adaptive
responses to the formal organizational social system.

This

social system, with its priority of goals and specific pro
cedures to achieve them, constitutes a formalized network
of behaviors with a high degree of internal consistency
which may or may not coincide with individual needs.

The

formal organization is a conscious rationalized organization
of roles, positions and behaviors not necessarily congruent
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important, will experience inability to control his own
destiny within the system.
Student sub-cultures
A formal organization cannot prescribe every possible
piece of human action.

Sociologically speaking, the dis

crepancy between prescribed action and all other possible
alternatives for action is characterized as the unstruc
tured area of human behavior.

In the formal organization

this area in which alternatives to the "blueprint" take
place has been called the informal organization, (Blau and
Scott, 1962:5-6; Miller and Form, 1964:224; Etzioni, 1964:

20) .
The notion of the informal structure of organizations
was invented to account for behavioral responses which had
little to do with behavior expected of members, or was even
counter to organizational goals.

Since the construct refers

to behavior alternatives occurring within the confines of
the formal organization, it can be interpreted as adaptive
responses to the formal organizational social system.

This

social system, with its priority of goals and specific pro
cedures to achieve them, constitutes a formalized network
of behaviors with a high degree of internal consistency
which may or may not coincide with individual needs.

The

formal organization is a conscious rationalized organization
of roles, positions and behaviors not necessarily congruent
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with the social or psychological needs of those who fill
them.

This type of environment tends to be socially

atomized for the individual because role relationships
are organized around organizational goals, not human needs.
In this environment humans could not exist; consequently
organizational role incumbants bring to the role human
social qualities necessary for their own and the organiza
tion's survival.

Other functions are cited by Miller and

Form (1964:274-287):

(a) perpetration of culture, what

ever its members have found satisfying; (b) social control,
the substitution of group ends— restriction of output; (c)
maintenance of a communication system, the grape vine.
These functions are necessary for the integration of any
social system.

Of course both the informal and formal exist together,
but because the nature of the formal organization is arti
ficial, so to speak— that is, its structure is contrived—
the maintenance function becomes all the more essential.
Perhaps the same can be said of almost any institutionalized
form, if other structures in the same social system are
changing around it.
We tend to see the informal organization as a general
adaptation mechanism.

In fact, as stated above,

it is the

necessary means by which a human being can be thrust into
a contrived static environment and survive.
vival,

incidentally,

And his sur

is the absolute criteria for the
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organization's existence.

Hence, adaptation and its main

tenance function.
Various types of adaptation have been put forth.
Presthus (1963:164-286), for example, in his well known
discussion, suggests three patterns of accommodation,
Upward-mobiles, the Indifferents, and the Ambivalents.
Wilbert Moore (1962:151-188) gives several types of indi
vidual adaptations to inconsistencies between corporate
and individual goals.

These discourses are directed toward

aspects of the informal organization at the upper levels of
the hierarchy.

Both men deal mainly with individual psycho

logical responses and do not emphasize these accommodations
in the sense that there are interpersonal ties between organ
izational members who adapt the same accommodating styles-that is, that they represent cohesive sub-social systems
within the organization.

However, this does not mean that

the nature of the organization does not call forth these
types or styles of adaptation and that adoptive structures
develop that present members with alternative styles of
adaptation in relationship to his expectations and percep
tions of opportunity in the organization.
The sub-cultural context of the informal organization
ha8 been more highly developed at the bottom end of the
organizational hierarchy, under the category of primary
relationships, beginning with the Hawthorn studies
(Roethlisberger and Dickson, 1968:130-133; Homans, 1954:
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724-733; Worthy, 1950:169-179; Kahn and Katz, 1963:394-409).
These studies have demonstrated a number of things.

First,

in addition to describing the general characteristics of
work groups, they have indicated their cohesive nature.
Second, they have demonstrated their adoptive quality, that
the relationship of a group vis-a-vis the larger organiza
tion provides the impetus for the generation of norms,
values, goals, and behaviors which may or may not be
supportive of the organization.

Finally, these studies

show that the sub-culture insulates the individual from
direct confrontation with the formal structure.

The goals,

rules, and directives of the formal arm are mediated or
reinterpreted for group members.
It is the contention of this study that the university
can be viewed approximately in this same light, with the
student members being roughly comparable to workers in busi
ness and industrial organizational settings.

Like the worker,

the student is at the bottom of the hierarchy, having little
or no power.

Like the worker, the student’s organizational

related activities are highly structured.
say about the activities.

He has little to

Basically they are prescribed by

the system and directed by a higher echelon functionary.
Like the worker, the student is rewarded for performing pres
cribed activities.
contrived.

The organization of the university is

The relationships between members are formalized.

Its essential nature ignores the needs human beings have
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developed In other parts of the society.

We would expect,

then, that the incumbents of the role structure would
breathe life into the organization in the form of adaptive
responses, and that these adaptations would fit the model
described in Chapter I.
The characteristic of the student population has been
given a good deal of attention recently.

The research

which is most pertinent to our purposes is that which has
attempted to identify student sub-cultures.

The orientation

of these studies is frequently the assessment of the influ
ence of college life on student attitudes and values.
Gottlieb and Hodgkins (1963:266-289) posit two ante
cedent conditions for concluding the existence of sub
cultural differentiation among the college population.
One condition is the heterogeneity of most student bodies,
that is, the diversity of the American socio-cultural scene
and respective group affiliations predispose certain atti
tudes towards college attendance, and the other condition
is the college community as a distinctive socio-cultural
system in its own right.

The school is a social system

maintaining goals to which students aspire and the means
of acquiring these goals.

Both of these antecedent factors

are necessary to account for differences reported among the
student population.
These men draw from self consistency and dissonance
theories of Newcomb and Festinger, making the argument that
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inconsistencies between individual cognitive orientations
and the general value orientations result in a "strain
toward self-consistency" which requires some form of adjust
ment.

Thus, sub-cultures emerge as adjustment structures,

which tend to be perpetuated because of the relatively
temporal cultural consistency of the larger society.
An important point brought out by Gottlieb and Hodg
kins (1963:271) is that with the exception, of course, of
that sub-culture which is congruent with systemic values,
all other sub-cultures in the campus social system are
alienated from some part of the college value system.
Essentially,

the views of Gottlieb and Hodgkins are

akin to our feelings and perhaps add strength

to the p r opo

sition we have attempted to develop previously, by contrib
uting the social psychological dimensions of self consis
tency and dissonance as sources of conflict between the
organization and its members.

Clark and Trow (Gottlieb and Hodgkins, 1963:271) sug
gested four sub-cultures:

the academic, the vocational,

the non-conformist, and the collegiate.

With this as a

point of departure, Gottlieb and Hodgkins developed a priori
definitions of the four classes and confirmed their validity
through pretesting.

They went on to analyze the population

of a large midwest university.

The statements used in the

instrument are given verbatim below because they do bear
similarities to the adaptive categories we have used,
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although arrived at independently.
T y p e "W" (Vocational) - This kind of person is
interested in education, but primarily to the
point of preparation for his occupational future.
He is not particularly interested in the social
or purely intellectual phases of campus life,
although he might participate in these activi
ties on some limited basis. This person does
his homework so that grades can be maintained,
but otherwise restricts his reading to the
light, general entertainment variety. For the
most part, this person0s primary reason for
being in college is to obtain vocational or
occupational training.

Type "X" (Nonconformist) - This person is
interested in learning about life in general,
but in a manner of his own choosing. He is
very interested in the world of ideas and books,
and eagerly seeks out these things. Outside the
classroom, this person would attend such activi
ties as the lecture-concert series, Provost lec
tures, foreign films, and so forth. This person
wants to go beyond the mere course requirements
and will frequently do extra reading in order to
obtain a more complete understanding of the world
in which he lives. From a social point of view,
this person tends to reject fraternities, sorori
ties, and the social events that are a part of
campus life. When this person does join, it will
usually be one of the political or more academic
campus organizations. For the most part, this
person would consider himself to be someone who
is primarily motivated by intellectual curiosity.
Type "Y" (Academic) - This person is in many
respects like Type X noted above. He is con
cerned with books and the pursuit of knowledge,
but is also the kind of person who does not cut
himself off from the more social phases of campus
life. He is interested in getting good grades and
usually tries to maintain a fairly high grade-point
average. He is the kind of person who will work
with student government, the campus U.N., and activ
ities of this type. He is the kind of person who
feels that the social side of college life is not
the most important but is certainly significant for
his general development.
Type "Z" (Collegiate) - This is the kind of person
who is very much concerned with the social phases
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of college life. He identifies closely with the
college and tries to attend as many of the campus
social and athletic events as possible. This
person may be interested in intellectual kinds of
things but will, for the most part, find greater
satisfaction in parties, dances, football games,
and so forth. He is concerned about his educa
tion but feels that the development of his social
skills is certainly important. His college years
are centered about fraternity and sorority activi
ties even though he might not be a member. This
person attempts to ''make grades" but will rarely
go out of his way to do extra or non-assigned
reading.
The study seems to give some evidence in support of
the constructs.

The chi squares (p<^05) in all cases

indicate significant differences between the sub-cultures
and the dependent variables.
An interesting study of Ellis, Parelius, and Parelius
(1971:27-58) lends additional support to the sub-cultural
argument, although they are mainly interested in only the
collegiate culture.
comparison.

These researchers use four groups for

The "collegiate scholar sub-culture" is defined

by membership in both the honors college and a fraternity.
Membership in either of these organizations constituted a
separate classification.

The fourth group was "independent"

of those unaffiliated with either honors college or frater
nity.

The four groups were then compared on intellectual

characteristics, social origins and college experiences.
As might be expected, the collegiate scholar emerged
as a compendium of the characteristics of the academic and
collegiate sub-cultures.

They score higher than fraternity
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and independents but lower than honor students or intel
lectual variables.

They tend to score between fraternity

(highest scores) and other groups on social-collegiate
variables,

such as importance attached to joining a f ra

ternity, being well liked, being important in school a f 
fairs.

The class of origin of the collegiate-scholar is

higher than the other groups--f ifty-six per cent were from
upper-middle class compared to fraternity,
cent; honors,

thirty-three per

twenty-six per cent; and independent, nineteen

per cent.
Two findings of this study were of special interest to
us.

First, the respondents were asked to indicate the degree

of importance they attached to "Social Reasons" for coming
to college.

These are reproduced below in percentages.

It will be noticed that the ranking of percentages
(numbers in parentheses) is nearly the same for every reason
except the last.

Notice also how, with that exception,

the

collegiate-scholar stands between the fraternity student and
honor student.

Traditionally, fraternity students have tended

to give priority to the kind of goals stated in the table
over groups with which they are compared.
The exception in the case of making "social contacts"
is curious, all the more so since one of the adaptive m e c h 
anisms we have attempted to tap involves a dimension of the
importance of contacts.

We wonder,

then, whether the impor

tance of contacts signifies an exploitive aspect or simply
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IMPORTANCE ATTACHED TO SOCIAL REASONS FOR COMING
TO COLLEGE BY FOUR CAMPUS GROUPS*
(Percentages)
Collegiate
Scholars
(65)

Honors
Students
(145)

Develop personality
and character.
Highly Important

50 (2)**

40 (4)

54 (1)

44 (3)

Learn to get along
with others.
Highly Important

47 (2)

33 (4)

54 (1)

39 (3)

Enjoy college social
life.
Fairly or Highly
Important

73 (2)

42 (4)

79 (1)

48 (3)

Make social contacts.
Fairly or Highly
Important

75 (1)

53 (4)

67 (2)

58 (3)

Reason Cited
(N)=

Fraternity
Students
(72)

Independent
Students
(103)

*Data taken from Ellis, Parelius, and Parelius, (1971:41).
**Numbers in parentheses indicate the rank of the group according to social reason.
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one of sociability.

Considering the elitist quality of the

collegiate-scholar which emerges from this study, one would
suspect the former interpretation.
The second finding of special interest is that the
collegiate-scholar is more involved than the other groups,
or in our terminology he is linked to the social structure
to a higher degree.

During high school his incidence of

participation in voluntary associations and student govern
ment was higher than other groups, During college it is
about the same as fraternity students, which is considerably
higher than the other two groups.

Considering the viability

of this group in the college culture, it does seem to indi
cate an association between success and voluntary associa
tion participation.

It also indicates the presence of vari

ability of voluntary associations among students.

The asso

ciation between campus involvement and career success,
particularly in business and industry, has been pointed out
by Dalton (1959:163-166).
Gottlieb and Hodgkins (1963:270) state that these stu
dent groups are considered sub-cultures simply because no
phenotypical criteria is available for their differentiation,
Bolton and Kammeyer (1967:124-130) are somewhat more stringent
with a definition and considerably more critical of the sub
cultural approach.

Their definition is as follows:

In our view, the concept sub-culture has reference
to a normative value system held by some group of
persons who are in persisting interaction, who
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transmit the norms and values to newcomers by
some communicational process and who exercise
some sort of social control to ensure conformity
to the norms. Furthermore, the normative-value
system of such a group must differ from the
normative-value system of the larger, the parent
or the dominant society. (Bolton and Kammeyer,
1967:125)
It is their contention that there is little evidence that
the student groups which have been defined as sub-cultures
are little more than atomized aggregates.

They have not

been shown to be groups of people in persisting interaction,
nor is the referent culture clarified from which the norma
tive value system of the sub-culture differs,
Bolton and Kammeyer take the integrity of the univer
sity social system as a starting point and then examine the
variation around the central college student role resulting
from (a) personal orientation the actors bring to the role,
and (b) interaction nexus from which a normative system
develops.
The major independent construct then becomes role
orientation or "0 . . the evaluational point of view with
which persons enter into a role performance or act relative
to a role" (Bolton and Kammeyer, 1967:136).

In the words

of these writers:
The implication of the role orientation concept
is that there is more than one role orientation
for each role (at least for most roles). But we
do not mean to imply that role orientation is sim
ply a function of individual personality variation.
Role orientations are perspectives available in a
social system which define the way in which the
user evaluates the role performance, both his own
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and others. That is, the role orientation
will define for the role player the goals
which he should seek in performing the role,
the value of the role relative to other
roles he may play or alternative roles which
he might choose, and the emphasis he should
employ in selecting among the alternative
means open in playing the role.
A typology of orientations is established by selecting
two major student values revealed by empirical research.
The values of vocational training and the social value
". . .of developing the ability to get along with dif
ferent kinds of people" were dichotomized, yielding four
groups as follows:

TABLE 2-5
A TYPOLOGY OF STUDENT ORIENTATIONS
Importance of Social Values
High
Importance
of
Vocational
Training

Medium or Low

High

A. Privatists

B. Vocationals

Medium
or Low

C. Conventionals

D.

Academics

The study also demonstrated a good deal of consistency
in terms of how these types ranked on two other role dimen
sions, an Academic-Intellectual dimension and a dimension
of Morality-Interpersonality (Bolton and Kammeyer, 1967:
154-164).

The researchers then go on to examine the role
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orientation types on behavioral and social characteristics.
It is perhaps unnecessary to state the specific finding-suffice it to say that the role orientation types are not
strikingly different from sub-cultural types and demonstra
ted, once again, the variety of adaptive methods available
to students in universities.
Howard Becker (1963:11-25) is also critical of the
sub-cultural approach.

He points out that whether one or

many student cultures are seen is, at least in part, a
function of researcher choice.

Sub-cultural analysis has

concentrated on differentiating sub-cultures on the basis
of social origins, differences in future orientation and
career choices.

Becker emphasizes the college experience

itself and consequently considers the pre-college factors
less important than those arising directly from the college
social system which confront the student.

In Becker's own

words:
We have concentrated much more on the college
experience itself which, in a large sense, is
very much the same for all students. Conse
quently, those aspects of college life related
to differences in social class background or to
differences in prospective careers seem less
important to us than those directly related to
the college environment and the problems it
poses.
This is not to say that students do not differ
either in their backgrounds or in their futures.
Rather it is to say that those differences,
interesting as they are, seem to us to have
somewhat less effect on the way students act
and think while in school than they are popu
larly supposed to have. There are variations
in how college students look at their college
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experience and act while they are in college,
but the variations are variations on a set of
common themes, related to situational varia
tions in the college environment. We have de
voted our attention more to what is common
than to what is different. (Becker, 1963:12)
Like Bolton and Kammeyer, Becker focuses on the stu
dent role.

This implies, first, that others' roles in the

student's life are of less importance.
continuity of the university community.

It also implies the
From this stand

point the notion of several sub-cultures atrophies and a
student culture emerges as 11. . . a set of shared under
standings, and a set of actions congruent with those under
standings . . . (which) . . . grow up around the student's
role as a student" (Becker, 1963:12).
Apparent student culture arises from the interaction of
the three perspectives, but the major impetus of the culture
comes as students respond to "chronic and pressing" problems
due to the confrontation of the long range perspective and
the social environment of the school (Becker, 1963:12).
The response is basically collective, in the sense that the
students are responding to the same problems and have the
opportunity to interact to this end.

This, incidentally,

denotes one criteria for culture development.

Nevertheless,

responses may be individualized in relationship to the stu
dent opportunity to interact.
What are the implications of this class of studies for
us?

It may be a moot point whether one culture or many
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sub-cultures mark the university or college social system,
or whether they can be categorized as cultures, role orien
tations, or whatever.

What they do tell us is that there

are alternatives in the way students may function in rela
tion to the social system of the university.

The empirically

verified existence of normative sub-sets is a logical pre
requisite to the assertion that there are adaptive mechan
isms in the university.
This is, of course, crucial to our study and allows us
to proceed to apply our framework within this varied field
on the assumption that it has some explanatory power.

In

this sense we are attempting to explain the same variation.
Greek letter organizations
The campus from one perspective, Becker (1963:21) states,
is made up of a network of organizations, each with its own
internal government.

The organizations cover a vast range

of activities from residential hall councils to honors frater
nities.

They provide a valuable laboratory and training

ground for acquiring knowledge and skills in manipulation
of people, as well as opportunities to demonstrate maturity.
According to Becker "a very sizeable proportion of students"
leave college having held one or more major offices in an
organization.

What "very sizeable proportion" means is not

clear, and our data do not tend to support this notion.

At

any rate, there is no doubt that ample opportunity exists
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for voluntary association participation on most campuses.
A listing of organizations from the school of some 18,000,
where our data were collected, at the time of collection
included some 146 organizations.
Unfortunately, not much attention has been directed
toward student membership in campus voluntary associations.
Almost exclusively, Greek-letter organizations have been
the object of research into organizational membership.
This fact alone, perhaps, tells us something of the tradi
tional place of these types of organizations in campus life.
For the ensuing discussion attention is restricted pri
marily to fraternities, since this is the source of most
information.

In some cases, however, the research (Wallace,

1966, for example) included both fraternity and sorority
members.
Greek letter organizations could have been treated in
the last section as a sub-culture.

Fraternities are prob

ably more clearly sub-cultures than those groups identified
as such previously.

Clark (1966:19-26) calls the four types

of sub-cultures noted in the previous section (Academic,
Collegiate, Non-conformist, and Vocational) the most dis
tinguishable, but in a strict definition of the term, the
fraternity system appears a more cohesive sub-culture in
terms of developed normative patterns, socializing and
social control processes (Davie and Hare, 1970:111-112, 116;
Goldsen, et alM

1960:62-64; LeVine, 1966:126-127).

However,
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Greek-letter organizations are treated under a separate
heading because they are also clearly voluntary organ
izations.

Within the confines of our model, then, it is

of interest to know if the research on Greek membership
reveals anything of use regarding the dependent variable,
sense of control, and the intermediate independent adap
tive variables.
In general, in comparisons to non-members, Greek-letter
members have been found to have higher social class origins
(Goldsen, et al., 1960:72), have lower academic orientation
(Wallace, 1966:87-88; Goldsen, et al,, 1960:73-74), tend to
be more active and interested in campus social life (Wallace,
1966:86-87; Goldsen, et al., 1960:70; Smith, 1970:80), tend
to perceive membership as a means of making social contacts
(Lively, 1963:22), and seem to be having a better time
(Goldsen, et al., 1960:71),
There is no direct evidence that Greek-letter member
ship influences sense of control; however, a number of charac
teristics of these organizations seem to imply that a rela
tionship between membership and control might exist.

For

one thing, this type of organization, especially, has strong
ties with the adult world, first through its affiliation on
the national organization, which is largely staffed with
adults and second, by the loyalty of its alumni and their
extended commitment to the organization.

In addition, by

virtue of higher class origins of members, influential role
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models as well as access to resources are available.

For

example, at a more general level, Campbell, et al,, (1970:
180-184) summarizes several studies which have shown that
organizational participation, and particularly leadership
positions in college, are predictive of career success
measured in global terms of salary and advancement.

Since

these studies use general measures of participation, it
tends to support our assumption that linkage-^- access and,
by implication, sense of control with reference to the lar
ger society.

We tend to feel that voluntary association

membership gives access both by providing an interpersonal
resource to influential people and by socializing access
relationed skills, such as leadership, which give the
individual mobilization power.
The studies noted by Campbell tie the college voluntary
associations to the larger society, but perhaps they also
provide access and opportunity within the college social
system.

Fraternity members are encouraged to participate

in college activities (Becker, 1963:22; Goldsen, et al.,
1960:70).

This would seem to enhance the influence of the

organization on the campus and hence effect members' and
non-members' perception of its power, and particularly for
members, tend to socialize internal sense of control.

The

infusion of Greek-letter members into other activities
should also have a positive effect on the opportunities
for other members to participate more extensively, because
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of the internal influence of members already involved in
the activities.
In addition, Becker (1963:22) points out that Greekletter organizations get more than their share of campus
jobs.

Whether or not this follows from higher levels of

participation is not clear but it does indicate that, if
obtaining a campus job is at least a secondary goal for a
student, Greek-letter organizations provide a means to that
goal.
It appears that with regard to the more formalized goal
of academic achievement, fraternities provide a means to at
least minimal acquisition of this goal, in spite of rela
tively low academic orientation among Greek-letter organi
zations,

It is generally required by the administration

that participants have a higher than passing grade-point
average.

This, incidentally, is usually extended to all

campus organizations by administrative edict (Wallace, 1966:
182),

To accommodate this goal as well as insure the pres

tige of the organization, Greek-letter organizations may
provide help to members who need it.*
*The following quote taken from Goldsen (1960:73) typi
fies both the de-emphasis of the academic and access to aca
demic help apparently still prevalent in many houses.
We don’t pride ourselves on having "greasy grinds"
in our house. There are three things we try to
teach our men to handle moderately: liquor, women,
and courses. Our motto is no excesses in any of
them.
Lots of pledges come in with the idea that fraternity
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We conclude that this process might also be seen as
an adaptation to the incongruity between scholarship goals
of the university and its devaluation within the social
system of Greelc-letter organizations.

It appears to fit

pretty well into our definition of circumventing adaptive
mechanism.

It certainly seems to contribute to the main

tenance of the Greek-letter organization social system.
Some reinforcement for this view is found in the fact
that Greek-letter members admit to cheating to a greater
extent than do independents.

This relationship holds across

academic affiliation, when controlling for self-concept as
an intellectual and for plans for graduate school (Harp and
Taietz, 1966:431, 433-437).
Putting these two findings together indicates that
fraternity membership provides access to a well structured
adaptive circumventing mechanism.

It is also noted that

students with vocational majors (education, business adminis
tration and engineering) also tend to cheat more than students
life means all fun and no studying.
We quickly
educate them.
Not that we want grinds--no--we
try to get them to maintain a respectable average.
Nothing very glittering, of course, just respecta b l e .
We try to keep our h o u s e ’s grades up to standard.
There's plenty of help for the brothers who fall
behind.
We have files of old examinations in almost
every course that they can use in studying.
We even
assign certain m en to tutor any brothers who need
help.
They d o n ’t have to get super grades.
A f ter
all, wh e n y o u get out of college nobody asks what
your grades were. Just maintain a decent average.
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majoring in the social sciences and humanities (Harp and
Taietz, 1966:430-431),

As pointed out previously, there

is less likely to be goal continuity, particularly between
the vocational orientation of students and the organization
Although Clark (1970:301-311) presents a strong discursive
case for a cooling out structure in higher education, and
we would certainly incorporate his position into the theo
retical scheme, the evidence given above presents the
strongest empirical indication of the existence and func
tion of the cooling out adaptive mechanism posited in this
research.
Having dealt with some of the aspects of the social
system of higher education, let us turn to some empirical
evidence which bears on the respective parts of the model.
The Major Independent Variable

The major assumption of this study is that the way the
individual is attached to his social system determines the
adaptive mechanism which comes into operation.

The indi

vidual may be attached in many ways; however, given the
theoretical frame, attachment should be in terms of some
structural dimension which is related to the more dominant
elements of the social system goal structure, such goal
values as material wealth, status and influence.
Voluntary association membership appears to meet our
requirements.

We do not wish to imply that voluntary a s s o 

ciations are the exclusive source of attachment to the
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social system.

They represent one of the more obvious,

formalized, and identifiable social structures and appear,
to the writer's mind, to have proliferated more or less in
conjunction with industrialism.

Voluntary association

membership is not the only source of access to the means
structure.

This linkage can be both formal and informal.

For instance, personal acquaintances could open doors for
a person or for family members that no amount of member
ships could ever provide.

Nevertheless, at the level of

investigation of this study, we are preoccupied with
societal structures considered most readily identified with
industrial society.
associations.

In our opinion, these are voluntary

In the pages that follow we will try to

rationalize our choice and operationalizing of this variable
as an indicator of linkage by drawing from the literature.
Voluntary association membership seems to fit this
basic criteria.

It now remains to demonstrate that volun

tary association membership does indeed meet certain crucial
criteria extrapolated from the theoretical orientation.
These criteria follow.
a.

Voluntary association membership is a universal
cultural characteristic.

b.

Voluntary associations are a dominant structural

c.

Voluntary associations are related to success goals.

component of this society.
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d.

Voluntary associations present members with
means to success goals either via internal
ization or instrumentally.

e«

Voluntary association membership is related
to sense of personal control.

Criterion "e" is particularly crucial because of the
nature of the analytic procedure.

In essence, the pro

cedure is to explain this relationship under the different
hypothesized conditions.

This means that it is important

that a reasonable statistical association can be established
between linkage and control.
a.

Voluntary association membership is a universal cultural

characteristic.
It is necessary to make a distinction between voluntary
association membership as a universal cultural trait and
voluntary associations as one dominant structural systemic
component.

The distinction we wish to make here is not

that of culture vs. structure, but the extent of participa
tion on the part of the populace vs. the significance of
voluntary associations vis-a-vis the society.

This is an

important distinction to make, since the voluntary associa
tion could be an important force in the society without
involving a large proportion of the population.

An example

of this might be the aristocratic structure of the middle
ages in central Europe.

On the other hand, if participation

were catholic it might mean that as an indicator of linkage
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it would be useless because it lacked sufficient variance
in the population.

Participation must discriminate among

people on the other variables if the study is to be pro
ductive.

Ideally, it is hoped that a continuum from zero

to some indefinite degree on the extent of participation
can be found.
It is quite clear from numerous studies that membership
in voluntary associations discriminates among levels of
stratification (Kornhauser, 1959:79-71; Erbe, 1964:198-215;
Wright and Hyman, 1958:284-294), with respect to such
activities as political participation (Rose, 1962:834-838;
Erbe, 1964:198-215; Wright and Hyman, 1958:284-294; Zimmer
and Hawley, 1959:196-201), and on measures of alienation
and powerlessness (Neal and Seeman, 1964:216-226).
Some of the differences that have been found between
membership and non-membership bear directly on our interests
and will be discussed shortly.
At the moment the concern is with the representative
ness of voluntary association membership in the population
of U.S.

society.

Not all studies define voluntary associa

tions in the same way;

for our purposes the definition is

restricted to formal organizations other than occupational
organizations (those employing people for the purpose of
carrying on business, production or service).
From the time of DeTocquille's astute commentary on
American society it has been assumed that voluntary a ssocia
tion membership is a universal characteristic of the society.
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If informal associations are included this perhaps is the
case; however, the picture is not clear with reference to
formal voluntary association membership.

In terms of sheer

numbers of organizations, Wilensky (1961:215) gives the
following partial accounting.

In terms of percentage of

the population there were:
10.9 per cent - fraternal orders (Moose, Masons, Elks,
etc.)
8.2 per cent - 70,000 to 80,000 local trade unions
He also states there were:
100.000 - different women's organizations
1,500 - national trade associations
4.000 - chambers of commerce
A rather impressive

record, but some studies reporting

estimates of percentages of the population involved in volun
tary associations show a considerable range of variation.
The question seems to be whether membership is a majority
or minority characteristic, and evidence can be accumulated
in support of both positions.
On the minority side, a number of researches have found
membership to be generally less than 50 per cent of their
respective samples.

Kamarovsky (1946:687-693) found three-

fifths of the men and four-fifths of the women in an urban
working class had no formal voluntary association ties.
Similar studies (Scott, 1957:315, 326; Axelrod, 1956:13-18)
have found similar results.

In fact the impressive work of

Wright and Hyman (1958:284-294), doing a secondary analysis
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on survey data where the universes involved approximate the
national adult population and probability designs have been
used to draw the samples, produced the following results.

TABLE 2-6
MEMBERSHIPS BY FAMILIES AND INDIVIDUALS FOR
NATIONAL PROBABILITY SAMPLE*
Percentage of
Families

Percentage of
Respondents

No Memberships

47

64

Only One Membership

31

20

Two or More

21

16

*Source:

Wright and Hyman, 1958:284-294.

The data these men used came from two national probability
samples and a number of NORC studies from around the country.
The few studies mentioned above appear to be represen
tative of the literature that casts into doubt the notion
that voluntary association membership is universally dis
tributed in the population--particularly among the urban
population where it was supposed to be most characteristic.
It is true, however, that voluntary association member
ships exceeding 90 per cent have been found.

Bell and Force

(1956:25-34), selecting men from four census tracks by prob
ability design, in San Francisco found membership percentages
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of from 77 to 93.

Probably the strongest evidence support

ing the majority position comes from Babchuck and Bootch
(1969:31-45).

They point out two critical weaknesses in

voluntary association research in the past.

First, the lack

of defining organizational membership for the respondent,
that is, supplying him cues as to what constitutes a volun
tary association.

For example, in the Wright and Hyman

study mentioned above, the information was taken from
responses to the question "Do you happen to belong to any
group or organization in the community here?"
it was the 135th question in a list of 136.

In addition,
Second, asso

ciations 1 membership was not, in many cases, the central
issue of the research, thus assists to recall were not
necessarily included in the procedure.
This study drew a sample of 1,500 individuals by area
probability techniques from the total population of a Mid
western plains state.

Types and examples of voluntary asso

ciations were supplied the respondents as well as probe
questions to stimulate recall during interviewing.

This

four year longitudinal study found membership to be both
extensive (84 per cent) and stable— 76 per cent of the
sample maintained at least one and 56 per cent two or more
memberships over the four years.

It was also found that

there was little difference in membership between urban,
small town, rural non-farm, and farm groups.

This is a

strong study; it would be difficult to refute as far as
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method is concerned.
Even if both sides of this issue are taken as repre
senting the conservative estimate of their respective
points of view, it would seem that while the question of
majority characteristic is not conclusively solved, volun
tary association membership is at least a very important
part of American life.

But more significant for our pur

poses, its variation among the population appears to be
neither too minimal nor maximal to be useful.
b.

Voluntary associations are a dominant structural com
ponent in American society.
Participation in voluntary associations is taken as the

indicator of linkage, because the voluntary association
seems so obviously a structural characteristic of modern
industrial mass society.

A rationale for this assumption

can be constructed from two sources.

One is from the theory

of mass society and another is found in the historical tradi
tions and practices associated with the historical develop
ment of this society.

Obviously these two sources are not

discrete entities, the former being an interpretation of
the latter.

But for the purposes here they will be treated

separately.
Turning to mass society theory first, two interrelated
themes can be found which are relevant to this issue.
is the isolation theme.

One

Rationality, bureaucratization,
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and technological drive atomizes society; social life be
comes impersonal and fragmentary.

The resulting social

environment threatens individual autonomy, produces normlessness, attenuates primary relationships, and calls into
doubt the meaning of existence.

(Henry, 1963:3-25; Rosen

berg, 1965:33-39; Fromm, 1962:56-83; Selznik, 1960:291-297;
Ellul, 1967:3-22, 79-94).
A second theme originating with Durkheim and given
contemporary interpretations by such men as Nisbet (1953:
124-129) and Kornhauser (1959:70-71), is the mediation
theory:

organizational ties are necessary to mediate

between the isolated man and his mass society.

Durkheim's

(1960:1-30) balance theme contends that "secondary" organ
izations function to protect the integrity of the individual
from the burgeoning forces of the modern state.

It is the

combination of the state and secondary organizations that
result in individual liberty (Durkheim, 1958:62-63).

He

saw, perhaps more profoundly than most observers of con
temporary society that followed, this balance of forces in
the social system of the modern state.
The critics of mass society are preoccupied with what
is judged to be inherent potential for loss of liberty and
the rise of totalitarianism.

This comes about because of

the atomization of social life and its personal consequences
for the individual.

As Kornhauser states, "Mass society is

objectively the atomized society and subjectively the
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alienated population" (Kornhauser, 1959:33).

Atomization

results from mass manipulation and mobilization of areas
of human activity traditionally the province of the indi
vidual and/or his immediate groups.

Alienation is a

function of loss of community resulting from atomization.
Thus, mass society is seen as an aggregate of individuals
relatively Isolated from primary relationships and attached
to each other mainly in terms of the relationships to a
central authority.

Since these characteristics penetrate

the total society it is subject to totalitarianism, one
example of which is the assault on personal privacy sug
gested by Miller (1971).
Secondary relationships, typified by the voluntary
association, come to play a greater and greater role simply
because mass society tends to preclude those of more inti
macy.

Since relationships of greater personal commitment

are minimized, secondary relationships are maximised in
order to meet personal needs and carry on society's work.
Finally, because these secondary relations are the only
means, or at least the most dominant means, of serving
psychological and social needs, they become the focal
points around which the population can be mobilised by
elites.

It is this last point that receives most attention

by the critics.

The secondary relations are at best tenuous,

but even this relationship is threatened by massification.
Mills (1956:307), for example, points out that voluntary
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associations become mass in nature, isolating a person even
from these secondary relationships.
Both themes in mass society literature, the isolationalienation theme and the mediation theme, stress the domi
nance and significance of secondary relationships for that
type of social order.

If mass society is, in fact, as it

has been theorized, it is expected that the voluntary asso
ciation takes on increasing importance, as well as prolifer
ates, for two reasons.

First, to fill the vacuum created by

decreasing inter-personal ties as a means of fulfilling
psychological needs.

Second, as the only effective grass

roots means of confronting an organizational society of
big government, its big agencies, and large scale business
and civil bureaucracies.

To take a rather mundane example,

in the recreational world participation in some activities
such as bowling is difficult without membership in an
association.

As mass society evolves, then, the voluntary

association becomes the dominant media of action for more
and more human activity.

In this type of social environ

ment the development of voluntary associations probably
actually expands the opportunity structure by providing
sources not available to the unattached individual.
At the level of community power structure some support
of this last statement might be found in Schulze®s (1958:
3-9) discovery of the bifurcation of community power and
the replication of his work by Glelland and Form (1964:
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511-521),

The issue is one of elitism vs, pluralism,

with reference to the extent to which economic elites,
as opposed to public leaders, dominate the power and
decision making base of the community.

Essentially it

is generally a question of degree.
Over a period of time, with the integration of local
economic units into national markets and the trend toward
centralization of government, economic elites have tended
to withdraw from their once active role in community asso
ciations.

Coincident with this withdrawal has been the

increasing activity through representatives from the com
munity at large.
The extent to which this process characterizes the
total society cannot be assessed on the basis of two
studies.

And, as Clelland and Form point out, numerous

factors effect this balance, such as:

whether the com

munity is independent or satellite; absentee ownership of
industry; degree of extensiveness of networks of economic
ties uniting economic and public interests; extent of local
party political activity, and so on.

However, the process

of bifurcation would seem to broaden the base from which
community elites are drawn and so generally enhance the
structure of opportunity and access to success-goals.

In

addition, the fact that community power structures can be
defined in a number of ways, as Rossi (1968:307-313) des
cribes, pyramidal, caucus rule, polylith, and amorphis,
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would seem to testify that mass society has a rather brood
base from which elites are drawn.
So far we have attempted to suggest one rationale for
the dominance of secondary relationships as a basis for
assuming that voluntary associations are a major structure
of the modern industrial mass society.

The discussion so

far has been somewhat subjective; at this point let us see
if we can mount some "harder" evidence.
Traditionally, as suggested by Williams (1951:419) and
Scott (1957:315-326), a pervasive value-orientation of,
individualism and a laissez faire ideology, coupled with
the practical realities of subduing a hostile environment,
lead to the legitimation of informal over formal sources
of power and control.

Formal governmental agencies and

activities tended to be subordinated because more atten
tion was given economic realities of business and agricul
ture.

The informal concentration of power also tended to

insure that a favorable atmosphere could be maintained for
private interests.

These and other factors tended to pro

liferate voluntary associations,

Scott (1957:315-326)

summarizes the five important reasons for this as follows:
"(1) the change of function of the family, church, and
state and the relative loss of control of these major
institutions over the person; (2) the democratic and
Protestant principle of the freedom of individual choice;
(3) the articulation of minority groups; (4) the increased
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division of labor; and (5) secularization.”

The informal ethos as well as the penetration of
voluntary associations as a significant structural dimen
sion can be demonstrated by numerous studies which show
two things.

(1) Community leaders tend to be drawn from

the economic realm rather than from the political realm
(Vidish and Bensman, 1968:70; Miller, 1958:299-310; Freeman
et al., 1963:791-795; Form and Saur, 1960:4).

The work of

Schulze (1958:3-9) and Clelland and Form (1964:511-521) can
be added to this list as well, since they deal specifically
with a shift from predominantly an economic domination of
community leadership.

Among other things, these researches

indicate that, although the base of community leadership
may shift to the community per se, it is a shift in degree,
not an abdication by the economic segment.

(2) Studies

show the Influence and innovativeness of inter-organizational
networks in community decisions (Stinchcombe, 1965:142-193;
Turk, 1970:1-19; Perucci and Pilsuk, 1970:1040-1057; Hawley,
1963:422-431).

In this section we have attempted to suggest that there
is at least a strong theoretical basis for assuming that
voluntary associations are a dominant structural component
of m o dem mass society.

We conclude that, because of the

press of the industrial social order, social differentiation,
and large scale social units, much of the work and play of
modern society is carried on through organizations essentially
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formal in nature.

In addition, traditional institutional

functions change and wither as the result of the increas
ing role played by voluntary organizations.

Therefore,

voluntary associations are not only becoming a more domi
nant aspect of the individual*9 life, but they become
interposed between him and the society*s goal system.
This last point will be discussed in the next two sections.
c.

Voluntary associations are related to success goals.
No research is available, of which the writer is aware,

which demonstrates that a success-goal is acquired by virtue
of voluntary membership.

Indeed, the evidence appears to

suggest, at least from this standpoint, that some voluntary
associations select members on the basis of their already
possessing the appropriate status symbols.

Many associa

tions, if not most, use the procedure of review and selec
tion committees to insure that new members have the neces
sary prerequisites before confirming membership status.
The membership requirements, of course, depend on the
exclusiveness of the association, its activities and goals,
and its relationship to the community power structure.
The selective nature of associations does not preclude
their functions of bestowing status and serving as mobility
channels for its members.

Voluntary association membership

has been associated with mobile individuals (Neal and Seeman,
1964:216-226; Freeman, Novak, and Reeder, 1957:528-533).
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And Meeker (1947:130-148) specifically noted that mobile
people tend to cultivate high status members and that
memberships overlapping two or more class levels can
operate as a useful climbing device.
Drawing from the discussion of the past few pages,
one is led to the conclusion that the relationship of the
voluntary association to success-goals is indirect#

Its

major function in this respect is the contribution member
ship makes to status by virtue of:

(1) the statuses

mem

bers bring to the organization, (2) the relationship of
the organization to the community power structure, (3) the
general prestige of the organization in the community*
At this point two issues should be raised.

One is the

selection vs* socialization function of voluntary associa
tions.

This has already been touched on above.

But it

should be pursued further because it may make a difference
in the relationships between the model variables if member
ship (linkage) implies a selection process rather than a
socializing process.

The other issue' involves the question

of whether different types of voluntary associations influ
ence their members similarly (or are associated in the same
way) with the variables relevant to this study.
Both of these issues seem to fit more appropriately
under the section which follows, and so will be discussed
there*
d*

Voluntary associations present members with means to
success goals*
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The significance of the voluntary association to the
society has been demonstrated.

This being the case, it

seems to follow that, of necessity, they will be integrated
in some way with opportunity structures.

In short, through

their internal relationships and organization, goal striving,
relationships with other voluntary associations and the
larger social environment, the voluntary association pro
vides a media (and perhaps serves as media itself) for
access to means to legitimized goals.
Voluntary associations have the potential for enhancing
access in a number of ways.

Some suggestions are as follows:

1.

Access to influentials and members of elites.

2.

As a training ground,
a.
b.
c.
d.

in the operating techniques of organizations.
for leadership as well as membership.
for manipulation of interpersonal relations.
for specific skills promoted by the voluntary
association— such as public speaking (Toast
masters) .

3.

As a source of role models.

4.

As a source of privileged information.

5.

Knowledge of the community power structure— where
it is located and who has it.

6.

The nature of organizational networks in the
community.

7.

The nature and use of organizational power and
influence.

8.

Specific skills— such as litigation procedures,
as a given voluntary association faces conflict,
competition, and cooperation in a field of
voluntary associations.
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Unfortunately, little empirical work has been done
to explicate the effect membership has on the Individual
— particularly in terms of his perceptions of, or actual
opportunityo
Delinquent gang literature might supply some evidence
in this regard.

The gang is very much like a voluntary

association, though not as highly structured,

Cloward and

Olin (1960:154, 157-158, 162-165) discuss the integrative
aspects of the criminal sub-culture and Short, Rivera, and
Tennyson (1965:56-67) found that gang members, both black
and white, had higher perceptions of illegitimate oppor
tunities than did non-gang boys from the same neighborhood.
Hardly conclusive evidence, but it does at least confirm
the possibility that membership may enhance opportunity,
e.

Voluntary association membership is related to sense
of control.
The final criteria for the major independent variable

(IV) is a demonstrable basis for assuming the presence of
relation with the dependent variable— sense of control.
Fortunately, on this point, some nearly direct evidence
can be given.
The dependent variable is discussed at some length in
the next section.

However, for the immediate commentary,

some brief explication is required.

It will be recalled

the dependent variable is defined broadly as sense of
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personal control.

This is simply the extent to which one

perceives events (positively or negatively) as either being
or not being under one’s personal control.
Sense of control obviously is related to the dimensions
of powerlessness in anomic and alienation scales.

For

example, three items of Srole’s five-item scale imply, at
least on the face of it, a degree of powerlessness (Srole,
1956:706-716).

They are:

2.

These days a person doesn't really know whom
he can count on.

3.

Nowadays a person has to live pretty much for
today and let tomorrow take care of itself.

4.

In spite of what some people say, the lot
(situation) (condition) of the average man
is getting worse, not better.

Seeman (1959:783-791) includes powerlessness as the
first of five dimensions in his description of alienation.
Dwight Dean (1961:753-758) operationalizes three of these
dimensions--powerlessness, social isolation and normlessness.

These types of scales purportedly measure the

phenomena of social isolation, alienation, demoralization,
and, at least with Srole's scale, Durkheim's concept of
anomie.
In several instances multi-dimensional measures of
these types have been related to formal organizational
participation.

Rose (1959:202-206), Bell (1957:105-116),

Mizruchi (1960:645-654), and Nelson (1968:427-438), using
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Srole*s scale or versions thereof, have found a negative
relationship (low anomia) with membership.

Rose found

that respondents who reported voluntary association member
ships as ’'many11 or "some" were less anomic.
again the measurement of membership is crude.

However, here
Bell, using

neighborhoods of high and low economic status, found the
mean neighborhood score for anomia was

significantly lower

for members generally, and lower for frequent participation
("every other month or more") than infrequent participation
("a few times a year or less").

The relationship held

across SES lines, but high SES neighborhoods were lower on
all controls than low SES neighborhoods.

Voluntary asso

ciations were defined as formal groups or organizations,
excluding business concerns, governmental agencies, and
the like.

Mizruchi*s study is a direct test of Merton*s

hypothesis--differential access to means -> differential
distribution of anomie--using a series of sociologically
significant independent variables.

What is of concern at

present is the investigation of social participation and
anomie.

Mizruchi used Chapin®s Social Participation Scale

as an index for formally organized voluntary association
participation.

Mizruchi found a significant inverse

association between Chapin®s scale and Srole®s anomia scores.
Among other things, he found this relationship held control
ling objective class position, relationships which Bell
(1957:105-116) found not to be the case.

Finally, the
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relationship held controlling sex.
Nelson put together an interesting study dealing with
the integration of the small businessman.
alienation was measured by

Psychological

a cumulative index of four sub

scales, two which were Srole*s and Dean*s powerlessness
items.

Participation was measured by applying the Chapin

scale to occupationally oriented voluntary associations,
such as the Chamber of Commerce, the Junior Chamber of C om
merce, and other local businessmen's organizations.

Intrinsic to the measure of participation was a dimension
of frequency of attendance.

The respondents categorized

according to (1) low involvement--attended meeting infre
quently or never; (2) moderate involvement--regular atten
dance and/or committee membership; (3) high involvement-officers or regular attendance in more than one organiza
tion.

The respondents were assigned involvement categories

on the basis of self reports.

Nelson's finding, control

ling SES, showed that the extent of involvement was sig
nificantly inversely related to alienation for owners of
small businesses (p<(.001).

The direction of the relation

ship was in the same direction for managers, but the prob
ability of sampling error was only p<^.20.

It was also found

that the alienated were less likely to participate in
political activity.
These studies have some implications for this research;
however, the measures of alienation and anomie, in the view
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of the writer, are not only cluttered with numerous dimen
sions but some items tend to be highly disassociated with
the personal interests of the respondent*

For example,

one would question how relevant the items from Srole8s
scale are to a respondent*
The studies which use powerlessness specifically as
a variable do bear directly on our interests*

Neal and

Seeman (1964:216-226) test the proposition drawn from mass
society theory that the organization, interposed between
the individual and the state, mediates alienation among
manual and non-manual workers.

For these scholars aliena

tion is an "expectancy construct for personal control".
can generally be defined as powerlessness*

It

They constructed

a seven point scale involving events most relevant to the
notion of mass society--"control over the political system,
the industrial economy and international affairs"*

The

scale consisted of seven forced choice items dichotomized
about the choices of mastery and powerlessness.
Memberships were elicited specifically by cueing the
respondent with alternative types of voluntary associations
a nd examples.

For the purposes of the study only work

related voluntary associations w ere u s e d — unions and bu s i 
ness and professional associations.

There was no distinc

t ion made between intensity of membership or participation.
Each sub-sample (manual and non-manual workers) was dichoto
mized according to the value the individual placed on
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occupational mobility, into "mobility-oriented” and
"non-strivers".

The powerlessness scores for all cate

gories are summarized below.

TABLE 2-7
POWERLESSNESS SCORE FOR MOBILITY ORIENTED AND
NON-STRIVERS, MANUAL AND NON-MANUAL WORKERS
Manual Workers
Mobility Oriented
X
2.42*
2.98

Member
Non-Member

Non-Strivers
X
2.79
3.17

Non-Manual Workers
Mobility Oriented
X

Non-Strivers
X

Mem b e r

2.01

3.06

N on-Member

3.20

2.03

*powerlessness scale range = 0 to 7

The hypothesis is substantiated in all cases except
for non-manual non-strivers.

This raises some interesting

questions that will be deferred until the "Discussion",
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This study of Neal and Seeman is significant for two
reasons.

First, the theoretical frames are not dissimilar.

Implicit in both is the idea that attachment to the legiti
mized social structure is mediatory to the individual’s
perceptions of his viability in the system.

Our theory

extends this basic proposition by interposing a set of
adaptive structures to account for varying conditions
between the two variables.
of the variables is similar.

Second, the operationalization
The operationalization of

membership (linkage) used in our study is more inclusive
than that used by Neal and Seeman.

The rationale for the

powerlessness scale is identical with that used in our
study.

In fact, we have drawn upon Seeman who, it can be

noted, collaborated with Rotter and Liverant in an earlier
work on internal vs. external theory (Rotter, Seeman and
Liverant, 1962:473-516).

This study provides the best

empirical data which supports the assumption of a relation
ship between the dependent and independent variables--that
is, between linkage and sense of control.
Summing up, then, in the last few pages it has been
suggested that, given the theoretical'orientation, the
measurement of the individual attachment to the social
system should be in terms of what are considered some
obvious structural elements of the system.

Voluntary

association membership was selected as a measure of struc
tural linkage.
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We then attempted to rationalize this choice by
demonstrating that voluntary associations and voluntary
association membership met five crucial criteria.
1.

Voluntary association membership is a universal

2.

Voluntary associations are a dominant structural

3.

Voluntary associations are related to success*

4.

Voluntary associations present members with access

cultural characteristic.

component of American society,

goals.

to means to success“goals--either via internal
ization or instrumentally.
5.

Voluntary association membership is related to
sense of personal control.

The selection of voluntary association membership as
an index of linkage is not without its limitations.

As

suggested earlier, voluntary association membership is only
one alternative choice of an indicator of linkage.

Using

only the phenomenon of formal membership tends further to
limit the testing of the model and its power of general
ization.

A number of other alternatives is available to

use, either in combination with membership, in other combi
nations, or separately.

Interaction frequencies, friend

ship development and frequency of task-oriented, situational
group memberships are examples.

But in terms of the model,

which has a structural orientation, we wish to use an
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indicator which, to our mind, is as clearly structural and
variable as possible.

Thus voluntary associations were

chosen.
But even this choice presents problems.

First,

voluntary associations can be arranged on an access hierarchy
second, they vary in their identifiability as formal groups;
third, they vary in relationship to community power system;
fourth, the real power in some voluntary associations may
lie "behind the scenes", that is, in non-titular authority
sources.

In addition, some nominally "voluntary" associa

tion membership is not necessarily voluntary.

For example,

the small businessman who finds it expedient to be a member
of the Junior Chamber of Commerce, or the professional man
who is virtually required to be a member of his professional
organization.
absentia.

Finally, membership may be in name only or in

People can join numerous organizations and be

completely non-involved.

Hopefully, tapping the degree of

membership involvement can minimize some of these limiting
factors, particularly the last, where participation is
measured by offices held, committee work, and frequency of
attendance.
This study is purposely limited to extent of member
ship, primarily because we are interested in how membership
per se is related in our model, as a first step in examining
the causal relationship between attachment to the social
structure and sense of personal control.
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In spite of the limitations cited above, we predict
membership is related to the dependent variable.

Perhaps

not for all people, but it is the general prediction that
membership is related to sense of control for enough social
system members that these two variables show covariance to
a measurable degree.
Major Dependent Variable:

Fate Control

It is beyond the scope of this paper to enter into a
conceptual analysis of anomie, anomia or alienation, but
because the constructs are related to our dependent variable--sense of control--the focus used in this study should
be clarified.
It is possible to distinguish two broad conceptual
levels.

Durkheim*s focus was on structural conditions of

normlessness in social systems or their sub-systems, while
the focus of those following Srole*s lead turned to the
socia1-psychological implications on the attitudes of these
conditions of the individual.

Our interest lies mainly in

the structural, not the social-psychological.
Srole attempted to develop a generalized interpersonal
measure of alienation.

His own words summarize the basic

framework best.
The . . . objective would be to place individuals
on a eunonia-anomia continuum representing varia
tions in interpersonal integration with their
particular social fields as "global entities . . . "
this variable is conceived of as referring to the
individual's generalized, pervasive sense of
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"self-to-others belongingless" at one extreme
compared with "self-others distance" and
"self-to-others alienation" at the other pole
of the continuum. (Srole, 1956:711; cited in
Meir and Bell, 1959:191).
This orientation produces a set of highly abstract stimuli
with a strong attitudinal characteristic.
This type of scale also tends to be multi-dimensional,
as pointed out previously, but even if attention is restric
ted to the dimension of powerlessness the same kinds of
problems arise.

For example, note some of the items first

from Dean's sub-scale (Dean, 1961:753-758).
2,

I worry about the future facing today's children.

13.

There is little or nothing I can do to prevent a
major "shooting" war.

21.

We are just so many cogs in the machinery of life.

And second, from the seven-item scale used by Neal and
Seeman (1964:216-226).

It will be recalled that each item

is built around the idea of internal-external control.
1._____ I think we have adequate means for preventing
run-away inflation.
There is little we can do to keep prices
from going higher.
7.

It is only wishful thinking to believe that
one can really influence what happens in the
world today.
I sometimes feel personally to blame for the
sad state of affairs in our government.

It is the feeling of the writer that, while these
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scales measure powerlessness, they are still abstract, if
not in some cases ambiguous, and tend to be removed from
the immediate real life experiences of most potential
respondents.

They no doubt measure characteristics of

powerlessness, but we question their usefulness in getting
at the sense of lack of power to control the events of
one's life which we assume they proport to tap.

A person

could certainly feel powerless to effect world events
without feeling the same regarding the events of his own
life, or he can worry about the future of today's children
without being particularly concerned about his own.
Another point which seems worth mentioning is that
there is a danger of other dimensions creeping into power
lessness scales.

For example, the internal alternative of

item seven from Neal and Seeman might elicit positive
responses because of internalized sense of social responsi
bility, guilt or shame, as well as internalized sense of
power.

Of course, these factors could be associated with

each other, but do we know that?

Or the item might be

something or imply something that is desirable to possess.
Rotter deals with this problem specifically, as will be
seen shortly.
The powerlessness scale used by Neal and Seeman comes
from an inventory of forced-choice items offering alterna
tives between internal and external orientation developed
by Rotter, Seeman, and Liverant, (1962:473-516; cited in
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Bojean, Hill, and McLemore, 1967:28).

The Items vary in

degree of specificity in relation to immediate personal
experiences--some are abstract, as the above examples
illustrate; others are quite immediate.
The rationale for the dependent variable comes from
the work of Rotter, Seeman, and Liverant (1962:473-516).
These men see American culture as socializing differential
expectancies in regard to whether reinforcement rewards or
success are perceived as due to one's own behavior or are
attributable to uncontrollable external forces.
Following earlier works, Phares and Liverant, their
students and colleagues, developed a sixty-item internal vs.
external control scale.

This control characteristic is con

sidered a personality variable by the originators of the
measurement.

The first attempt at measurement was by Phares

in 1957 (Rotter, 1966:9), and a scale was further developed
by Liverant, his students and colleagues, and given the
nomenclature I-E (internal-external) scale.
Later Rotter (1966:1-25) undertook an extensive refine
ment of the scale and its validation.

In addition, he sum

marized multitudes of studies using various versions of the
internal-external inventory of scale items, such as are used
in the Neal and Seeman study cited above, examining the
personal and sociological correlates with the scale.

Sus

pecting that some items of the original scale clouded the
issue simply because of their general desirability, items
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were eliminated which correlated highly with the MarloweCrowne Social Tiesirability Scale.
nated on the following criteria:

Others were also elimi
a split on the internal-

external alternatives responses of 85 per cent or more,
nonsignificant r's with other items and low r's with what
were considered to be two validating criteria.
scale consisted of twenty-three items.

The final

Two factor analyses

of N=400 college students and N=1,000 high school students
were carried out independently of each other.
essentially similar results.

Both obtained

Several additional factors

merged; however, these were not sufficiently reliable as to
suggest clear-cut sub-scales.

In both cases all twenty-three

items loaded significantly on the general factor, accounting
for some fifty-three per cent of the total scale variance.
Rotter went on to examine a large number of studies
dealing with the correlates of this variable and using the
twenty-three item internal-external scale of parts of it.
Both experimental data such as performance in controlled
laboratory tasks, attempts to control the environment,
achievement motivation, etc., and survey data such as social
class differences and political affiliation, were examined.
Rotter claims the set of findings represent unusual
consistency.

This seems to be the case; it should be noted,

however, that the relationships are not always overwhelming.
Four general conclusions can be drawn from Rotter's investi
gation.

(1) So far as this culture is concerned persons
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develop generalized expectancies in terms of whether " . . .
reinforcement, reward or success . . .

is dependent upon

their own behavior or is controlled by external forces,
particularly luck, chance, or experimenter control . . . "
(Rotter, 1966:25).
stable.

These expectancies are also relatively

Those individuals who tend to perceive reinforce

ments as controlled by luck, chance or the experimenter
" . . . are less likely to raise expectations for future
reinforcements as high following success . . .
expectancies as much after failure . . .

to lower

to generalize

experiences of success and failure or expectancies of future
reinforcements as much from one task to another similar task"
(Rotter, 1966:25).

(2) People with different generalized

expectancy orientations perceive identical situations dif
ferently.

(3) These differences can be measured by differ

ent methods, the results of which are relatively highly
inter-correlated.

(4) The conclusions stated above hold

for different populations.

(5) The strongest evidence for

the construct validity of the internal-external scale is
found in a series of studies which demonstrate predicted
differences in behavior for samples dichotomized about the
scale median.

Rotter summarizes these findings as follows.

An internal individual:
(a) (is). . . more alert to those aspects of
the environment which provide useful infor
mation; (b) take steps to improve his environ
ment condition; (c) place greater value on
skill or achievement . . . and be • • . more
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concerned with his ability, particularly his
failures; and (d) be resistive to subtle
attempts to influence him, (Rotter, 1966:25)
Rotter's investigation has great significance for our
study, for he deals with the internal vs, external charac
teristics as a social psychological variable and demonstrates
the differential placement of individuals on the internalexternal continuum.

There is good reason to believe the

characteristic does exist, it is variable, and it is asso
ciated with the culture.

The next question is how is it

related to the social structure,
Neal and Seeman (1966:217-218) address this question.
They point out the relationship between the mobility
ideology and sense of mastery as dual parts of the American
orientation.

They substantiate this notion by citing studies

such as Rosen's (1956:203-211) and Stradtbeck’s (1958:135194), which suggest that non-strivers and those with low
need for achievement see the world as essentially unmanage
able,

For these men alienation, then, is defined as low

expectancies of personal control (Neal and Seeman, 1966:
218),

This may or may not be correlated with the omnibus

feelings of despair usually defined as alienation,

Neal

and Seeman (1966:216-226) then go on to establish a rela
tionship between membership and powerlessness.
Basically these are the sources of the definition of
sense of control we have used in this research.

The dif

ference lies in the operationalization of the concept.
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Sense of control is operationalized specifically as expec
tations about income, occupation and mobility that the
individual holds for himself.

In defining it in this way,

it was hoped that two objectives could be met.

First, that

sense of control would be more directly linked to the oppor
tunity structure.

And second, that this would give a more

direct route to the individuates perception of his capacity
to exploit his social environment for his personal ends.
Other advantages of operationalizing sense of control
in this manner can be briefly itemized.
a.

These types of factors are relatively unambiguous
and less subject to misinterpretation.

They are

easily stated.
b.

They are relevant to most people's life space.

c.

Because of a and b, expectations are easily and
directly translated, making for convenience in
cross-cultural contexts.

Even so, this handling of sense of control can be con
sidered a generalized measurement.

To bring this variable

within the context of the substantive orientation the sense
of control variable was measured in another way, although
the rationale was the same.

In this case the university as

a social system was taken as the point of departure and
items were constructed which attempted to get at the stu
dent's perceptions of his ability to control his own destiny
within that system.

This provides an interesting basis for
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yet another comparison.
Before concluding this section, it is brought to the
reader's attention again that the choice of indicators for
the dependent variable further specifies the scope of this
research.
The cognitive aspect of sense of control is utilised
because it is felt that it encompasses a range of responses
which are relatively easily measured, that is, all members
of a social system can express feelings about their relation
ship to the system, irrespective of what has happened to them
in that system.
Actual experiential data could have been used to get at
sense of control.

Success experiences have been suggested.

In the university setting grade point average is one of the
clearest indicators of a success goal.

High grade point

average certainly implies a capacity to manipulate the sys
tem,

If grade point average were isolated from other non-

systemic factors known to effect academic performance-those factors intrinsic to the individual, such as IQ,
verbal ability, etc,, or his social environment, such as
SES— categories of grade point average scores could perhaps
be set up xyhich would indicate the success of the student
in manipulating the system to achieve this particular
success goal.
One can question the logical purity of the use of grades
as the dependent variable in this model.

If adaptive
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mechanisms are functional elements of the system, then
students with the perceived proclivity to make high or
low grades might be differentially exposed to these mech
anisms 0

The bright student may be counseled into strongly

abstract disciplines leading to advanced degree; the student
with a 2,00 may be counseled out of classical languages into
physical education.

In this case the adaptive mechanisms

would be a function of the grade point, violating the direc
tion of the causal paths of the model and making for a
specious, circular, and misleading relationship.
Other types of success experiences might be somewhat
more difficult to define.

It would also be necessary to be

careful to avoid tautologies with the linkage variable.
For example, defining election to offices in an organization
or selection for committee work as success experiences would
be circular with linkage as measured in the study.

From this

standpoint, the writer feels the logical independence pro
vided by cognitive definition of sense of control more
readily avoids the problem.
We also wonder whether, other than grade point average,
enough success goals could be defined which would give suf
ficient variation in the sample to provide a meaningful
analysis, because we are confining the model to those in
the system.

At any rate, some additional indicator of

success experience, probably grade point average, should
have been included in the study as a tentative indicator
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of sense of control*

Although this would have further com

plicated the analysis, it would have expanded its scope.
Summary
The first half of the chapter was devoted to describing
three aspects of the social system of the university.

First,

we have suggested that certain discontinuities exist between
the goal structure of the organization and the goals held by
the students.

These discontinuities may not be so much the

direct confrontation of opposing objects, but more a failure
of the organization to articulate goals held by the students.
Under these conditions it is proposed that students may
experience certain degrees of powerlessness.

Second, the

study of student culture indicates a rather wide range of
responses of students to the organizational environment of
the school.

Although this does not fit specifically our

definitions of adaptive structures, the variations observed
do imply the possibility that they may exist.

Finally, using

the Greek-letter organization "culture” as a unit of analysis,
we have attempted to identify empirically at least one adap
tive mechanism.

These data imply the existence of what has

been defined as one type of circumventing adaptive mechanism.
In the second section of this chapter we have attempted
to lay down a rationale for the assumption that voluntary
association membership is a significant source of attachment
between the individual and the social structure.

This has
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been done by examining the literature under the following
five headings:
a.

Voluntary association membership is a dominant

b.

Voluntary associations are a universal cultural

c.

Voluntary associations are related to success

structural component of this society,

characteristic,

goals,
d.

Voluntary associations present members with means
to success-goals.

e.

Voluntary association membership is related to
sense of personal control.
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY
Instrumentation
Operationalizing; parental linkage
Voluntary organization membership is, then, taken as
the indicator of linkage— the major independent variable.
The reader is reminded that this study seeks to explain
student's sense of control in a causal relationship, with
linkage to the social structure as the major dependent vari
able and the various adaptive variables as intermediary.
Linkage was theoretically dichotomized, and hence operation
alized, in two ways.

This means, in effect, that we have

two complete tests of the model.
First we were interested in knowing how linkages exter
nal to the student— that is, his parents' voluntary associa
tion membershipa--relate to the student's sense of control.
Parents' memberships, designated Lp (parental linkage),
then, constitute one major independent variable in one test
of the model.

Expressed in terms of the model, we have:

Parents' Memberships (Lp)-^Student's Adaptation-^Student's Sense of Control
Second, the student's internal linkage was measured by

124
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his memberships in campus organizations.
nated Ls (student's linkage).

This is desig

When fed into the model,

this provides a second complete test of the model or:
Student's Campus Memberships (Ls) s * * Student's Adaptation-*Student's Sense of Control
Four criteria determined the operationalization of this
variable.
(a)

Depth of Linkage.

The membership affiliation of

both parents or guardians was sought on the assumption that
this was indicative of depth of linkage and that this influ
enced the intensity of socialization processes surrounding
the individual's sense of control.

Membership characteris

tics for both parents were combined into a single linkage
indicator.
(b)

Objectivity.

Only reports of actually membership

experiences should be used.
(c)

Standardized Time Unit.

It was assumed that the

extent of organization activities is probably relatively
stable over time, hence the abstracting of activities with
in the recent time segment (only current memberships) would
probably give a reasonable indication of the level of organ
izational activity for most respondents.

This was also

thought to simplify the process for the respondent by mini
mizing exhaustive listings and the tenuous problem of remem
bering past memberships.

An exception to the current
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orientation was that the respondents were asked to cite
committee activities for the past year, although this was
probably unnecessary.
(d)

Breadth of Organizational Activities.

Here an

attempt was made to get at the extent of involvement in
the organization.

Thus, six aspects of organizational

activities were tapped:
1.

Total number of different memberships.

2.

Number of offices held in organizations.

3.

Frequency of meeting attendance.

4.

Number of committee memberships.

5.

Committee offices held.

6.

Frequency of committee attendance.*
These aspects were selected on three criteria.

course there is a good deal of overlap among them.

Of

First,

aspects were selected which were thought to maximize the
potential for the generation of interpersonal contacts.
This would include all of the six aspects.

Second, on

the assumption that inclusion in decision making processes
would tend to develop personal sense of control, aspects
b, d, and e were included.

Third, it was thought that

*In addition, information was sought on membership on
temporary commissions and/or committees in the community.
The data, however, revealed that there were only three
responses to these items. As a consequence this was
dropped as a linkage factor.
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frequency of participation, or the opportunity to do so
frequently, could lead toward formation of reference group
affiliation.

Simply through the process of association

with an organization--its decision processes, activities,
accomplishments— an individual may identify with or inter
nalize or reinforce his existing normative orientations
that cluster around the control axis.
The arrangement of that part of the schedule dealing
with linkage variable is found in Appendix A.

Eleven cate

gories of organizational types were set with two or more
examples under each and additional spaces where the respond
ent could supply organizations not named.

This produced a

rather lengthy schedule, but it was hoped that the method
would simplify the procedure for the respondent as well as
stimulate his memory by providing a wide breadth of organ
ization types.
Each of the six aspects of membership previously m e n 
tioned was scored separately.

With the exception of the

two attendance items, the scoring was a simple slimming of
the number of organizational memberships, committee mem b e r 
ships, offices held, and so on.

Attendance was measured on a five point Likert type
scale

(Appendix A, page 326).

The respondent was asked

to score each organization membership and each committee
membership on this scale.

An attendance score was found

for each of the attendance aspects--organizational and
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committee--by taking the mean for all organization member
ships and committee memberships respectively.
Finally, a summary score for linkage was compiled over
all six aspects.

Several of the six aspects of membership

are inherently redundant.
precedes all other aspects.

Being a member of an organization
Holding committee office must

be preceded by committee membership and so on.

Because of

this redundancy, factor analysis was performed to determine
the extent of the interdependency.
primarily into two factors.

The six factors fall

The factor loadings are given

in Table 3-1 below.
In Table 3-1 it is obvious that a split takes place
around the aspects related to organization memberships in
general and membership aspects related to committees.

A

sort of organizational vs. committee schism appears to have
developed in the data.
The loadings on the two factors are the inverse of
each other.

The overall loadings on factor I are high

enough in general to assume that all six aspects are rela
tively unidimensional, with the last three aspects being
more highly correlated with the dimension.

On the other

hand, to a lesser extent the same can be said about factor
II.

It seems, then, that the six aspects are both uni- and

bi-dimensional with aspects 1 to 3 (organizational aspects)
more highly correlated with one dimension, and aspects 4 to
6 (committee aspects) more highly correlated with the other.
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TABLE 3-1

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR THE SIX
ASPECTS OF MEMBERSHIP

Aspect

Factor
I

Organizational

1.
2.
3.

memberships
offices held
attendance

n

.43
.31
.41

-.81
-.78
-.84

.95
.95
.83

-.16
-.06
-.46

Committee
4.
5.
6.

memberships
offices held
attendance

Summation Score for All Aspects

.92

-.29

TABLE 3-2
INTER-CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE
DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF MEMBERSHIP
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Memberships
1.00
Org. Offices
.73
Org. Attend.
.91
Committees
.50
Comm. Offices .42
Comm, Attend. .69
Sum Score
.65
X's

.650

2

3

4

.73
1.00
.76
.42
.32
.63
.48

.91
.76
1.00
.48
.37
.73
.60

.50
.42
.48
1.00
.96
.88
.93

.556

.642

.690

5
.42
.32
.37
.96
1.00
.82
.93
.637

6
.69
.63
.73
.88
.82
1.00
.88
.772

7
.65
.48
.60
.93
.93
.88
1.00
.745
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Table 3-2 gives the zero order inter-correlations between
the six aspects of membership and the summary membership
score.
Thus* it would seem that two arguments can be made-one, to combine the six aspects as one summary indicator
of linkage.

The other argument is that two dimensions

should be established with aspects 1 to 3 in one and 4 to
6 in the other.
A final argument could be made that the hypothesis
should then be tested, using each dimension separately as
an indicator of the major independent variable.

A problem

arises here because of the necessity for dichotomizing the
linkage variable into high and low categories to meet the
given conditions of the hypothesis.

The problem is that

of insuring a reasonable number of observations for each
hypothesis testing situation.

Our total sample N of 130

is not overwhelming, to say the least, so we would like to
divide the variable somewhat near the median.

For this

reason, and because factor I (Table 3-1) appears to be the
most unidimensional, the summary score for all six aspects
was selected as the major indicator of linkage for hypothe
sis testing.

It is designated as Lp (parental linkage).

The scores ranged from 0-288 with about 90 per cent falling
between 0 and 50.

The distribution was awkward and so was

compressed into a nine point scale of 0-8.

The distribution

was then dichotomized into low linkage (LLs = 0 ) and high
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linkage (HLs )>0).
Due to the restrictions of data limitations, the dichotomization gives only a crude measure of our notion of high
and low linkage.

The dichotomization in 0 andj>0 categories

also meant that the original plan of analysis had to be
altered.

Undoubtedly, this whole process resulted in the

loss of information, just how much and its effect will be
assessed later.

At best, then, the foundations being laid

provide only a minimal test of the hypothesis.

TABLE 3-3
PER GENT OF THE TOTAL SAMPLE FOR ASPECTS
OF LINKAGE WHICH HAVE VALUES OF ZERO
Aspect
Organizational

Parental
Linkage

Student
Linkage

1,

Memberships

.41

.56

2,

Offices

.58

.80

3,

Attendance

.42

,61

Committees
4,

Memberships

.64

.84

5,

Offices

.78

.90

6,

Attendance

.64

.76

.41

.56

Summary Score
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O perationalizing student linkage (La)

Linkage of the student to the university social system
is designed as Ls,
tal linkage,,

It was measured in the same way as paren

The organization of this part of the student

schedule is given in Appendix A, pages 326-330.

The prob

lems of determining a satisfactory indicator for student
linkage are identical, but in the extreme to those faced
with parental linkage, and the conclusion is the same.
Student linkage is dichotomized at the median of the summa
tion of all types of membership scores.

In effect, this

divides the distribution into sub-samples in which member
ship equals zero and in which it is zero or low student
linkage (LLs) and high student linkage (HLs), respectively.
LLs and an N=138 and HLs an N=107,
The summary scores over all of the types of membership
scores were calculated in the same way for student linkage
as for parental linkage.

The summary scores ranged from

0-73 and were divided into an ordinal scale of 0 to 7,
using class intervals of ten, except for the first and last
categories.
zero.

The first category of no membership was scored

The last category had a class interval of 13; however,

it contained only two individuals, which was not considered
sufficient to distort the compressed scale.
Operationalizing adaptation

(A)

Adaptive mechanisms are the result of adaptive structure.
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In general, mechanisms are seen as learned means— learning
how to obtain systemic goals.

Adaptive mechanisms are mani

fested in the behaviors (overt and covert, including values,
perceptions, etc., held by the individual) of individuals
attached to a social system or system of action.

These

behaviors are viewed as derived from and supported by the
adaptive structural elements of a social system or sub
system, that is, as a sub-part of a social system an adap
tive structure would consist of a network of interrelated
roles and positions which respond to the functional pre
requisites of all action systems.

Individuals exposed to

the socializing influences of these structures should hold
certain perceptions as well as engage in certain acts
vis-a-vis what they consider appropriate means to systemic
goals.

It is these perceptions and acts that we will

attempt to use as indicators of the adaptive structure.
Up to this point behavior has been broadly defined to
include both cognitive and overt dimensions.

It is now

necessary to refine this definition by dichotomizing it
into cognitive and action factors, that is, into perceptual
behavior and observable, overt behavior referents.

Because

the adaptive variables were measured at both the perceptual
level and the action level, it is necessary to distinguish
between these two different dimensions of behavior.

From

this point onward, "behavioral" will refer specifically to
the adaptive measures which are action oriented or overt.
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"Perceptual", on the other hand, will refer to cognitive
behavior regarding the adaptive measures.

If these terms

are used in a context other than with reference to adapta
tions, they will be qualified with the appropriate adjec
tives.
The five mechanisms of the adaptation structure were

then measured on these two levels--the perceptual, and what
was hoped were actual behavioral report components of these
same five dimensions.

The perceptual dimensions are labeled

adaptive perceptual reports (APR’s), while the behavioral
dimensions are termed adaptive behavioral reports (ABR’s).
Measuring adaptations in these two ways raises an issue
which should be pointed out at this time.

The issue involves

which of the two corresponds to the theoretical construct.
Presumably the behavioral component has a perceptual counter
part, since the cognitive can be considered as preceding the
behavioral.

We would, therefore, expect the two components

to be part of the same dimension.

As will be seen later,

factor analysis does not bear this out.

The issue will be

discussed further at that time.
The major problem is to rationalize the adaptation
variable in such a way that it reflects structural elements
rather than only the subjective aspect of the respondent’s
individual adaptive response.

The five dimensions or

mechanisms of adaptation, the definition around which they
were operationalized, and their subscripts are given below.
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1.

Non-purposive Circumvention (NPC).

This dimension is

based on the assumption that all social systems have areas
of unstructuredness, that no social system can define all
areas of human activities or beliefs explicitly, and that
perceptions of the degree of unpredictability of life vary
with cultures, sub-cultures, contra-cultures, or sub-social
systems.

At the perceptual level, then, we attempt to get

a feeling of dependency on luck or chance and on the
behavioral level, on the respondent's attributing of those
system defined successes he has achieved--good grades— to
luck or chance.
2.

Purposive Circumvention (PC).

the avoidance of legitimized means.

This dimension is simply
At the perceptual

level it is the rejection of system defined means.

The

behavioral aspect involved the use of other than legal
methods, such as cheating.
3.

Goodness of Fit (F).

mized means.

This is the acceptance of legiti

Perceptually, it is the personal legitimation

of system defined means as the appropriate goal oriented
behavior.

Behaviorally, it is the attribution of success

— good grades--to these means, hard work, etc.
4.

Moderating Mediation (MM).

This refers to the function

of allocating individuals to different statuses of roles in
the system.

Especially where an ideology espouses unlimited

opportunities, some mechanism is required to moderate aspira
tions so that the range of aspirations in the pool of human
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resources more or less corresponds to the range of role
statuses in the stratification system.

It involves a

process by x*hich an individual accepts the definitions and
labels with regard to himself, provided by the gate-keepers
of the system.

These labels and definitions refer to the

potential the individual has for reaching certain levels
of

systemic goals.

A t the behavioral level this is seen

as the frequency of interaction with gate-keepers,

such

as academic counselors.

5.

Enhancement Mediation (EM).

difficult to operationalize.
dimension above.
somewhat tenuous.

This dimension is the most

It perhaps is part of the

Its inclusion as a sub-system may be
However, we see this as a systemic

variable which positively raises the individual’s evaluation
of his ability to reach the system’s defined goals, i.e.,
academic achievement.

Behaviorally, it is defined as com

ing primarily in the social relationships with peers which
are organized around the system's defined goal-directed
activities, that is, study session with other students.
Adaptive perceptual response (APR)
All five dimensions of Adaptive Perceptual Responses
were tapped on what is referred to as three classes of
orientation:

the "self vs. the system", "others vs. the

system", and the "system qua system".

For purposes of

identification, Table 3-4 gives the nomenclature for the
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dimensions and their location in the appendix according to
class of orientation.
In the schedule, the "system qua system" orientation
was presented first, followed by "self vs. system" and
finally "others vs. system".

Since the main focus was

felt to be the individual in relationship to the system,
it was considered important that the stage be set so that
the respondent could clearly make the distinction between
these three orientations.

And although it was expected

that the three would be highly interrelated, we wished to
examine some objective evidence to this end.
Respondents were asked to respond to the various
Adaptive Perceptual Responses in terms of what per cent
they felt a particular dimension was true for the univer
sity.

The only restriction being imposed was that the per

centages were then compressed into a ten-point scale of 0-9,
in which 0 per cent to 9 per cent equals zero, 10 per cent
to 19 per cent equals 1, and so on.
Factor analysis of the three classes of Adaptive Per
ceptual Responses produced the result in Table 3-5.
loadings given are those which exceeded .35.

The

The same

dimensions of all three class orientations pretty well
line up with each other.

The only exception is Enhancement

Mediation of others vs. system.

It appears, with the ex

ception of "others vs. system", that the Adaptive Perceptual
Responses resolve themselves into four dimensions rather
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than five, as had been anticipated.

For both "self vs.

system" and "system qua system" dimensions, Goodness of
Fit a nd Moderating Mediation seem to be inverse of each
other to almost the same degree.
said about "others vs.

Much the same can be

system" wi t h respect to Goodness

of Fit and Moderating Mediation, but in this case Enhance
ment Mediation also falls into that factor,
system".

"Others vs.

system",

"others vs.

then, seems to consist of

three Adaptive Perceptual Response dimensions.

TABLE 3-4
NOMENCLATURE FOR ADAPTIVE PERCEPTUAL RESPONSE
DIMENSIONS, THEIR CLASS OF ORIENTATION AND
THEIR LOCATION IN THE SCHEDULE

APR Dimension

Self
vs. Syst.

Other
vs. Syst.

System
Syst,

Qua

2.
3.
4.
5.

1. Non-Purposive Circum
vention
Purposive Circumvention
Goodness of Fit
Moderating Mediation
Enhancement Mediation

NPC
PC
F
MM
EM

NPC0
PC0
Fo
MM0
EM0

NPC s
PCS
Fs
MMS
EMS

Page in Appendix A

333

334

332
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Table 3-6 gives the correlations for corresponding
Adaptive Perceptual Responses across class of orientation.
There is a good deal of homogeneity in the table.
Finally, Table 3-7 gives the correlations between the
five dimensions within each class of orientation.

While

there is a considerable variation between the dimensions
within each class, the patterns of r's between the classes
is similar.
The conclusions seem to be first, that all three clas
ses of orientation are basically similar.

Second, that

three dimensions of the Adaptive Perceptual Responses—
Non-purposive Circumvention, Purposive Circumvention, and
Enhancement Mediation— clearly form the same three distinct
factors in the two classes, "self vs. system" and "system
qua system".

Third, that two factors--Non-purposive Circum

vention and Purposive Circumvention— are much the same across
all three classes.

Fourth, that two dimensions--Goodness of

Fit and Moderating Mediation— fall into one factor across
all three orientations.

Fifth, that three dimensions—

Goodness of Fit, Moderating Mediation, and Enhancement Medi
ation— fall into one factor in the class "others vs. system".
Although two of the Adaptive Perceptual Response dimen
sions are not as clearly unidimensional as we would like—
the ratio of variance overlap is about two to one for Moder
ating Mediation to Goodness of Fit in factor III— the class
of orientation "self vs. system" appears to fill reasonably
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FACTOR LOADINGS FOR ADAPTIVE PERCEPTUAL RESPONSE
DIMENSIONS BY CLASS OF ORIENTATION
Cheat &
Class of
Orientation

Chance &
Luck (NPC)
Factor/
I

Brown

Hard

Nose (PC)

Work (F)

Cooled

Enhanced
(EM)
IV
III

Self vs. System

.80

,65

.59

-.84

'.79

System qua System

.79

,35

.61

-.84

.73

Others vs. System

.85

.85

.43

-.75

.78

140

TABLE

3-6

141
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TABLE 3-7

INTER-CORRELATIONS FOR ADAPTIVE PERCEPTUAL RESPONSE
DIMENSIONS WITHIN EACH CLASS OF ORIENTATION

Self vs. System
__F_
MM

PC
1.
2.
3.
4.

NPC
PC
F
MM

-.42
-.53

.30

EM
-.06
-.06
-.45
-.09

-.11
-.12
-.56

System qua System

.22

MMs

EMs

-.09
-.13
-.48

-.14
-.24

Fs

MMg

PCo
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fs
-.49
-.53

NPCc
PC0

Fo
MMq

.18

i i

2.
3.
4.

NPCg
PCg

O ■'J

1.

o to

PCs

System bs. System
EMo
Fp
MMq
-.50
-.60

-.22
-.14
-.39

-.10
.22
-.23
-.07
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well the requirements for testing the hypotheses, that is,
of the three orientations, "self vs, system", "others vs,
system", and "system qua system", it is most clearly multi
dimensional.
A daptive Behavioral Response (ABR)

The behavior content was included primarily to add
depth to the study, in spite of the fact that it raised an
important methodological issue.

There is no guarantee that

perceptive responses correspond with what has been defined
as adaptive mechanisms.

It therefore seemed advisable to

cover the bet, so to speak, by constructing measures around
the Adaptive Perceptual Response dimensions but which in
volve a more objective component.

The most obvious method

of objectification is to specify the five dimensions of
adaptation in terms of behavior which the respondent may
have experienced.

The problem is to match behaviors with

adaptive dimensions.

With some of the Adaptive Perceptual

Responses this problem is relatively simple, Non-purposive
Circumvention and Purposive Circumvention, for example, can
be translated almost directly into behavioral components.
Other dimensions such as Enhancement Mediation and Moderat
ing Mediation are considerably more difficult to translate.
The results of the translation process can be seen in
Appendix A, pages 335-336,

All five Adaptive Behavioral

Response dimensions are scored on a seven point scale.
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Two of the items, 5 and 6, for Moderating Mediation and
Enhancement Mediation had an open ended eighth category.
The few scores which fell in these categories were col
lapsed in the seventh score.
Adding the behavioral property affords an opportunity
for at least partial validation of Adaptive Perceptual
Responses,

Presumably the Adaptive Perceptual Response

and the Adaptive Behavioral Response will be highly cor
related.

Tables 3-7 through 3-9 allow an examination of

this relationship.

TABLE 3-8
FACTOR LOADINGS FOR ADAPTIVE BEHAVIORAL
RESPONSE DIMENSIONS

Factor

i_
Luck

(NPCb )

Cheating

(PCb )

Hard Work
Cooled

Enhanced

(Fb )

V

VII

.75
.74
-.52

(MMb )

(EMb)

VIII

-.62

-.41
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Table 3-8 is actually an extension of Table 3-5, since
the Adaptive Perceptual Response dimensions and Adaptive
Behavioral Response dimensions were placed in the same fac
tor analysis program.

For Adaptive Behavioral Response,

the five adaptive dimensions, a sub "b" is added for iden
tification purposes, thus NPCb, Fb, MMt>, and EMb are the
five adaptive behavioral dimensions.

It will be recalled

there are four sets of five adaptive dimensions.

The five

dimensions are Ron-purposive Circumvention, Purposive Cir
cumvention, Goodness of Fit, Moderating Mediation, and
Enhancement Mediation.

These five dimensions are constant

among the four sets— three sets for Adaptive Perceptual
Response ("self vs. system", "other vs. system", and "system
qua system") and one set of Adaptive Behavioral Responses.
This gives a total of twenty dimensions.

Examination of

Tables 3-5 and 3-8 indicates that these twenty are arranged
in seven different factors.

Comparison of these two tables

also indicates that only in the case of NPCb do any of the
Adaptive Behavioral Response dimensions fall into the same
factors with Adaptive Perceptual Response dimensions at a
level beyond .35.

Nor do we find even moderate zero-order

correlations between the Adaptive Perceptual Response and
Adaptive Behavioral Response dimensions, with the exception
of Non-purposive Circumvention (Table 3-9).

On this evidence

it is concluded that, whatever the Adaptive Perceptual Respon
ses and Adaptive Behavioral Responses are measuring, they are
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TABLE 3-9
INTRA-ZERO ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ADAPTIVE PERCEPTUAL
RESPONSE FACTORS A N D ADAPTIVE BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE DIMENSIONS

ABR Dimensions
APR Dimensions
Self
vs.
System

System
qua
System

Others
vs.
System

FC b

Fb

MMb

EMb

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

NPC
PC
F
MM
EM

-.42*
-.31
.35
-.10
.01

-.08
-.21
.20
-.06
-.09

.17
.18
-.11
-.01
-.00

-.03
-.01
-.01
-.22
.09

.02
-.01
-.11
.02
.14

1.

NPCg
PCS

-.48
-.13
.27
-.01
.06

-.12
-.06
.18
-.08
.05

-.02
.07
-.05
.00
-.03

.00
-.10
-.01
.00
.15

.09
-.04
-.13
.08
.12

-.42
-.11
.25
.05
.08

-.05
-.05
.09
.01
.02

-.00
.01
-.02
.02
-.02

-.01
-.15
.06
.04
.07

.07
-.01
-.09
.06
.09

NPCb

2.
3.
4.
5.

Fs
MMg
EMg

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

PCo
Fo
MMq
EMo

NPC0

*The underlined correlations indicate those between
the same dimensions.
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not unidimensional.

The issue at stake here is to decide

which corresponds more closely with the theoretical con
struct.
What this seems to mean is that, first, we have two
relatively distinct measures of the adaptive mechanisms,
and second, at this point the empirical validity of either
cannot be established.

Both the perceptive measures or the

behavioral measures have a logical face validity.

However,

the fact that they neither correlate highly nor appear in
the same factors testifies to their statistical distinct
ness.

Interesting as this issue is, it is not possible to

pursue it further with the available data, and collecting
additional data from the same respondents would be virtually
impossible at this time.

The most logical alternative is to

feed both types of measures into the basic model, with the
stipulation that, regarding adaptations, we are examining
two sets of hypotheses--one perceptual and one behavioral.

TABLE 3-10
INTER-CORRELATIONS FOR ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR
RESPONSE ORIENTATION DIMENSIONS
(PCb)
Cheating
Luck (NPCb)
Cheat (NPb)
Hard work (Fb)
Cooled (MMb)

.20

<Fb)
Fit
.03
-.02

<MMb)
Cooled
.26
.04
-.09

(EMb)
Enhanced
-.07
-.04
-.08
.06
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Operationalizing sense of control
Fate Control was measured on three items related to the
context of the university setting (Appendix A, page 336-337,
items 1-3).

Expectations were measured in terms of the

general expectancies for occupation, income, mobility and
power (Appendix A, page 336 9 items 1-3).
As with the Adaptive Perceptual Response and Adaptive
Behavioral Response issue described in the last section, if
internal sense of control influences one’s expectancy for
success, as implied from the works cited above, it seems
reasonable to expect that Fate Control and Expectations are
relatively distinct dimensions, at least as they are measured
in this study.
Again, it is impossible to determine which set of indi
cators bears the closest correspondence with the theoretical
construct.

And indeed, it may not even be meaningful to

attempt to force the notion of sense of personal control
into one dimension, for as we shall see from Tables 3-11 and
3-12, Fate Control and Expectations are empirically quite
different factors.
of sense of control.

Yet logically they both imply aspects
Fate Control, as operationalized, is

internal to the social system in which the respondent is
presently involved, and Expectations are external to that
system.

For this study, then, we prefer to consider each

as a separate dimension of sense of control, and because
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TABLE 3-11

FACTOR LOADING ON FATE CONTROL AND EXPECTATIONS

Fate Control Item

J L __

Factors
II

III

1.

Something always gets in the way

.47

.01

2.

No chance for a scholarship

.26

-.42

.20

3.

What happens is out of my hands

.79

-.10

-.12

.24

Expectations

Income
Mobility
Power

CO
o
1

Occupation

.05

.76

.06

-.12

.43

-.05

.05

.80

.17

.09

.49

TABLE 3-12
ZERO-ORDER r's BETWEEN FATE
CONTROL AND EXPECTATIONS

Expectations
Occupation

Fate Control Items
72
73
74
-.18

-.02

-.01

Income

•16

.13

.03

Mobility

.20

.04

-.08
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of their empirical distinctness, as with the perceptual
behavioral issue, regarding sense of control we are exam
ining two sets of hypotheses under the same general model.
Because it was necessary to dichotomize the dependent
variable into high and low categories in keeping with the
model, a summary score for both Fate Control and Expecta
tion items was considered advisable, for two reasons.
First, this expanded the range of the distribution, allow
ing more flexibility for selecting a median dichotomy.
Second, the expanded distribution extended, of course, to
the respective halves, giving each a greater degree of
variation with which to work.

Essentially the process is

seen as adding information, rather than losing information,
as is so often the case.
For Fate Control the first and third items in Table 3-11
were combined into a Fate Control summary score.

These two

items are moderate to highly related to the same factor.
The zero-order correlation between these two items is .39,
as given in Table 3-13 below.

This gives a co-variance of

about 16 per cent— we would prefer less.

However, the items

do give a reasonably unidimensional scale with the sub-factors
only moderately interrelated.
Turning to expectations, the same procedure was followed
to produce the summary measure (Exp) and for the same reasons.
In this case, however, the three sub-factors, income, occupa
tion, and mobility expectations were used.

The reason for
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TABLE 3-13

ZERO-ORDER r»s BETWEEN
FATE CONTROL ITEMS

Item

1

2

3

.36

.39
.29

2

this was that each Expectation item was scaled on only a
three-point response scale, and three items were required
to expand sufficiently the Expectation distributions for our
purposes.

The three sub-factors are reasonably unidimensional

(Table 3-11), and with the possible exception of the r between
occupation and mobility, which is moderately high, the inter
correlations are not in excess (Table 3-14).

TABLE 3-14
INTERCORRELATION BETWEEN
EXPECTATION ITEMS

Income
Occupation
Income

.29

Mobility

.54
.32
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FIGURE 3-1
EIGHT VARIATIONS OF THE FULL MODEL
USED TO TEST EACH HYPOTHESIS
Linkage

Adaption

Sense of Control

I.

Parental Linkage (Lp)

Adaptive Perceptual Response (APR)

Fate Control (FC)

2.

Parental Linkage (Lp)

Adaptive Behavioral Response (ABR)

Fate Control (FC)

3.

Parental Linkage (Lp)

Adaptive Perceptual Response (APR)

Expectation (Exp)

4.

Parental Linkage (Lp)

Adaptive Behavioral Response (ABR)

Expectation (Exp)

5.

Student Linkage (Le)

Adaptive Perceptual Response (APR)

Fate Control (FC)

6.

Student Linkage (Ls)

Adaptive Behavioral Response (ABR)

Fate Control (FC)

7.

Student Linkage (Ls)

Adaptive Perceptual Response (APR)

Expectation (Exp)

8.

Student Linkage (Ls)

Adaptive Behavioral Response (ABR)

Expectation (Exp)
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To summarize all of the major elements of the full
model, that is, linkage, adaptation and sense of control,
each have two indicators.

For linkage the indicators are

theoretically dichotomized.

For adaptation and sense of

control the dichotomization is empirical.

This produces

eight variations of the full model as shown in Figure 3-1.
This, in turn, means that each hypothesis will be tested
for each of the eight variations of the full model.
The Samples
Data were collected from students attending the
University of Belgrade in Yugoslavia and from students at
Western Michigan University at Kalamazoo, Michigan.
The Yugoslav sample
Some characteristics of the Yugoslav sample are given
in Tables 3-15 through 3-18.

The researcher had virtually

no control over the selection of respondents.

Administra

tion of the instrument depended entirely on arrangements
that could be made informally and carried out by a confidant
through his social and professional ties.

These efforts

resulted in a non-random sample of 118 students.
was reduced to 108.

This N

Ten schedules were unusable because

of large amounts of missing data.

For testing the hypothe

sis, it was necessary to eliminate one additional schedule
because data for the major variables were not complete.
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TABLE 3-15
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE YUGOSLAV SAMPLE

Father* s
Occupation
Manua1
Non-manual
N/A
Total

Law
(N=38)
N
%

Faculty Affiliation
Tech
Phil
(N=33)
N
%
N
%

_n__

9

23.7

8

21.6

9

27.2

26

24.1

22

59.5

24

64.8

19

57.6

65

60.1

7

15.8

5

13.5

5

15.2

17

15.7

38

99.0

37

99.9

33 100.0

108

Total
(N=108)

TABLE 3-16
SEXUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE YUGOSLAV SAMPLE
Faculty Affiliation
Law
(N=38)
N

Sex

_%_

Tech
f e ll).
N
%_

_

Phil
(N=33)
N

_%_

Total
(N=108)
N

%

Male

26

68.4

24

64.8

18

54.5

68

62.9

Female

12

31.6

13

35.2

15

45.5

40

37.1

Total

38 100.0

37 100.0

33 100.0

108 100.0
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TABLE 3-17
YEAR IN SCHOOL FOR YUGOSLAV SAMPLE
Faculty Affiliation

Year in
School

N

%

Freshman

21

55.3

Senior

17

44.7

Total

Tech
(N=37)

Law
(N=38)

N

Phil
(N=33)

%

N

37 100.0
0

38 100.0

Total
(N=108)

%

N

33 100.0

0.0

84.3

0.0

17

14.8

33 100.0

108

99.1

0

37 100.0

%

91

TABLE 3-18
RESPONDENT'S AGE AND FATHER'S EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
FOR THE YUGOSLAV SAMPLE GIVEN IN MEANS
Faculty Affiliation
Law
(N=38)
X_____ s_
Age
Father's
Education

Tech
(N+37)
Jt

s

Phil
(N=33)
_X

Total
(N=108)
s

X

s

22.2 3.86

19.8

1.01

20.0

1.87

20.7 2.53

4.2 1.70

4.5

1.87

4.8

1.81

4.5 1.81
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The U.S. sample

A total of 278 students were given the schedule.

The

sample was not random but was systematic to the extent that
students were selected from a wide range of academic orien
tations as follows:
General Studies
Business A d ministration and Business Education
Social Science
Engineering a nd Technology

The representation in m a jor fields is given in the
table below.

TABLE 3-19
ACADEMIC AFFILIATION OF U.S. SAMPLE

Major

N

66
17
89
30
5
6

2
3
25
26
9
278

Business Education, Business Administration
and Distributive Education
Communication Arts, Language and Linguistics
Education, Home Ec., Liberal Arts
Engineering
General College
Pre-Law

Pre-Med
Science and Math
Social and Behavioral Sciences
Technology
N/A
Total
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The proposed analysis of the full model required that
information be obtained from parents as well as the stu
dents,

The schedule accordingly asked the respondents to

give the address of their parent(s) or guardian(s), but to
preserve anonymity, not their names.

Four mailings were

subsequently made at intervals of three, two and two weeks
in care of "head of household".
included the following:

The mailing package

an introductory letter, the ques

tionnaire, a self-addressed stamped envelope, and a selfaddressed stamped postal card.

The postal card was to be

returned with the address of the respondent placed on it if
a summary of the findings were desired.

It was included for

several reasons— first, to elicit cooperation, hopefully by
demonstrating sincerity and credibility.

Second, it only

seemed fair to provide the respondents with direct access
to the results of an activity in which they were asked to
participate.

Incidentally, the students were also given

this opportunity.
Table 3-20, below, is a breakdown of the sample in
terms of usable status.

TABLE 3-20
STATUS OF QUESTIONNAIRES GIVEN SAMPLE
JL
1.
2.
3.
4.

Parents'
Parental
Parental
Unusable

address not given
questionnaire returned
questionnaire not returned
student questionnaires

37
148
23
37
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As indicated in the table, 37 responses were unusable*
These fall primarily in the category of lack of coopera
tiveness— those returned virtually blank.

These also

include those with parental addresses which were obviously
inaccurate, non-existent, and too general (rural route num
ber only) to be useful.

The latter problem--rural route

number only--was not considered beforehand and indicates
the problem of attempting to preserve anonymity, at least
so far as marked questionnaires are concerned.
In addition to these types of faulty addresses, some
twelve envelopes were returned stamped by the Post Office
as undeliverable.
3-20 as well.

These are included in category 1, Table

A total of 199 questionnaires, then, were

mailed to parents.
In terms of the total number of mailings, the percen
tage of returns is quite low.

However, if the total sample

which received mailed questionnaires (N=*199) is used as a
base, the picture is improved— 72.8 per cent.

And if the

number of letters which were undeliverable is subtracted
from the total sample size, it means that the ratio of
returns to total sample receiving questionnaires is 145/187
or 77.5 per cent.
The parental questionnaires were unobtrusively coded
so that the data could be matched with that of the students.
With the exception of mailings two and three, the question
naires were coded differently for each, thus the returns could
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be identified according to mailing.

The table includes a

certain amount of overlap; for example, many of the returns
in the 96 category were received after the second or even
third or fourth mailings.
For testing the hypothesis and comparative analysis,
a matched sample of both parents and students was necessary.
It was also necessary to this end that all of the major
variables be complete.
a sample with N=130.

A matching on this criteria produced
Tables 3-21 through 3-24 give the

characteristics of this sample similar to those for the
Yugoslav sample found in Tables 3-15 through 3-18.
In Table 3-21 "Curriculum Affiliation" has been grouped
to correspond more or less to the three categories of
"Faculty Affiliation" in Table 3-15.

The groupings are as

Law - Pre-Law
Business Administration
Business Education
Distributive Education
Technical - Technology
Engineering
Science and Math
Pre-Med
Philocophy - Education
Liberal Arts
Social and Behavioral Science
General College
Communication Arts, Language
and Linguistics
Comparing these tables, three differences between the
samples are most obvious--those of the proportions in faculty
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TABLE 3-21
CHARACTERISTICS OF U.S. SAMPLE

Father's
Occupation

Curriculum Affiliation
Phil
Tech
(N=64)
.
(,N=20).

Law
(N=40)

2L

Total
(N=124)
_N

Manual

17

42.5

6

30.0

23

35.9

46

Non-manual

23

57.5

14

70.0

40
1

62.5
1.6

77
1

Total

40

100.0

20

100.0

64

100.0

124

%_

37.1

TABLE 3-22
SEXUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE U.S. SAMPLE
Law
CN=40)
N_____ %

Tech
(N=20)

JL

Phil
(N=64)
n
jL

Total
(N=124)
_N
%_

29

72.5

19

95.0

12

18.8

60

48.4

Female

7

17.3

1

5.0

44

68.8

52

41.8

N/A

4

10.2

8

12.4

12

9.7

40

100.0

64

100.0

124

99.9

Male

Total

20 100.0
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TABLE 3-23

YEAR IN SCHOOL OF THE U.S., SAMPLE

N

Year in
School

Law
(N=40)
%

N

Tech
(N=20)
%

N

Phil
(N=64)
%

Total
(N= .24)
N

Freshman

2

5.0

0

0.0

11

17.2

13

10.5

Sophomore

5

12.5

3

15.0

11

17.2

19

15.3

Junior

11

27.5

8

40.0

13

20.3

32

25.8

Senior

22

55.0

9

45.0

29

45.3

60

48.4

40

100.0

20

100.0

64

100.0

124

100.0

Total

TABLE 3-24
AGE OF RESPONDENT AND FATHER'S EDUCATION
FOR U.S. SAMPLE
law
(N=»40)
_X

Age
Father's
Education

s

Tech
(N=20)
_X

Phil
(N=64)
s

_X

Total
(N=124)
s

_ X _______ s

22.0

3.16

20.9

1.49

21.0

3.44

21.3

3.14

4.1

1.37

5.1

1.55

4.6

1.54

4.5

1.53
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and curriculum affiliations, in the sex ratio, and the
distributions over year in school.

A look at father's

occupation reveals the interesting fact that, on the sur
face, there is a large proportion of non-manual workers
in the U.S. sample.

This is probably a reflection of the

democratizing effect of an advanced industrial social order,
to meet technological demands for skilled personnel, rather
than ideological factors.

At any rate, the number of N/A's

in the Yugoslav sample does not allow us the latitude of
speculation on the point.

Age differences are not great,

although there is considerably more dispersion in the U.S.
philosophy sub-group.

And because of its size, this is re

flected in the total sample.

Education of the father is

pretty much the same between the samples.

There is less

dispersion in all sub-groups in the U.S. sample.

The

greatest mean difference is between technical sub-groups,
but since the U.S. sub-group in this case is relatively
small, the difference does not show up in the total.
Sample Limitations
Several procedural limitations concerning the mailed
questionnaire are discussed briefly below.
1.

The questionnaire was addressed to "head of household".

The rationale here was primarily to preserve the anonymity
of the students who were providing the addresses.

However,

addressing the respondent by name is no doubt much more
effective.
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2.

The questionnaire was rather long and involved

(Appendix A, pages 344-347 ).

It contained ten pages and

required rather specific information on association member
ships.

Although most respondents would use only a small

portion, the bulk alone could easily have been enough to
'•turn off” some respondents.

In addition, judging from

the results of factor analysis performed on the data, most
of the membership information is unidimensional and hence
becomes redundant.

This certainly points to the advantages

--time permitting--of careful pre-testing.

Had this been

done the questionnaire could perhaps have been streamlined,
which, in turn, might have improved the percentage of
returns and would certainly have been more economical
financially.
3.

Finally, even given the disadvantages mentioned above,

return percentage could probably have been improved by
elaboration

an

of the mailing procedure (Robin, 1965:24-35).

The question of randomness was not considered critical
because of the nature of the study.

The study attempts to

explicate a set of conditions indigenous to the industrial
social order.

The issue is not concerned with generalizing

to a given population; rather it involves the notion that
the nature of industrial society tends to produce certain
more or less immutable relationships.

Consequently, the

theorized factors should be operating in the same way for
individuals composing any sub-group.

For this reason,
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selecting a representative sample was not attempted from
either the U.S. or Yugoslav student populations.
as mentioned previously,

In fact

in Yugoslavia it was not possible.

The difficulties surrounding this issue will be discussed
in greater detail in a later section.

But, although selec

tion was not random, it was systematic.

Steps had to be

taken to insure that basically similar comparative cate
gories were present in U.S. and Yugoslav samples.

Since

we are dealing with sets of given conditions, these sets
have to be present in both samples— not all possible sets
need to be present but those that are must be relatively
the same if comparisons are to be meaningful.
Here, then, is the m a jor issue in cross-cultural
research--the comparability of data.

Ideally the samples

should be matched on all relevant characteristics.

It was

judged that similarities of academic affiliation and SES
(father's education) would provide samples with basically
the same sociological orientation.
However, even matching on these rudimentary variables
cannot insure comparability.

The European university organ

izational structure, for example,
to that of the U.S.

is not strictly comparable

The "faculty" unit used in Yugoslav

universities may include faculty members, courses and
major academic areas w h ich would cut across several depart
ments in an American university.

For example, a student in

the Faculty of Economics might specialize in economics per se
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or business administration or industrial sociology*

The

latter two areas could also be found in the Faculty of Law.
Taking occupational categories, again exact compari
sons are not possible, particularly where differences in
the nature of the social order are so extreme.
one obvious example,

To take

it is doubtful that the small u nmecha

nized farmer of Yugoslavia-~resembling a peasant more than
anything else--is similar to any agricultural occupational
category in the U.S. in terms of life style and other f ac
tors.

To some extent limitations in the comparative samples

are mitigated by two factors.
First, the problem of academic orientation is solved in
part by selecting faculties for the Yugoslav sample which
either maximize or minimize certain academic spread, and
w h i c h could be easily matched according to academic area by
the U.S.

sample.

Although the investigator had little con

trol ov e r the selection of the Yugoslav sample,

students were

administered questionnaires in the Faculties of Philosophy,
Technology and Law.

The Faculty of Philosophy tends to

expand the academic spread.

It includes areas of social

sciences, philosophy, humanities, as well as education.
This would be roughly equivalent to liberal arts and general
studies.

Technology, on the other hand, is somewhat more

restrictive and includes the natural sciences, but primarily
their application.

Its equivalent here is obvious.

The

Faculty of the L a w faculty is somewhat more difficult to
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duplicate, and it would not have been used had a choice
been possible.

Pre-law, and areas of business and m a nage

ment appear to be the most reasonable match.

Another factor which helped to mitigate this limita
tion is that the Yugoslav sample was selected first.

Its

composition could then be ascertained and an "equivalent"
U.S. sample constructed, where greater control could be
exercised in selection procedures.
Second, the problem of matching occupational categories
is solved to some degree by the fact that this study is pri
marily directed toward that segment of the Yugoslav society
which shows the greatest penetration of the industrialtechnological segment of that society.

The population of

students in higher education— particularly in technical
areas--is in no small measure a result of this penetration.
The occupational composition of the background of university
students there does not differ widely from those here.

The

figures seen in the following table are indicative of this
similarity.
The data in this table are taken from an article by
Vojin Milic (1966).

The indexes are based on the number

of students found in the universities, as a function of the
proportion that that social origin category is in the total
population, that is, for a given class of origin, if stu
dents were found in the university in the same proportion
as the class of origin in the society, the index would equal
one.
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TABLE 3-25

PROPORTIONS OF STUDENTS IN YUGOSLAV UNIVERSITIES
ACCORDING TO SOCIAL ORIGINS IN 1954

Social Origin

Peasants
Workers
Craftsmen
Employees

Student to Population Ratio
.33
.47
2.59
4.72

This picture of class distribution in higher education,
though more extreme, is not strikingly different from that
of the U.S.

It should be pointed out that the data are

somewhat dated.

The educational reforms that have taken

place since that time, a major reform in 1959 (General Law
on Education in Yugoslavia, 1959) and a financial reform of
1966 (General Law on the Financial Funds for Education,
1966)

have had one objective and have resulted in further

democratization of the educational system.

Our data in

Table 3-25 would seem to testify to this, at least so far
as a manual/non-manual split is concerned.
Because of these mitigating factors and since a com
parison of the two samples do not show extreme divergences
in socio-economic characteristics, it is concluded that
while somewhat short of the ideal, they are essentially
comparable.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Analytic Procedure
Path analysis offers a promising strategy for
increasing the correspondence between theory and research.
Although Duncan (1967:172) suggests this type of scheme is
best viewed as crude first approximations of more adequate
causal models, yet, through the use of path analysis, a
set of theoretical propositions can be translated almost
directly into a statistical relationship,
calls path analysis

Sewell Wright

. . a n extension of the usual ver

bal interpretation of statistics, not of the statistics
themselves (Land, 1969:5)".

The objective of the tech

nique is to establish the consistency of a set of inter
pretations by determining the extent to which variation
in a given effect is due to each of the set of specified
causes.
The causal network or diagram must be consistent with
a fairly rigid set of criteria.

First, it is not an e n dea

vor to infer causality from inter-correlations among a set
of variables.

To the contrary, a priori knowledge and/or

causal relationships based on acceptable hypotheses guide
the formulation of the scheme.

Causal assumptions are

168
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derived primarily from three sources:

(a) temporal order

ing, (b) existing experimental and case study data, and
(c) theoretical orientations from substantive areas (Land,
1969:34).
Second, the variables are assumed to be related in a
linear, additive way.
Third, interval data is generally required for path
analysis, although this requirement is not particularly
stringent as long as we are dealing with point variables,
that is, variables which are not composite, such as a total
or a mean.
Finally, the path diagram represents a closed linear
system.

This means that all causes are accounted for and,

moreover, that each dependent variable must be considered
as completely defined by some combination of causal vari
ables.

Obviously this is difficult to achieve; thus a

residual variable uncorrelated with these causal variables
must be introduced.

The residual paths, then, represent all

other influences on thedependent variable in question.
These include:

unmeasured causes, measurement errors,

departures from linearity and additivity, etc.

The size

of the residual has little to do with the validity of the
causal interpretation.
A path coefficient is that portion of the variation
in Y that is directly accounted for by the variation in X.
It is a standardized regression coefficient measuring the
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direct path from X to Y in a multivariate linear system.
Where B is the regression coefficient of Y or X, the equa
tion is:

X5'=
In this manner, path values can be calculated for an entire
causal network.
The test of a path diagram is whether or not the
observed correlations between the variables can be
accounted for by the path procedure.

For example, in the

simple three variable system below, rca = pca + pCbrba

FIGURE 4-1
A SIMPLE THREE VARIABLE PATH SYSTEM
2

b

a ------- 2— c

This procedure will tell us if the formulation of the
causal network has been justified.
The analysis will then attempt to apply the latter of
the two applications--causal inference— of path analysis,
to test the hypotheses stated on pages 22-24, Chapter I.
This type of analysis can be used for all phases of the
model testing:
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(a) the hypotheses relative to the full model,
(b) the hypotheses relative to the comparative model.
To recapitulate, the causal model is shown in Figure

FIGURE 4-2
A BASIC THEORETICAL PATH MODEL
NPC (2)
PC (3)
C (7)

L (1)
MM (5)
EM (6)

L = Linkage, NPC = Non-purposive Circumvention, PC = Pur
posive Circumvention, MM = Moderating Mediation, EM = En
hancement Mediation, C = Sense of Control, and F = Goodness
of Fit.
This figure represents the theoretical model, but it
can be directly translated into an operational model if
measures can be developed from the array of dimensional
indicators for each of the variables.

In general form

Duncan (1966:2-16) demonstrates that the correlation
between any two variables in a path system is the sum of
the paths between the two variables or:
rij = 2 k pik rjk
Since the model is a relatively simple chain model, the
correlation between variable 1(1) and 7 (C) is as follows:
(3)

r7l = p72 r2i + P73 r31 + p74 r4l + p75 r51 + p76 r61
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Thus,

r-ji

is a simple additive function of the five factors

in the equation, and the contribution of each factor is
directly proportional to the correlation between 7 and 1.
This makes assessment of the contribution of any factor an
easy m a tter— it is the ratio of any path value to
The test of the hypothesis, then, involves the determina
tion of whether the path from linkage through the adaptive
variable specified by the hypothesis to sense of control
is, in fact,

the major contributor to the r between linkage

and sense of control.
Af ter the data was collected, it was apparent that the
analytic procedure needed to be modified to meet the limita
tions of the data.

Path analysis could not be applied to

Hypotheses III and IV, so a second procedure was introduced
to examine the relationships between the adaptive measures
and the sense of control variable.
It will be recalled that the major independent v a r i 
able (linkage) was dichotomized into high and low cate
gories to meet conditions stated in the hypotheses.

To

keep the size of the categories within reasonable limits,
the division was made at the median of the membership
scores.

This produced a low category in which the mem b e r 

ship score was zero.

Both Hypotheses III and IV specify

this low category as the linkage condition.

This means

that there is no variation in the membership variable and
hence no correlation is possible with it and the dependent
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variable (sense of control).

Since the object of path

analysis is to explain this correlation, an alternative
method of examining Hypotheses III and IV had to be found.
The procedure utilizes a unique characteristic of
multiple regression, described by Guilford, (1956:397) and
not altogether different from equation (3).

Guilford points

out the multiple
for a regression equation is:
o
(4) R = Bj^ r^ + B2
+ B3 r3
As with equation (3), this is a simple additive relation
ship.

If the beta weights are available the contribution

to

of any factor can be quickly determined.

In lieu of

this, another regression can be run eliminating that fac
tor of the researcher*s interest.

If we are interested

in knowing the amount of variance factor B^ r^ contributes
to R, for example, the following equation would be deter
mined:
(5)

R^ = B2 r2 + B3 r3

Subtracting the two equalities, equations

(4) and (5),
2

yields the amount factor B^ r^ contributes to R .
(4)

R^ = B j ^
R^ 3

+ B2r2 +

(5)

(-)

(6)

R^ - Ri = BL rx

B3r3

(o) ^2g2 *^ ^ ^3C3

R^ is the proportion of variance

in the dependent variable

which can be attributed to all ofthe independent
in that regression system taken together.

variables

Theoretically,
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a non-restricted regression model can be constructed of all
these relevant independent variables.

Against this model

restricted models can be compared to ascertain how much
any given variable contributes to the system.
This procedure was used for all hypotheses as well as
for the comparative analysis.

Other techniques were also

applied when deemed appropriates, besides the two discussed
above.

These will be described as the strategy unfolds.

The hypotheses were examined in several ways.

Speci

fically, each hypothesis potentially could be tested on
eight different combinations.

This came about because each

variable was measured in two ways, and for the most part
two measures of each variable appeared relatively indepen
dent of each other.
tion.

This was pointed out in the last sec

Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to deter

mine which measure corresponds to the theoretical construct,
all of them were fed into the analysis.

This means that

there are 2^ combinations that must be examined.

Actually

the eight combinations would be used for Hypotheses I and
II only.

The reasons for this will be discussed under

Hypotheses III and IV.
Ma jor analytic samples'*
The total sample was divided into two sub-samples.
*The term "sample" is inappropriate here unless quali
fied as nonrandom. However, as the arrangements of analytic
groups and categories is complicated, the term sample is
used as an aid in keeping things sorted out.
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One designated Parental Linkage (N-130) consists of those
students for whom parental linkage data was available.
This will be referred to as the Parental Linkage (Lp)
sample.

In this case Parental Linkage alone is used as

the independent variable.
The other is called the Student Linkage (Ls) sample
(N=*245), and in this case, only the student linkage to the
university social system is used as the major independent
variable.
FC is the nomenclature for one major dependent vari
able measuring the construct sense of personal control.
This has been given the shortened form--Fate Control.

Exp

is the abbreviation of the other control measure tapping
the expectations1 dimension of sense of control.
Hypothesis testing groups
All four of the variables Parental Linkage (Lp),
Student Linkage (Ls), Fate Control (FC), and Expectations
(Exp) were dichotomized about their medians into high
(>Md) and low (<(Md) categories.

These were developed in

accordance with the conditions stated in the hypothesis
into the four Hypothesis Testing Groups.

These groups are

designated as Hypothesis Testing Group - I (HTG-I), Hypothe
sis Testing Group - II (HTG-II), Hypothesis Testing Group III (HTG-III), and Hypothesis Testing Group - IV (HTG-IV).
Figure 4-3 describes the linkage and sense of control
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FIGURE 4-3
ARRANGEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS (HTG'S)
FOR HYPOTHESIZED CONDITIONS OF LINKAGE
AND SENSE OF CONTROL

Linkage
(+) High
(+) High
Sense of
Control

(-) Low

HTG-I

HTG-1II

, . „
(-) Low

condition for the Hypothesis Testing Groups.
Since there are two measures for control., Fate Control
(FC) and Expectations (Exp), it means that there are two
sets of variables for the Hypothesis Testing Groups of the
Parental Linkage sample and two for the Student Linkage
sample as shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5.

In Figures 4-3,

4-4, and 4-5 the subscripts on the Hypothesis Testing
Groups simply indicate whether the dependent variable is
Fate Control (FC) or Expectations (Exp).
To further complicate the procedure, there are two
measures for the intermediate adaptive variables, that is,
the five adaptive mechanisms.

One of these is called

APR, Adaptive Perceptual Responses.

These measure each

of the five adaptive mechanisms in terms of perceptions.
The other is termed ABR, Adaptive Behavioral Responses,
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FIGURE 4-4

THE ORGANIZATION OF VARIABLE SETS FOR THE
PARENTAL LINKAGE (Lp) SAMPLE

Variable Set A
Lp> Md

(+)
>Md (+)

HTGFC - I
N=37
h t g fc

<Md (-)

- II

N=40

Lp <Md

(-)
h t g fc

- II

N=27
h t g fc

- IV

N=26

Variable Set B
Lp > Md
(+)

Lp < Md

>Md (+)

HTGExp - I
N=33

HTGExp - III
N=19

<Md (-)

HTGExP - 11
N=44

H TGE x P '

IV

N=34

*FC = Fate Control, Exp = Expectations, HTG = Hypothe
sis Testing Group.
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FIGURE 4- 5

THE ORGANIZATION OF VARIABLE SETS FOR
THE STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE

Variable Set C
Ls>Md (+)

Ls <Md (-)

>Md (+)

htgfc - 1
N=62

HTGFC - III
N=69

HTGfc - 11
N=45

h t g fc

< M d (-)

FC
- IV

N=69

Variable Set D
Ls >Md (+)

Ls <Md (-)

>Md (+)

HTGExp - I
N=44

HTGExp " I11
M=64

<Md (-)

HTGExp - II
N=63

HTGExp - IV

Exp
N=74
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and attempts to measure the five adaptive mechanisms in
terms of specific behaviors.

Below are given the abbre

viations for the five adaptive mechanisms and their defi
nitions.

The subscripts "p" and "b" indicate whether they

are Adaptive Perceptual Response or Adaptive Behavioral
Response.

FIGURE 4-6
ABBREVIATIONS FOR THE FIVE ADAPTIVE MEASURES
Adaptive
Perceptual
Response
(APR)
NPCp
PCp
Fp

Adaptive
Behavioral
Response
(ABR)

Definition
Non-purposive Circumvention
Purposive Circumvention
Goodness of Fit

NPCb
PCb
Fb

MMp

Moderating Mediation

MMb

EMp

Enhancement Mediation

EMb

When the two measures of adaptation are plugged into
the analytic procedure, it doubles the number of groups.
For example, in Variable Set A, above, we have one Hypothe
sis Testing Group in which the five Adaptive Perceptual
Responses are the intermediate variables and one Hypothesis
Testing Group in which the five Adaptive Behavioral Res
ponses are the intermediate variables.

Where Adaptive
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Perceptual Response and Adaptive Behavioral Response
each represent the five adaptations,
arrangements for each Variable Set.

there are two
The Set given the

prime always has Adaptive Behavioral Responses as the
intermediate variables.

In terms of the model, the

arrangements of the Variable Sets are given in Figure 4-7.
The situation is similar for Variable Sets B, C and D.
We have designated the models where the Adaptive Behav
ioral Responses are the intermediate variables as primes.
Thus, as indicated above, we have Set A and A', Set B and
B f and so on.
Potentially, then, each hypothesis can be examined
using eight different versions of the complete basic model.
To begin, some descriptive statistics will be discussed
below, concerning the characteristics of the major variables.
Tables for the statistics are usually found in Appendix B.
Table B-5, Appendix B, gives the proportions of the
Parental Linkage and Student Linkage respondents who have
certain linkage characteristics.

Parental memberships in

voluntary associations appear to coincide more or less with
what have been found in other studies already cited.

Stu

dent memberships, however, are perhaps somewhat less than
might be expected.

Less than half of this particular

grouping of students belong to one or more campus organ
izations.
Table B-6, Appendix B, shows the mean scores for the
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FIGURE 4-7

ARRANGEMENTS OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS
ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SETS*
Hypothesis Testing Group

Variable Set A

Variable Set A'

I

+Lp ->APR ->+FC

+Lp ->ABR

II

+Lp ~>APR ->-FC

+Lp-*ABR->-FC

+FC

III

-Lp ->APR ->+FC

—Lp -> ABR —>+FC

IV

-Lp->APR~?— FC

-Lp ->ABR

Variable Set B

Variable Set B'

Hypothesis Testing Group

FC

I

+Lp->APR-> +Exp

+Lp ->ABR ->+Esp

II

+Lp ->APR-*-Exp

+Lp ->ABR ->-Exp

III

-Lp ->APR ->■+Exp

-Lp ->ABR->+Exp

IV

-Lp ->APR-* -Exp

-Lp->ABR ->-Exp

Hypothesis Testing Group

Variable Set C

Variable Set C»

I

+Ls->APR-^+FC

+Ls ->ABR ->+FC
+Ls-»ABR->-FC

II

+Ls-^.APR->-FC

III

-Ls-vAPR^+FC

-Ls-»ABR ->+FC

IV

-Ls->APR ->-FC

-Ls ->ABR ->-FC

Variable Set D

Variable Set D'

Hypothesis Testing Group
I

+Ls->APR ->+Exp

+Ls ->ABR ->+Exp

II

+Ls ->APR

+Ls ->ABR ->-Exp

-Exp

III

-Ls ->APR ->+Exp

-Ls ->ABR ->+Exp

IV

-Ls^APR -+-Exp

-Ls ^ABR-^-Exp

*The following abbreviations will be used: Lp = Parental
Linkage, APR = Adaptive Behavioral Response, APR = Adaptive
Perceptual Response, FC =* Fate Control, Exp = Expectations,
Ls =» Student Linkage
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total Parental Linkage and Student Linkage samples.

The

scores are quite similar, and although a test of signifi
cance has little meaning, since we do not know what the
samples represent, neither the Fate Control or Expectations
scores differ at p<.05.
Tables B-7 and B-8 , Appendix B, give the Fate Control
and Expectations means for the various Hypothesis Testing
Groups.

In Table B-7 the Hypothesis Testing Groups are

constructed from the Parental Linkage sample, while Table
B-8 deals with Hypothesis Testing Groups from the Student
Linkage sample.

A good deal of similarity exists between

the high and low groups with respect to Fate Control and
Expectations mean scores.
Tables B-9 through B-ll, Appendix B, show the zeroorder r*s for the major independent linkage variable
Parental Linkage and Student Linkage and the major depen
dent variables Fate Control and Expectations.

Actually,

the study is organized around explaining this relation
ship.

As the tables indicated, an association between

the major variables is virtually non-existentl

In no case

in the three tables do the r*s reach a level of p<.05.
This tends to invalidate the entire study so far as the
theoretical framework is concerned, particularly with
regard to the hypotheses derived therefrom.
It should be noted, however, that the absence of an
association does not invalidate the model.

It simply
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means that, If the model is accurate, the sum of paths
between the variables of interest should approach zero.
These models will be presented later.
Two procedures are followed in examining the hypothe
sis.

First, the model is a rather basic chain model.

This means that the equation explaining the r between link
age and sense of control is a simple summation of the five
paths leading from linkage through each adaptive mechanism
to either Fate Control or Expectations, depending on the
Variable Set.
on page 4.

The general form of the equation is given

In this simple additive arrangement, each of

the five paths contributes a certain proportion to the r
between the major variables (linkage and control).

The

hypothesis specified which path should contribute most,
and this could be tested for the statistical significance
of contribution against the other paths by using a tech
nique such as differences between proportions, systematic
ally comparing all possible combinations between the five
contributing proportions.
A second procedure was necessary because in construc
ting the Hypothesis Testing Groups the linkage variables
(Parental Linkage and Student Linkage) were dichotomized
about the median to create high and low categories.

The

median for both Parental Linkage and Student Linkage
dichotomized the distributions in high = !> 0 and low = 0 .
This meant that in Hypothesis Testing Group - III and IV
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linkage could not vary, and consequently no correlation
exists between the major independent variable (Parental
Linkage or Student Linkage) and the dependent variable
(Fate Control and Expectations) to be explained by a path
system for Hypothesis Testing Groups III and IV.

This is

the reason Tables B-10 and B-ll do not have Hypothesis
Testing Group - III and Hypothesis Testing Group - IV.
The second procedure used the principle of restricted
and non-restricted models.

The non-restricted model was a

regression equation with all five adaptive measures as the
independent variables and either Fate Control or Expectations,
depending on the Set, as the dependent variable.

The restric

ted model used all adaptive measures except those specified
as operating in the system by the hypothesis as independent
variables with Fate Control or Expectations in a regression
equation.

The method is to compare the multiple R ’s and

note the differences when the operating variables are not
included.
If adaptation varies according to the specified linkage
and control condition given in the hypotheses and upon which
the Hypothesis Testing Groups were constructed, then we
expect to find differential arrangements or rankings of
the adaptive variables among the Hypothesis Testing Groups.
To test this the Adaptive Perceptual Response and Adaptive
Behavioral Response scores were ranked from one to five,
where one is high, for each Hypothesis Testing Group in
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each variable set.
Because of the lack of association between the major
variables a revision of strategy is necessary.

Although

it is still possible to test the general path model, this
would only reveal whether the adaptive mechanisms were
interposed in a statistically causal way between the major
variables and possibly whether some or all were operating
in the system.

While it is not possible to establish

direct causality, if our theory is correct the adaptive
mechanisms should be differentially distributed according
to the conditions stated in the hypotheses.
Two tasks lie ahead, then.

The first task is to test

the HQ of no difference against the alternative Hj_ that the
two sets of five adaptive variables— Adaptive Perceptual
Response and Adaptive Behavioral Response--are differential
ly distributed over the Hypothesis Testing Groups.

Hypothe

sis Testing Groups can be considered as similar to inter
action categories, since in effect they are the controlled
condition for the linkage and the sense of control variable.
The second task depends on the outcome of the first.
If the HQ can be rejected we can then proceed to look at
the nature of the differential distribution of the adaptive
variables.

In this case a lower level test of the original

hypothesis would be undertaken.
A rather simple test of the first task can be made by
taking the mean score of the five adaptations as the dis
tribution variable and examining the ranking of these means
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over the various Hypothesis Testing Groups,
If adaptation varies according to the different combi
nations of linkage and sense of control, we would expect
the correspondence of rank of the means of the five adap
tive variables (Adaptive Perceptual Responses or Adaptive
Behavioral Responses) to be low.

Tables B-12 through B-15,

Appendis B, deal with this issue.
Table B-12 gives this data for the total Parental
Linkage and Student Linkage samples.

It will be recalled

that Lp refers to the sample in which parental linkage alone
is used as the independent variable and Ls the sample in
which student linkage is used only as the linkage variable.
It should also be reiterated that adaptation was measured
in two ways.

The five adaptive variables (Non-purposive

Circumvention, Purposive Circumvention, Goodness of Fit,
Moderating Mediation, and Enhancement Mediation) were
measured in terms of perceptive responses, given the general
name APR (Adaptive Perceptual Response) and subscripted np"
(NPCp, PCp, etc.).

The five adaptive variables were also

measured in terms of behavioral characteristics, given the
name ABR (Adaptive Behavioral Response), and subscripted
»b" (NPCb, PCb, etc.).
Two interesting things emerge from Table B-12:

first,

the similarity of the corresponding Adaptive Perceptual
Response and Adaptive Behavioral Response rankings between
the Parental Linkage and Student Linkage samples and,
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second, the differences between the Adaptive Perceptual
Response and Adaptive Behavioral Response rankings.

On

the one hand, with the Adaptive Perceptual Responses,
Goodness of Fit (Fp) is the dominant characteristic; on
the other hand, with the Adaptive Behavioral Responses
the dominant characteristic is Purposive Circumvention
(PCjj),

This may raise some provocative questions about

perception vs. behavior, as well as speculations about
perception vs. opportunities for Purposive Circumvention
(PC5).

Remember PCb in its capacity as an Adaptive Be

havioral Response measured the student's actual cheating
behavior, while Fp as an Adaptive Perceptual Response is
the perception of the best way to get through the system
so far as that person is concerned.

This will be taken

up in more detail later.
The correlation between Adaptive Perceptual Response
and Adaptive Behavioral Response, using Spearman's rank
order r, is -,60--a rather interesting observation, con
sidering the Adaptive Perceptual Responses and Adaptive
Behavioral Responses are supposed to measure the same
things.

It will be remembered, however, that factor

analysis did tend to posit the Adaptive Perceptual Responses
and Adaptive Behavioral Responses into different sets of
factors.

Thus Table B-12 provides us with a ranking model,

and we will be interested in seeing to what extent the con
trols applied to the Parental Linkage and Student Linkage
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samples will produce deviations from this model.
Tables B-13, B-14 and B-15 contain the data for
groups constructed from the Parental Linkage sample.
Taking Table B-13 first, here we have X 9s and standard
deviations for the Hypothesis Testing Groups for Variable
Sets A and A 9,

Recall that the Hypothesis Testing Groups

for these sets are identical, and the major variables are
+ Parental Linkage and + Fate Control, The first part of
the table contains the X 9s and standard deviations for the
five Adaptive Perceptual Responses and the second part X 9s
and standard deviations for Adaptive Behavioral Responses,
It should also be recalled that Hypothesis Testing Group
number--!, II, etc,--indicates that that Hypothesis Test
ing Group contains the relationship or controls between
the major independent and dependent variables stated in
the hypothesis of that number.

The X 9s which are under

lined indicate the adaptive variable which the hypothesis
states to be operating in that particular case.

Hence, in

Table B-13, Hypothesis Testing Group - 1 we might expect
the mean for Goodness of Fit to exceed the mean values of
the other Adaptive Perceptual Responses for Hypothesis
Testing Group - I,

This is the form used for the tables

B-13 through B-17.
Table B-17 gives the same information for Hypothesis
Testing Groups of Variable Sets B and B 9. The Hypothesis
Testing Groups again were constructed from the Parental
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Linkage sample but the controls were Parental Linkage and
Expectations, instead of Parental Linkage and Fate Control.
Inspection of Tables B-16 and B-17 shows that in only
three cases is the hypothesis supported to any extent.
These have been given asterisks.

They are Hypothesis Test

ing Group - I (Adaptive Perceptual Response), Hypothesis
Testing Group - II and III (Adaptive Behavioral Response).
Hypotheses III and IV state that adaptation would be through
two mechanisms.

The means for these two adaptive variables,.

Purposive Circumvention and Enhancement Mediation, for
Hypothesis III and Non-purposive Circumvention and Moderat
ing Mediation for Hypothesis IV, we expect either to rank
1 and 2 or split the first rank and not differ significantly.
If it were not for the fact that the rank of Non-purposive
Circumvention and Purposive Circumvention were the same for
all the other Hypothesis Testing Groups, Hypotheses III and
IV might be considered as substantiated by half and Hypothe
sis I confirmed, at least for the situation where Adaptive
Perceptual Responses are the adaptive variables.
In Table B-18 the rank of corresponding means has been
summarized.

By corresponding is meant those situations in

which the same set of adaptive variables have been used.
For example, in the Hypothesis Testing Groups for both
Variable Set A and Set B, the five adaptive variables are
of the perceptual quality— Adaptive Perceptual Responses—
while in Set A' and B * these variables are behavioral--
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Adaptive Behavioral Responses.
When all eight rankings in the upper section of
Table B-12 are analyzed using Kendall's Coefficient of
Concordance (W)s the result yields W=.75, p<.0l.

Submitting

Sets A and B to this analysis individually gives W's of .81
and .71 respectively at p<.01,

The lower half of the table

is obviously a perfect relationship.
Tables B-16, B-17, and B-18 contain the data for the
Hypothesis Testing Groups constructed from the Student
Linkage sample.

The data are very similar to that found

in Tables B-13, B-14, and B-15.

The overall correspondence

for Adaptive Behavioral Response Sets C

and D' is perfect.

Thus far it is concluded that the HQ cannot be rejec
ted.

The analysis was extended to test the interaction

effects of parental and student linkage.

Using the same

dichotomies of Parental Linkage and Student Linkage used
previously to organize the Hypothesis Testing Groups, four
groups were set up as shown in Figure 4-8.

FIGURE 4-8
INTERACTION CATEGORIES FOR PARENTAL LINKAGE
AND STUDENT LINKAGE
Parental Linkage (Lp)

Student
Linkage
(Ls)

Yes

No

Lp/Ls
N=43

Ls/O
N=65

Lp/O
N=34

0/0
N=103
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The nomenclature for each of these groups is given
in each cell.

Where either parental or student linkage

is missing altogether an "0" appears in the Lp/Ls fraction.
Thus, Lp/Ls means the individuals of this group have
parents involved in voluntary associations to some extent,
and they are also involved in campus voluntary associa
tions; Ls/0 means a student has membership but his parents
do not, and so on.

The dichotomy of Parental Linkage and

Student Linkage is not continuous; it only distinguishes
those who have one or more memberships from those who do
not.
It is noted that, unlike the Hypothesis Testing
Groups, the dependent variables Fate Control and Expecta
tions are allowed to vary freely within each Lp/Ls group.
Table B-19, Appendix B, gives the means and standard
deviations for all the relevant variables.

Of most interest

in the upper section of the table is the similarity of X
values for both Fate Control and Expectations.

None of the

differences between Fate Control or Expectations X ’s in the
table reach a significance level of p<.40.

This tends to

substantiate further the lack of association between link
age and sense of control measured either as Fate Control
or Expectations.
Table B-20 shows the rank order of means for the
Parental Linkage and Student Linkage groups.
the results are the same.

Once again

The correspondence for the
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Adaptive Perceptual Response factors is high and in the
same order as found previously.

The same can be said for

the Adaptive Behavioral Response factors.
Putting the data together from Tables B-9 through
B-20 leads to the acceptance of the H0 of no differences
and rejection of Hi.
as follows.

The conclusions can be summarized

First, the association between linkage and

Fate Control or Expectations is very low for the total
samples (Parental Linkage sample and Student Linkage sample)
and all of the control groups (Hypothesis Testing Groups and
Parental Linkage/Student Linkage groups).

Second, the X*s

of the adaptive measures vary within the Parental Linkage
samples and student linkage samples and the control groups
(Hypothesis Testing Groups and Parental Linkage/Student
Linkage groups) and can be ranked.

Third, the ranking dis

tributions of Adaptive Perceptual Responses are the same
for all control groups.

Fourth, the same is true for

Adaptive Behavioral Responses.

Finally, the ranking dis

tribution is not the same for the five Adaptive Perceptual
Responses and the five Adaptive Behavioral Responses.
What these conclusions mean is that the variations
with which this study is directly concerned are very small
or possibly non-existent.

Since the name of the game is

variance, further pursuit of this line of investigation
appears fruitless.
However, tests of the various models were nevertheless
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carried out because they provide a somewhat more sophisti
cated approach to satisfy the researcher's curiosity.

The

results generally support the conclusion already rendered.
Figures 4-9 through 4-16 show the path models for the
total Parental Linkage and Student Linkage samples.

Since

the path system is a simple chain model, the correlation
between the major independent variable, (Parental Linkage
or Student Linkage), and the dependent variable, (Fate Con
trol or Expectations), should be the summation of the paths
leading between the two.

Each path value is the product of

the correlation between the first two variables in a given
chain and the path coefficient of the last two variables
of the chain.

For example, in Figure 4-9 the value of the

path from Parental Linkage through Non-purposive Circumven
tion to Fate Control is equal to:
rLp»NPC PNPC*FC + ”»195 (.266) = -.052
In the diagram the first set of values are the r's between
Parental Linkage and each Adaptive Perceptual Response,
This practice is followed in all the path systems used in
this paper.
The equations at the bottom of each diagram give the
value for each pathway through the system, the sum of which
is the computed r at the right.

If the path system accurate

ly describes the relationship of the variables involved, the
computed r should equal the observed r between Parental Link
age and Fate Control (in the case of Figure 4-9) given at the
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FIGURE 4-9
PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL PARENTAL LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N=130)

Variable Set A
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Fate Control)

Non-purposive
Circumvent ion
(NPC)
Purpo sive
Circumvention
(PC)
Goodness
of Fit
Linkage

Moderating
Mediation

Enhancement
Mediation
(EM)

Rjs.981

Ro=.974

R3=*983

69.
9— -^- pa te vCo ntro 1
(FC)

R6=.889

r a =.994

R5=1.000

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.012 = (-).052 + (-),043 + (-).129 + (-).041 + .001 = -.265
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FIGURE 4-10

PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL PARENTAL LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N=130)
Variable Set A r
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Fate Control)
RjaL.OOO

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

R2=.999

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Parental
Linkage
(Lp)
^

R3=.998

Goodness
of Fit
(F)
..092

-.142

Fate Control
(FC)

R6=.913

R4=.996
Mediation
R5=.994

d served

Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.012 = .004 + (-).013 = .001 = .013 = (-).010 = -.005
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FIGURE 4-11

PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL PARENTAL LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N»30)
Variable Set B
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Expectations)
R, = .9

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

-.047

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Parental

-.185

of Fit
(F)

R2=.974

R o =.983

-.329

Moderating ' 316 X
M e d x a t i o n ------^
(MM)

Expectations
(Exp)

r6=.968\
-2------

R4=.994
Mediation
R5=1.000

r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
Computed
.029 = .009 + .036 + .061 + .027 + (-).001 = .132
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FIGURE 4-12
PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL PARENTAL LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N=L30)

Variable Set B»
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Expectations)

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)
\

Purposive
Circumvention

Parental
Linkage
(Lp)
\

Goodness
of Fit
(F)
-.092
Moderating
Mediation

Enhancement
Mediation
(EM)

-.120

-.133

R2=.999

Ro=.998

-.142

Rg=.954

r ,=.996

R5=.994

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.029 = (-).003 ♦ .005 + (-),005 + .013 = (-).013 = -.003
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FIGURE 4-13
PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N=245)

Variable Set A
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Fate Control)
'Rj = .992

130

,068

Student
Linkage
(Ls)

034

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

051

142
,035

,047

,201

155

Moderating
Mediation
(MM)

Fate Control
(FC)

066

Enhancement
Mediation
(EM)

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
,051 = .020 + .003 + .005 + (-).002 + (-).013 = .013
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FIGURE 4-14
PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N=245)

Variable Set A*
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Fate Control)
= .991

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

.79
R2=.991

Purposive
Circumventio

Student

Goodness
of Fit

R3=.985

(F)

-±^4—

Moderating
Mediation
(MM)

—tP

Enhancement
Mediation
(EM)

Fate Control
(FC)

J A ./

\
R_6-.925 >

X
Ra=.999

Observed

Computed
NPC
r
,051 * (-).023 + (-).040 + (-).008 + .001 + (-).003 = .007
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FIGURE 4-15

PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N=245)
Variable Set B
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Expectations)
995
Non-purpo sive
Circumvention
(NPC)

-.034

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Student
Linkage

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Moderating
Mediation

R2=*.998

R3=.999

-.287

-.235

R6=.974

Enhancement
Mediation
(EM)

served
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.070 = .004 + .007 + (-).010 + .010 + (-).047 =» (-).036
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FIGURE 4-16

PATH DIAGRAM FOR TOTAL STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE
(N==245)
Variable Set B»
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Expectations)
*.996

Non-purpo sive

Student
Linkage
(La)

132

circumvention
(NPC)

,006

136

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

108

175

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

,051

,077

,007
111

Moderating
Mediation
(MM)
Enhancement
Mediation ■
(EM)

,985

Expectations
(Exp)

,090

,999

Computed
NPC
MM
.070 =* .001 + .015 + (-).001 + .006 + (-).007 « .014

Observed
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left of the equation.
A quick survey of the path systems offered here indi
cates that none of the models seem to hold.
values are very low.

Howevers the

Our hesitancy to use tests of signifi

cance has been stated, but if we are willing to accept the
necessary assumptions, none of the observed correlations
between the major independent and dependent variables reach
p<.05.

Table B-l in Appendix B gives the minimum values

which must be attained for r for all of the samples and
Hypothesis Testing Groups.

Table B-2 in Appendix B gives

the minimum difference between r's necessary to reach a
level of p±,05.

Although it may be stretching a point to

use this test in this type of situation, it might provide
a tentative base line for comparison.
As neither the observed r's or the computed r's or the
difference between them are great enough to assume that they
are different, one might conclude that the model is valid,
that is, the sum of the paths is equal to the observed r,
which in this case happens to be zero.

This is not neces

sarily the case, as will be pointed out in the discussion
section.

Table B-21 gives zero-order r's between each of

the five adaptations (Non-purposive Circumvention, Purposive
Circumvention, etc.) according to whether they are percep
tual or behavioral and the major dependent variable Fate
Control or Expectations, as dictated by the Variable Set.
The column "Variable Set" indicates which set of variables
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is in the analysis.

Thus, in Table B-21 in Variable Set A

we have the Adaptive Perceptual Responses, Non-purposive
Circumvention, Purposive Circumvention, etc., with Fate
Control as the dependent variable.

Reading across the first

row gives the zero r's for Non-purposive Circumvention and
Fate Control, Purposive Circumvention and Fate Control and
so on.
Table B-22 is organized as described above, but in this
case the values are the regression coefficients used in the
computation of the path values between the adaptive measures
and the sense of control variable (either Fate Control or
Expectations), which appears in the path diagrams (Figures
4-8 to 4-15).

The major independent variable was also

included in this regression, of necessity, since we were
regressing the total model to obtain betas for calculation
of the final path coefficients.
Most striking about the data in Figures 4-9 through
4-16 and Tables B-21 and B-22 is the wide degree of varia
tion.

This seems to imply that the alternative measures

used for the path systems, regression coefficients and
zero r's for comparable Variable Sets in the Parental Link
age and Student Linkage samples, tend to be quite dissimilar.
What this adds up to is a conglomerate of values which are
very difficult to interpret.

Under the theory, hopefully

the picture will be somewhat more clear as controls are
added to the analysis.
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Let us take a look, then, at the specific hypothesis.
Hypothesis I
Hypothesis I:
Given high linkage and high sense of control,
the primary causal pathway will be from linkage
through Goodness of Fit to sense of control.
By major path we mean in the equation
rij =2lc Pik rkj
the factor which contributes most to rjj.

This can, of

course, be either plus or minus.
Figures 4-17 through 4-24 and Tables B-23 through
B-3Q, Appendix B, give the path related data for Hypothesis
Testing Group - 1.

This group, it will be recalled, meets

the given conditions for linkage and sense of control speci
fied in Hypothesis I.

This hypothesis as well as the others

is examined using the eight possible combinations of the
variables (Variable Sets).

The form of the diagrams is

identical to that used in Figures 4-9 to 4-15.

The Tables,

B-23 to B-30, accompany each path diagram and include in
this case regression coefficients, zero r's, and partial
r's for the linkage variable.
Again we are dealing with a minimal amount of variance
in the dependent variable.

None of the r's observed or com

puted are even moderate in magnitude (none are significant
at p<.05), nor are their differences significant.

If this
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FIGURE 4-17
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=>37)

Variable Set A
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Fate Control)
.968

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

R2*.999

R„=3.985

Parental
Linkage

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

-.338

Fate Control
(FC)

Moderating
Mediation
(MM)

0a 0
*

R6=.9l6

R/=.994
Mediation
R5=.988

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.105 = (-).004 + (-).015 + .057 + .027 + (-).006 = .019
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FIGURE 4-18

PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=37)
Variable Set A*
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Fate Control)
R,=.999

Non-purposive
C ircumvent ion
(NPC)

R^.999

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Parental
Linkage
<Lp)

Goodness
of Fit

Moderating
Mediation
(MM)

R o=».977

--- Fate control
-.200

-* 1 2 A

-.073

R6“.94

R,=.976
Enhancement
R =.984

Observed
NPC
r
.105 * .012

Computed
PC
F
MM
EM
r
+ (-).003 + (-).037 + .043 + (-).013 « (-).002
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FIGURE 4-19
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N*33)

Variable Set B
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Expectations)
Rj*1.000

Non-purpo sive
Circumvention
(NPC)

R.=1.000

Purposive
Circumvent ion
(PC)

Parental
Linkage
(Lp)

-.233

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Mediation

Enhancement
Mediation
(EM)

R3=*.972

-.324

-.264

Expectations

R6=>.829

R,=*.989

R-=I.000

Computed
Observed
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
r
(-).086 * .003 + .005 + .075 + (-).016 + .007 » (-),074
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FIGURE 4-20

PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=33)
Variable Set B®
(Parental Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Expectations)

Non-purposive
Circumvention
,-»«
(NPC)
v “•5Z0

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

R2 =*1.000

R -.985

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Moderating
Mediation

-.191

R6=».750

R/.-.976
Mediation
R=*.957

Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
(-),086 =* (-),038 + (-).00l + .048 + (-).037 + (-).055 »(-).083

Observed
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FIGURE 4-21

PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=62)
Variable Set C
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Fate Control)
=*.999

lQM.

Student
Linkage
(Ls)

Non-purpo sive
Circumvention
(NPC)

,010

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

,237

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

303

,021

,391

,089

,972

Fate Control

,070
Moderating
Mediation
(MM)

,072

Enhancement
Mediation ,
(EM)

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.019 =* (-).004 + (-).004 + .021 + .021 + .002 = .036
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FIGURE 4-22
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=62)

Variable Set C*
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Fate Control)

-.056

-.281

Student
Linkage
(La)

-.116

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)
\ .277

Purposive
Circumvention v .270
(PC)
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Moderating
Mediation

Enhancement
Mediation
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R2».960

R3=.974

Fate Control
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Ra si.993

R5=.99l

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.019 =. (, ).016 + (-).076 + .079 + .025 + (-).005 - .007
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FIGURE 4-23
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=>44)
Variable Set D
(Student L i nkage8 Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Expectations)

R =.959

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

R2=.993

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Student
Linkage
(Ls)

Goodness
of Fit

R o =.987
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Enhancement^
Mediation
(EM)

Re=.984

Observed
r

Computed

NPC
PC
(-).035 - .019 + .001 + .081 + .001 + .061 = .163
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FIGURE 4-24
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS I
(N=44)

Variable Set D*
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Expectations)
- R.a.966

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)
\ -«456

R2*.999

R

Student
Linkage
(Ls)

=.973

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Moderating
Mediation

-.237

R6=.801

R, =*.996
Mediation
R_-.947

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
(*0.035 =1 .118 + .002 + .065 + (-),004 + (-).076 = .183
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can be taken as some indication of the validity of the path
system, then five of eight path systems support the hypothe
sis that the major pathway is through Goodness of Fit, since
its magnitude exceeds the other paths.
follows:

These five are as

Figure 4-17 (Variable Set A), Figure 4-19 (Vari

able Set B), Figure 4-21 (Variable Set C), Figure 4-22 (Vari
able Set C'), Figure 4=23 (Variable Set D).
It will be noticed that in all these cases except
Set C® the adaptive variables are perceptual.

And in four

cases, except Set D, the dependent variable is Fate Control.
The regression coefficients and zero r's of greatest
magnitude between the adaptive measures and Fate Control
or Expectations tend to be concentrated among the three
adaptive variables Goodness of Fit, Non-purposive Circum
vention, and Purposive Circumvention, irrespective of
whether they are perceptive or behavioral.

For example,

Table B-31, Appendix B, ranks the zero r's in terms of
magnitude according to the Adaptive Perceptual Response
and Adaptive Behavioral Response.

The first rank is con

sistent for both Adaptive Perceptual Responses and Adap
tive Behavioral Responses.

What is more interesting is

that the sense of control variable is not consistent
across the Variable Sets.

In some instances it is Fate

Control, in others Expectations.

However, the rank of the

Non-purposive Circumvention adaptation is the same.

This

can perhaps be interpreted as meaning that at least these
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two adaptive measures have a degree of internal consistency.
It may also mean that where high linkage is associated with
high sense of control, an individual may perceive that the
best way to be viable in his social system is to purposively circumvent the normative structure, but his experience
tells him chance, Non-purposive Circumvention, plays a
large part in his success.
The hypotheses were also examined using the technique
of comparing a non-restricted multiple regression model
with a restricted multiple regression model.

The non

restricted model contained the five adaptive measures
Non-purposive Circumvention, Purposive Circumvention,
Fate Control, Moderating Mediation and Enhancement Mediation--either perceptive or behavioral--as independent vari
ables and either Fate Control or Expectations as the
dependent variable, depending on the Variable Set.

The

restricted model was the same, except the adaptive vari
able specified by the hypothesis as operating in this
situation was eliminated from the analysis.

The squared

multiple R of the non-restricted model gives the amount
of variance in the dependent variable accounted for by the
five adaptive variables.

The

for the restricted model

is the variance in the dependent variable accounted for
by the four adaptive variables when the one specified as
operating is not included.

The difference between the

two squared multiple R's indicates the portion of variance
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in the dependent variable accounted for by the operating
adaptive variable.
Tables 4-1 through 4-8 give the squared R's for the
two models.

The difference between them is also shown.

And finally, the percentage of the variance in the depen
dent variable is attributed to the operating adaptive
mechanism.

That is, the bottom line of the tables is

computed as follows:
100 X r2 (Non-restricted) (Restricted)
R (Non-restricted)

^ per cent

By "operating" we simply mean that, in a given situa
tion, one (or more) of the adaptations is hypothesized as
contributing more than its share to the explained variance
in Fate Control or Expectations.

If all five adaptive

variables contributed to the same degree, each would con
tribute 20 per cent.

This is the base line, then, and until

this figure is reached there is no possibility of the oper
ating variable operating as stated in the hypothesis.

If

20 per cent is reached, further analysis must be carried
out because the remaining 80 per cent can be dispropor
tionately distributed among the other four adaptations-one could contribute 65 per cent and each of the others
5

per cent, for example.

Once the contribution of the

operating variable reaches >50 per cent it is, of course,
impossible for any other of the factors to exceed it.
Tables B-3 and B-4 in Appendix B give the regression
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TABLE 4-1
Hypothesis I (Lp)
(N=37)
MULTIPLE R2 's FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A
(APR*s —

FC)

Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R

R2

Non-restricted Model

.382

.146

Restricted Model

.353

.125

Difference Between R's

.021

Percentage

14.4%

TABLE 4-2
Hypothesis I (Lp)
(N=37)
MULTIPLE R2 's FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A'
(ABR's —
FC)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R
Non-restricted Model

.336

Restricted Model

,287

Difference Between R's
Percentage

R

.113
.082
.031
23.8%
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TABLE 4-3

Hypothesis 1 (Lp)
(N=*33)
Multiple R *S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B
(APR* s —^ Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R
Non-restricted Model

.538

.289

Restricted Model

.531

.282

Difference Between R ’s

.007

Percentage

2.3%

TABLE 4-4
Hypothesis I (Lp)
(N=33)
MULTIPLE R2 'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B'
(ABR* s — >■ Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R
Non-restricted Model

.662

Restricted Model

.614

Difference Between R*s
Percentage

R
.438
.376
.062
14.1%
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TABLE 4-5

Hypothesis 1 (Ls)
(N-62)
MULTIPLE R *S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C
(APR's — >■ FC)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R
Non-re8trieted Model (

.414

Restricted Model

,413

.171
.171

.000

Difference Between R's

0 .00%

Percentage

TABLE 4-6
Hypothesis I
(N=62)

(Ls)

MULTIPLE R2 *S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C'
(ABR's — >> FC)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit

(F)

Multiple R

R

Non-restricted Model

.425

.181

Restricted Model

.422

Difference Between R's
Percentage

.178
.003
1.7%
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TABLE 4-7

Hypothesis I (Ls)
(N=»44)
MULTIPLE R2 'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D
(APR’s — Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R
Non-restricted Model

,473

Restricted Model

,462

Difference Between R*s

r£

,224
,213
,011

Percentage

4,9%

TABLE 4-8
Hypothesis I (Ls)
(N=44)
MULTIPLE R2 «S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D 1
(ABR* s — >-Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Multiple R
Non-restricted Model

,578

Restricted Model

,553

Difference Between R's
Percentage

R
,334
,306
,028
8,4%
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coefficients for the Variable Sets in Tables 4-1 through
4-8.
Tables 4-1 to 4-4 examine Hypothesis Testing Group - I,
constructed from the Parental Linkage sample and Tables 4-5
through 4-8, derived from the Student Linkage sample.
In Hypothesis I we are looking for the effects of
Goodness of Fit.

In only one case, Variable Set A', (Table

4-2) does Goodness of Fit account for more than 20 per cent
of the total variance which can be attributed to the five
adaptive variables.

Generally, the hypothesis is not

supported, and although this one Variable Set could be
further analyzed, it hardly seems worth while in the face
of the data from the other tables.
Another way of handling the data relevant to Hypothe
sis I is to take a look at the rank order in magnitude of
the regression coefficients, as we did with the adaptive
variable means.

Under the hypothesis we would expect the

increase in Fate Control or Expectations per unit increase
in the operating variable to exceed those of the other
independent variables in the regression model.

First,

then, the rankings can be examined in terms of where the
hypothesized most active variable is ranked, and second,
by measuring the congruency between the rankings of the
adaptive variables over the eight different analyses of the
hypothesis.

The measure of congruence has two functions.

First, if demonstrated, it would contribute to the generality
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of the theory, since we are using more than one measure for
the same construct and then examining the theorized relation
ships between all combinations of the corresponding measures.
Second, even if the hypotheses do not hold, certain trends
may emerge or fail to emerge using this process.
Turning to Tables B-3 and B-4 of Appendix B, it can be
noticed that the largest regression coefficients appear to
be concentrated among Non-purposive Circumvention and Pur
posive Circumvention rather than in Goodness of Fit as
Hypothesis I implies.

Ranking the coefficients by absolute

magnitude gives the results found in Table B-32, Appendix B.
This table gives the rankings of regression coefficients,
the Variable Sets from which regression equations were
derived, and in the left-hand column the corresponding
table in this section.

In the table, for each Variable Set

the first row of figures are the ranks for the non-restricted
model.

For the following analysis only the non-restricted

regression medels are used.
The overall degree of agreement of ranking of adaptive
regression coefficients, as measured by W, is only .109.
This is not significant at p < o05

The clustering of first

and second ranks, however, appears obvious.

If the adap*'

tive variables are dichotomized with Non-purposive Circum
vention and Purposive Circumvention in one category and
Goodness of Fit with Moderating Mediation and Enhancement
Mediation in the other category, the Sign Test can be run,
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testing the distribution of rank 1 between the two cate
gories,

If there is no relationship in rankings among

the eight analyses, the first rank should be randomly dis
tributed among the adaptive variables.

Consequently,

p=*.50 is the probability of rank 1 in the dichotomized
categories.

Actually, we are loading the deck on the con

servative side, since one dichotomized category contains
the three variables Goodness of Fit, Moderating Mediation,
and Enhancement Mediation.
A plus or minus was assigned on the basis of whether
the first rank appeared in category Non-purposive Circum
vention/Purposive Circumvention or category Goodness of Fit/
Moderating Mediation/Enhancement Mediation.
are given at the right of Table 4-1.

These signs

The Non-purposive

Circumvention/Purposive Circumvention category contains
six first ranks, as opposed to two for Goodness of Fit/
Moderating Mediation/Enhancement Mediation.

This yields

a significance level of p<.15 for a one tailed test.

If

the ratio of plus/minus had been 9/1, then p<.04.
Once again we conclude that Hypothesis I is not
supported.
This last procedure is a relatively low level test
of an H0 of no difference.

It is useful, however, because

essentially it is a measure of association and does not
require particularly rigid assumptions as to the nature
of the sample.

It was also called into play because we
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are dealing with variances in all of the variables,
which are generally very low, and hence we have little
faith in what the data reveals using statistical measures
in which variance is incorporated.

On the other hand,

utilizing a relatively simple straight forward approach
might reveal a trend which is beclouded by the applica
tion of sophisticated processes on relatively crude data.
Hypothesis II
Hypothesis II:
Given high linkage and low control, the primary
causal pathway will be from Linkage to Moderating
Mediation to Sense of Control.
Figures 4-25 through 4-32 and Tables B-33 through
B-40, Appendix B, give the path data and regression coeffi
cients for the examination of Hypothesis II.

Again we note

the low level observed r's between Student Linkage and
Fate Control or Student Linkage and Expectations, as the
case may be.

As with the preceding path data, none of the

differences between the observed and computed r ’s are sig
nificantly different.

If we are willing to accept the

necessary assumptions it might be concluded that the
hypothesized models fit the observed data.

Comment of this

will temporarily be reserved.
In Hypothesis II we predict the major path to be from
Student Linkage to Fate Control or Expectations through
Moderating Mediation.

This does not prove to be the case
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FIGURE 4-25

PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
(N=40)
Variable Set A
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Fate Control)

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)
\

.073

1.000

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)
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Linkage
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Goodness
of Fit
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Enhancement
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>- Fate Control
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R6-.878

R/=.997

R =.990

Observed

Computed
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.018 = ( 0.008 + (-).008 + (-).086 + (-).025 + .011 = .116
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FIGURE 4-26
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
(N=40)
Variable Set A*
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Fate Control)

R^.999

Non-purpo sive
Circumvention
(NPC)

-.119

Student
Linkage
(Ls)

R2=3.993

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)
Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Moderating
Mediation

R =.979

-.105

-.105

-

Fete Control
<FC )

R*=.826

R/= .986
Mediation
R =.948

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.018 = ,,000 + (-).058 + .107 + .017 + .089 = .155
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FIGURE 4-27
PATH D I A G R ^ F O R HYPOTHESIS II
Variable Set B
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Expectations)
R.-.998

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

Purposive
C ircumvent ion
(PC)

Student
Linkage
(Ls)
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-.089
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R„=.987

Goodness
of Fit
(F)

Moderating
Mediation
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Enhancement
Mediation
R_=.999

Observed
Computed
r
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM
r
.010 = ,,002 + (-).Oll + .050 + .037 + (-).017 = .061
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FIGURE 4-28
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
(N=*44)
Variable Set B*
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Expectations)
R, =*1.000

Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)
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FIGURE 4-29
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
(N»45)
Variable Set C
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Fate Control)

Non-purpo sive
Circumvention
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FIGURE 4-30
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
(N=45)
Variable Set C'
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Fate Control)
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FIGURE 4-31
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
(R=63)
Variable Set D
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Perceptual
Response, Expectations)
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FIGURE 4-32
PATH DIAGRAM FOR HYPOTHESIS II
<N=63)
Variable Set D 1
(Student Linkage, Adaptive Behavioral
Response, Expectations)

Non-purposive
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r
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with any of the path models.

The hypothesis is therefore

rejected.
Examination of the Tables B-33 through B-40 indicates
again that the amount of association between the adaptive
variables and the dependent variable is generally low.
However, some do approach a moderate level and variation
between the size of these r's is extreme.

If there is any

overall pattern between the eight path systems as we would
predict there should be under the theory, given a reason
able validity of the measures, some correspondence should
emerge when the r's are ranked in magnitude.

Hence, in

the case of Hypothesis I this has been done.

Table B-41

gives this data.

A casual glance at the table shows little

agreement between ranks.

The agreement does not reach

signif icar.ce (W=.08 ),
In the Tables 4-9 through 4-16 are given the compari
sons between the non-restricted and restricted multiple
regression models.

The results here are much the same as

those found with Hypothesis I, so far as confirmation of
the hypothesis is concerned.

In the restricted models

Moderating Mediation is eliminated.

In three comparisons

the proportion of total variance in Fate Control or Expec
tations attributed to Moderating Mediation exceeds the
proportion (20 per cent) it would contribute if there were
no differences between contributions of the five adapta
tions.

These are found in Variable Sets B, B', and D1
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TABLE 4-9
Hypothesis II (Lp)
(N=40)
MULTIPLE R's FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A
(APR's — ^ F C )
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating

Moderating
Mediation

Multiple

R
Non-restricted Model

.466

.217

Restricted Model

.429

.184

Difference Between R's

.033

Percentage

15.2%

TABLE 4-10
Hypothesis II (Lp)
(N=40)
MULTIPLE R'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A'
(ABR's — >■ FC)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.562

.316

Restricted Model

.556

.309

Difference Between R's
Percentage

.007

2 .2%
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TABLE 4-11
Hypothesis II (Lp)
(N=44)
MULTIPLE R'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B
(APR's — >- Exp )
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Multiple

E__
Non-restricted Model

.344

Restricted Model - I

.228

Difference between R's

.118
.052
.066
40.0%

Percentage

Variable
Eliminated
Purposive
Circumvention

Restricted Model - II
Difference (.118-.089)
Percentage

.298

.089
.029
23.8%
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TABLE 4-12
Hypothesis II
(N»44)
MULTIPLE R»!

(Lp)

FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B'
(ABR* s — >• Exp)

Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.227

.052

Restricted Model - I

.193

.037

Difference Between R*s

.015

Percentage

28,9%

Variable
Eliminated
Purposive
C ircumvent ion

Restricted Model - II
Difference (.052-,036)
Percentage

.190

.036
.016
31.2%
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TABLE 4-13
Hypothesis II
(N=*45)

(Ls)

MULTIPLE R'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C
(APR's — ?-FC)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Multiple
r

Non-restricted Model

.284

.081

Restricted Model

.271

.073

Difference Between R's

.008

Percentage

9.9%

TABLE 4-14
Hypothesis II
(N=45)

(Ls)

MULTIPLE R'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C'
(ABR's —
FC)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Multiple
R

R*

Non-restricted Model

.239

.057

Restricted Model

.239

.057

Difference Between R's
Percentage

.000
0.0%
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TABLE 4-15
Hypothesis II
(N=*63)

(Ls)

MULTIPLE R'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D
(APR's
Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Multiple
R

R*

Non-restricted Model

.154

.024

Restricted Model

.146

.021

Difference Between R's

.003

Percentage

12.5%

TABLE 4-16
Hypothesis II (Ls)
(N=63)
MULTIPLE R'S FOR RESTRICTED AND NON-RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D*
(ABR's — >-Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable
Operating
Moderating
Mediation

Purposive
C ircumvention

Multiple

S__
Non-restricted Model
Restricted Model - I
Difference Between R's
Percentage

.125
.104

Restricted Model - II
Dif ference (.016-.006)
Percentage

.078

.016

.012
.004
25.0%
.006

.100
62.5%
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(Tables 4-11, 4-12, and 4-16).

Two of these Sets are

Adaptive Behavioral Responses (B' and D'); the other is
an Adaptive Perceptual Response.
This makes it necessary to look at these models some
what more closely.

The general procedure was to take the

highest regression coefficient other than the one hypothe
sized as operating, and run a second restricted model in
an attempt to isolate the contributions of the other vari
ables.
sary.

These data are included in the tables where neces
In Table 4-11, for example, Restricted Model II was

run without Purposive Circumvention.

It was found that

13.8 per cent of the variance in Expectations can be traced
to Purposive Circumvention.

This means that Purposive Cir

cumvention and Moderating Mediation account for 40.0 + 23.8
=63.8 per cent of the variance, leaving 36.2 per cent to be
contributed by the remaining three--Non-purposive Circum
vention, Goodness of Fit, and Enhancement Mediation.

If

only one of these accounted for the entire 36.2 per cent,
it would still mean Moderating Mediation contributed the
most.
B data.

The hypothesis is then supported by the Variable Set
In the case of B' (Table 4-12) it appears that

Purposive Circumvention contributes more than Moderating
Mediation--the hypothesis is rejected.

Finally, Variable

Set D* (Table 4-16) was not examined further because the
model explained such a small amount of variance.

Generally,

then, the data does not support the hypothesis.
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Following the procedure used with Hypothesis I, the
coefficients of regression for the non-restricted and
restricted models are ranked according to magnitude in
Table B-41.

Most obvious in the table, in contrast to

Table B-32, is lack of a trend among the rankings.

The

degree of concordance between the non-restrictive models
is W».093, for the restricted model W=.138.
When the table is dichotomized into categories Nonpurposive Circumvention/Purposive Circumvention and Good
ness of Fit/Moderating Mediation/Enhancement Mediation as
before, the ratio of first ranks is three to five— consider
ably different from similar rankings for Hypothesis I.

The

specific concern for Hypothesis II is Moderating Mediation,
and here there are only two first ranks and one second rank.
For Hypothesis I, Fate Control contained only one second
rank across the eight non-restricted models.
Hypothesis III
The major examination of Hypotheses III and IV was done
using the non-restricted and restricted models.

This was

necessary because the linkage variable was dichotomized
around its median; this happened to divide the frequencies
for both Parental Linkage and Student Linkage in > 0 and
0 categories.

Thus the linkage variable for the low cate

gory (where low = 0) does not vary and so cannot be included
in a regression equation.

The Parental Linkage and Student
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Linkage frequencies could have been subdivided at other
points, but in the interest of the best analytic cate
gories the median division seemed most appropriate.
Since path analysis is not being used for Hypotheses
III and IV these hypotheses can be restated.

Hypothesis III:
Given the conditions of low linkage, Parental
Linkage or Student Linkage, and high sense of
control, Fate Control or Expectations, it is
predicted that Purposive Circumvention and/or
Enhancement Mediation will account for more of
the variance in sense of control, (Fate Control
or Expectations), explained by all five adap
tive measures taken together than any of the
others taken alone.
The Tables 4-17 through 4-24 give the data for this
hypothesis.

Under the hypothesized conditions both Pur

posive Circumvention and Enhancement Mediation are con
sidered to be operating.

In this situation, then, we want

to know the contribution each makes to the total variance
in Fate Control or Expectations associated with the five
adaptive variables.

The process involved is the same as

used in Hypotheses I and II, except that two restricted
models are used instead of one.

The two restricted models

successfully eliminate one of the operating variables at a
time.
and II.

In the tables the restricted models are termed I
The variable eliminated is given to the left of

each restricted model.

The percentages are computed by

taking the difference between the non-restricted and
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TABLE 4-17
Hypothesis III (Lp)
(N=27)

MULTIPLE R'S AND R2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS*
Variable Set A
(APR's— >- FC)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating;

Multiple
R
.248

.061

Restricted Model - I
Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage

.207

.043

MM

Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.240

.058
.003
4.9%

NPC

Restricted Model - III
Non-restricted Model - III
Percentage

.224

.052
.009
14.7%

EM

Restricted Model - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.247

.061

PC, EM

Non-restricted Model

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
PC

.018
29.5%

.000
0 .0%

*The following abbreviations will be used:
PC 3
NPC3
EM 3
MM 3

Purposive Circumvention
Non-purposive Circumvention
Enhancement Mediation
Moderating Mediation
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TABLE 4-18
Hypothesis III (Lp)
(N=27)
MULTIPLE R*S AND R2(S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A*
(ABR* s — >> FC)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
r

Non-re8trieted Model

.613

.376

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
PC

Restricted Model - I

.528

Non-restricted Model - I

25.8%

Percentage

EM

Restricted Model - II

.591

Non-restricted Model - II

Restricted Model - III

7.2%
.561

Non-restricted Model - III

Restricted Model - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.315
.061

Percentage
MM

.349
.027

Percentage
NPC

.279
.097

16.2%
,529

.280
.096
25.6%
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TABLE 4-19
Hypothesis I H

(Lp)

MULTIPLE R'S AND R2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B
(APR's —
Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.436

.190

Variable Eliminated

From
Restricted Model
Restricted Model - I

.394

23.7%

Percentage
Restricted Model - II

.418

13.2%

Percentage
.396

17.4%

Percentage

Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.157
.033

Non-restricted Model - III

Restricted Model - IV

.175
.025

Non-restricted Model - II

Restricted Model - III

.155
.045

Non-restricted Model

.344

.118
.072
37.9%
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TABLE 4-20
Hypothesis III (Lp)
(N=19)
MULTIPLE R'S AND R2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B'

(ABR's — ^ E x p )
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
r

Non-restricted Model

.454

.206

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
PC

Restricted Model - I

.438

7.3%

Percentage

EM

Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.191
.015

Non-restricted Model - I

.444

.197
.009
4.4%
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TABLE 4-21
Hypothesis 111 (Ls)
(N=*69)
MULTIPLE R'S AND R2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C
(APR's —
FC)
Hypo the sized
Variable(s)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
r

Non-restricted Model

.183

.033

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
PC

Restricted Model - I

.161

Non-restricted Model - I

21 .2%

Percentage
EM

Restricted Model - II

.183

0.0%

Percentage
Restricted Model - III

.183

0.0%

Percentage
Restricted Model - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.033

.000

Non-restricted Model - III

EM

.033

.000

Non-restricted Model - II

NPC

.026
.007

.164

.027
.006
23.1%
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TABLE 4-22
Hypothesis III (Ls)
(N=69)
MULTIPLE R*S A N D R 2,S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A ND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C f
(ABR»s — >- FC)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.356

.127

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
PC

Restricted Model - 1

.271

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage

EM

Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.073
.054
42.5%

.241

.058
.069
53.3%
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TABLE 4-23
Hypothesis III (Ls)
(N=64)

AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D
(APR* s —
Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.364

.132

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
PC

Restricted Model - I

.339

Non-restricted Model - I

.017

12.8%

Percentage

EM

Restricted Model - II

.263

51.2%

Percentage

Restricted Model - III

.281

40.1%

Percentage

Restricted Model - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.079
.053

Non-restricted Model - III

MM

.069
.063

Non-restricted Model - II

NPC

.115

.297

.088
.044
33.3%
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TABLE 4-24
Hypothesis III (Ls)
(N=64)
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 »S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D*
(ABR* s — >-Exp)
Hypothesized
VariableCs)
Operating
PC, EM

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.205

.042

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
Restricted Model - I

.154

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage

Restricted Model - II

42.8%

.182

Non-restricted Model - II

Restricted Model - III

21.4%

.152

Non-restricted Model - III

Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.023
.018

Percentage

Restricted Model - IV

.033
.009

Percentage
NPC

.024
.018

42.8%

.130

.017
.025
59.5%
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restricted R^ to the R^ of the non-restricted model.
Actually, these are percentages of a proportion and not
the per cent explained in the total variance of Fate
Control or Expectations.
On the face of it the data in these tables give the
strongest support thus far for one of the hypotheses.

In

every case but one (Table 4-20) either Purposive Circumven
tion or Enhancement Mediation contribute over 1/5 to the
variance explained by the five variables.

In one case,

Table 4-22, Purposive Circumvention and Enhancement Media
tion contribute over 95 per cent of the variance in Fate
Control explained by all five variables; in another, Table
4-24, 64,2 per cent.

In both of these cases the adaptive

variables are Adaptive Behavioral Responses.

However, other

than these instances no pattern appears to emerge as to
whether the contribution of Adaptive Perceptual Responses
or Adaptive Behavioral Responses is greater.
The fact that in a number of the eight analyses,
Purposive Circumvention or Enhancement Mediation demonstrated
more than a 20 per cent contribution to the variance calls
for further analysis in those cases.

In the table additional

restrictive models are used to try to isolate the sources of
variance contributions.

In these cases the additional model

systematically removes Non-purposive Circumvention and En
hancement Mediation from a regression equation.

A restric

ted model was not constructed eliminating Goodness of Fit
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because theoretically the difference between the sum of the
contributions of the other four adaptive variables and
100 per cent (represented by R

2

of the non-restricted model)

should equal the contribution of Goodness of Fit.

For exam

ple, in Table 4-17, Non-purposive Circumvention + Purposive
Circumvention + Moderating Mediation + Enhancement Mediation
=s 49.1 per cent and Goodness of Fit = 50.9 per cent of the
variance in Fate Control (6.1 per cent), attributable to
the five adaptive variables taken together.
In three cases, Tables 4-17, 4-18, and 4-19, either
Purposive Circumvention or Enhancement Mediation appear to
contribute one of two highest percentages.
contribute the highest two percentages.

In one case they

In one case they

contribute together only about 12 per cent.
We would say that the results just presented tend to
lend some support to the hypothesis, if it were not for the
data in Tables 4-23 and 4-24.
data.

These tend to invalidate our

They demonstrate the difficulty and danger in trying

to explain small amounts of variance.

As the magnitude of

variance diminishes, all of the factors contributing to
error become a proportionately greater factor.

The simple

technique of rounding may have a significant effect on a
small variance.

The data in Tables 4-23 and 4-24 were

analyzed, re-analyzed and re-analyzed again;

the discrep

ancies can only be accounted for by uncontrolled error
factors.

A similar situation exists with some of the data
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relevant to Hypothesis IV.

This is a major reason for

including the less sophisticated analysis.
Regression coefficients for the data in Tables 4-17
through 4-24 are given in Appendix B, Tables B-42 and B-43.
Table B-44, Appendix B, displays the rank order of r
magnitudes over the Variable Sets.

Again we would expect

that Purposive Circumvention and Enhancement Mediation
might tend to contain more than their share of first and
second ranks.

If the ranks were randomly distributed, each

variable, Non-purposive Circumvention, Purposive Circumven
tion, etc., should have the same number of ranks.

Thus,

in the upper portion of the table, the Non-purposive Cir
cumvention column should contain a 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, but
not necessarily in any order.

It appears that the first

and second ranks are concentrated on either side of Good
ness of Fit.

Most interesting is that, for both parts of

the table, Goodness of Fit has the most consistent and
lowest rank, W=.100, taking both parts of Table B-44
together.
Finally, Table B-45, Appendix B, gives the same kind
of information with respect to the regression coefficients.
The agreement among the ranks is low, as with Table B-44,
1^.159 for the non-restricted ranks.

Again we find Good

ness of Fit more or less splitting the distribution of
first and second ranks.

This distribution is similar to

those for the r*s in Table B-44.
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If two categories are created as before with Purposive
Circumvention/Enhancement Mediation in one and the remain
ing ranked variables in the other* we find that the first
rank is evenly distributed between the categories.

In

addition, in no case does a first and second rank appear
simultaneously in Purposive Circumvention and Enhancement
Mediation.
Both tables seem to indicate two things, a tendency
for Goodness of Fit to be ranked low with regard to its
association with Fate Control and Expectations, and its
influence on the variation in Fate Control and Expectations
compared to the other four adaptive variables.

Tables B-44

and B-45 show a good deal of variation in magnitude ranking
of r*s and regression coefficients.

It should also be men

tioned that these are rankings of absolute values.

We are

less concerned with direction at this point than with the
extent of influence.
Generally, the data in the comparative regression
models give some support for Hypothesis III.

However, a

less refined analysis does not appear to substantiate
these findings.
Hypothesis IV
Hypothesis IV:
Given the conditions of low linkage, Parental
Linkage or Student Linkage, and high sense of
control, Fate Control or Expectations, it is
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predicted that Non-purposive Circumvention
and/or Moderating Mediation will account for
more of the variance in sense of control,
Fate Control or Expectations, explained by
all five adaptive measures taken together
than any of the others taken alone.
Tables 4-25 through 4-32 give the data for the regres
sion models for Hypothesis IV.

The regression coefficients

for the (NRM) are in Tables B-46 and B-47, Appendix B.
Again we are confronted with primarily low multiple R ’s,
although they tend to be somewhat higher than comparable
data for Hypothesis III.

In one analysis, Table 4-27, a

discrepancy arises which cannot be explained except in
terms of error factors which are proportionately larger
than the variances observed in the non-restricted model.
In this case it is assumed that the error is a result of
mechanical factors and that Purposive Circumvention con
tributes little or nothing; thus the difference between
the non-restricted model and restricted model III is con
sidered zero.

In one of the analyses, Table 4-25, the

hypothesis is supported completely.

Here Non-purposive

Circumvention and Moderating Mediation dominate the con
tributions to the variance in Fate Control.

In four of

the analyses, Tables 4-26, 4-27, 4-31 and 4-32, either
Non-purposive Circumvention or Moderating Mediation are
one of the two major contributers.

Once again some sub

stantiation of the hypothesis might be concluded, however
tentative, if it were not for the serious limitations in
the data.
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TABLE 4-25

Hypothesis IV (Lp)
(N=26)
MULTIPLE R*S AND R2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A
(APR's
FC)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, MM

Multiple
r

Non-restricted Model

.386

r z

.149

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
NPC

Restricted Model - I

.301

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage
MM

Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.091
.058
38.9%

.250

.063
.086
57.6%
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TABLE 4-26

Hypothesis XV (Lp)
(N=26)
MULTIPLE R ’S AND R2,S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set A*
(ABR* s — >- FC)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, MM

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.690

.476

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
Restricted Model - I

.680

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage
Restricted Model - II

2.9%
.528

Non-restricted Model - II

41.3%
.688

Non-restricted Model - III

Restricted Model - IV

Percentage

.473
.003

.6%

Percentage

Non-restricted Model - IV

.279
.197

Percentage
Restricted Model - III

.462
.014

.528

.279
.197
41.3%
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TABLE 4-27

Hypothesis IV (Lp)
(N=34)
MULTIPLE R*S AND R2#S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B
(APR's — =*Exp)
Hypothesized
Operating8^
NPC, MM

R
Non-restricted Model

.226

.051

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
NPC

Restricted Model - I

.222

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage
MM

Restricted Model - II

3.9%
.197

Non-restricted Model - II

Restricted Model - III

23.5%
.255

0.0%

Percentage
Restricted Model - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.000
.000

Non-restricted Model - III

EM

.039
.012

Percentage
PC

.049

.002

.155

.024
.027
52.9%
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TABLE 4-28

Hypothesis IV (Lp)
(N-34)
MULTIPLE R*S AND R2 *S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set B*
(ABR»s-^Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, MM

Non-restricted Model

Multiple
R

0
R1

,314

.099

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
NPC

Restricted Model - 1

.294

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage
MM

Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.085
.014
14.1%

.284

.081
.018
18.2%
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TABLE 4-29
Hypothesis IV (Ls)
(N=*69)
MULTIPLE R»S A N D R 2 »S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A N D RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C
(APR* s —

FC)

Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, M M

Multiple
R
Restricted M odel

,167

.028

.166

.028

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model
Restricted Model - 1

.000

Non-restricted Model

0.0%

Percentage

MM

Restricted Model - II

.134

Percentage

Restricted Model - III

35.7%

.151

Non-restricted Model - III

Restricted Model - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.023
.005

Percentage

EM

.018

.010

Non-restricted Model - II

17.8%

.164

.027

.001
3.6%
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TABLE 4-30

Hypothesis IV (Ls)
(N*69)
MULTIPLE R*S AND R2,S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set C*
(ABR's — >■ FC)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, MM

Multiple
R

Non-restricted Model

,525

.276

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model

Restricted Model - I

,507

6.9%

Percentage
Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.257
.019

Non-restricted Model - I

,522

.272
.004
1.4%
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T ABLE 4-31
Hypothesis IV (Ls)
(N=74)
9
MULTIPLE R*S A N D R *S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A ND RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D
(APR* s — >- Exp)
Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, MM

Multiple
R
Non-restricted Model

.225

.051

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model

NPC

Restricted M odel - I

.214

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage

MM

Restricted Model - II
Non-restricted Model - II
Percentage

.046
.005
918%

.104

.010
.041
80.3%
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TABLE 4-32
Hypothesis XV (Ls)
(N-74)

A N D RESTRICTED MODELS
Variable Set D*
( AB R*s—

Exp)

Hypothesized
Variable(s)
Operating
NPC, M M

Multiple
R

r

Non-restricted Model

.259

.067

.239

.057

Variable Eliminated
From
Restricted Model

NPC

Restricted Model - I

.010

Non-restricted Model - I
Percentage

MM

Restricted Model - II

14.9%
.226

Non-restricted Model - II

.016

Percentage

PC

Restricted M odel - III

23.9%
.264

0.0%

Percentage

Restricted M odel - IV
Non-restricted Model - IV
Percentage

.067

.000

Non-restricted Model - III

EM

.051

.229

.052
.015
22 e4%
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In Table B-48, Appendix B, the orderings of the cor
relations between adaptation and Fate Control or Expecta
tions are given.

There appears to be a slight tendency for

the first ranks to be concentrated in Moderating Mediation
or Non-purposive Circumvention in the upper portion of the
table, as indicated by the number of first ranks and the
average rank.

This may coincide with the regression model

analysis in which three of five analyses which supported
fully or partially the hypotheses were of the Adaptive
Perceptual Response type.

An interesting aspect of this

portion of the table is that Purposive Circumvention con
sistently ranks last.
The lower portion of Table B-48 displays more variation.
The measures of concordance for the two halves are .60 to
,03.

Neither of these is significant at p<.05.

average rankings are quite different.

The

Note that Moderating

Mediation ranks first in both parts of the table but Nonpurposive Circumvention ranks second and last.
association among the ranks is low, W=.18.

The overall

Thus, the upper

portion of Table B-48 tends to support the hypothesis fully
and the lower portion gives partial support, but neither
at a level of p<.05, however.
Table B-49, Appendix B, also shox*s that Moderating
Mediation tends to dominate the first rank of regression
coefficient magnitudes.

In this instance the association

among the ranks of the non-restrictive models is given by
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a W=.275.

This is not significant at p<,05.

Putting the findings from Tables B-48 and B-49
together with the data from the regression analysis does
seem to give tentative partial support to Hypothesis IV.
Comparative Analysis
The comparative analysis proceeded more or less along
the lines of the analysis of the data described heretofore.
The analysis is not as extensive, however, for reasons pre
viously stated.

The general hypothesis in this case is

that, because of similarities which exist between the
characteristics of the social milieu from which the Yugoslav
and American respondents are drawn, little, if any, differ
ences will be evident so far as our set of variables is
concerned.
Again, the first few tables simply describe the nature
of the Yugoslav sample.

Table 4-33 gives the proportion of

the sample having varying degrees of membership.

One of

the limitations of this study is that the linkage measure
ments are not comparable.

In the Yugoslav sample only a

single dimension of voluntary association affiliation was
obtained.

This was membership in the SKJ (Communist Party

of Yugoslavia).

Granted this is a shallow measurement, but

to some extent this limitation may be mitigated, first,
because of the significance being a member of the major
party has in a one party system, and second, we have
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attempted to obtain a degree of intensity of membership
by creating a scale around the number of members of the
family belonging to the Party.

We feel in some ways this

may have the same influence in terms of the extent of link
age as the use of the number of memberships which was
utilized as a degree of linkage in the foregoing analysis.

TABLE 4-33
PROPORTIONS OF YUGOSLAV SAMPLE
WITH MEMBERSHIPS IN SKJ
(N=107)

N

JL

No one in family

29

27

One member of family

26

24
28

Two members of family

30

Three members of family

11

10

Four or more

11

10

107

~99

To some extent we feel this rationale is justified by
the fact that 73 per cent of the Yugoslav sample were m e m 
bers of the SKJ (Communist Party of Yugoslavia), Table 4-33,
as opposed to 59.2 per cent for Parental Linkage and 43.7
per cent of Student Linkage membership in the American
sample.

For what it is worth,

the differences between the
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Yugoslav and both American proportions reaches p<,05.
For testing the hypotheses, Hypothesis Testing Groups
were constructed for the Yugoslav sample.
was similar to that used previously.

The procedure

Both variables Ly

(Party Membership) and Expy were dichotomized as before.
However,

in this case membership was not dichotomized at

the median, but according to membership and no membership.
This was done to make the categories as identical to the
American categories as possible.

This dichotomy clearly

defines the categories even across cultural differences.

FIGURE 4-33
ORGANIZATION OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS
FOR THE YUGOSLAV SAMPLE

Party Membership (Ly)

0

>0

Md

HTGy-I
N=39

HTGy-III
N=14

Md

HTGy-II
N=39

HTGy-IV
N=15

Expectations
(Expy)

The categories Hypothesis Testing Groups created are
basically similar to those for the U.S. sample, Figure 4-33.
As before, path analysis cannot be applied to Hypothesis
Testing Group - III and IV because party membership (Ly)
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TABLE 4-34
FACTOR WEIGHTS FOR EXPECTATION ITEM FOR YUGOSLAV SAMPLE
(N=>107)

Factor I

Occupation

Income

Mobility

.791

.874

.594

^Exp
.947

TABLE 4-35
FACTOR WEIGHTS FOR ADAPTIVE VARIABLES NON-PURPOSIVE
CIRCUMVENTION A N D PURPOSIVE CIRCUMVENTION
FOR U.S. A N D Y UGOSLAV SAMPLES
Y ugoslav (N=107)

NPC
(Luck/Chance)

PC
(Connections)

Factor I

.20

.75

Factor II

,41

.08

U.S. (N=130)

Factor I

.74

.51

Factor II

.17

.24
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does not vary in these groups.
The comparative analysis is not nearly as extensive
as the preceding.

Only two adaptive variables were avail

able, Non-purposive Circumvention and Purposive Circumven
tion.

This restricts, of course, the completeness of the

analysis; however, the models still retain their theoreti
cal validity.

Statistically it simply means that the

variances related to the other adaptive measures (Moderating
Mediation, Goodness of Fit, and Enhancement Mediation) are
thrown into the residual categories.
Both adaptive variables are one item measures.

They

were translated interpretively on the basis of meaning into
Serbo-Croatian for the Yugoslav schedule.

Non-purposive

Circumvention attempts to get at the perception of the
extent to which luck is seen as controlling one's life.
The item is found in Appendix A, page 349,

item A .

Pur p o s 

ive Circumvention measures the perceived importance of p e r 
sonal associations with influential persons.

Appendix A,

page 349 , item B*
Factor analysis of these two measures for each sample
is given in Table 4-35.
independent,

The variables seem reasonably

the degree of which is somewhat inverse between

the samples.
Expectations are used as the measure of sense of con
trol.

An identical scale was used for both samples.

The

items are found in Appendix A, pages 349-350, item 111.,,
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A factor analysis of the items is given in Table 4-34.
The degree of dependency in this case appears to justify
the summary score.
Zero order r ’s between the major variables is given
in Table B-50, Appendix B.

The associations in all but

one case are very low between the two samples.

Of course

there can be no association between these variables for
Hypothesis Testing Group - III and IV for the Yugoslav
Sample and Hypothesis Testing Group - III and IV for the
U.S. Sample, because Parental Linkage and Yugoslav Student
Linkage do not vary in those groups.
In Table B-51, Appendix B, are given the means and
standard deviations for the Total Samples and each Hypothe
sis Testing Group for the Yugoslav and U.S. samples for
Yugoslav Student Linkage, Parental Linkage, Yugoslav Student
Expectations, and U.S. Student Expectations.

Table B-52,

Appendix B, shows that in all comparisons between Y u g o 
slavia and the U.S. the differences in Expectation
is significant.

scores

Interestingly enough, the direction of

the differences is always the same, the Yugoslav sample
scoring highest.

Does this mean Yugoslav students have

higher expectations than U.S.

students?

It should be

remembered that the Hypothesis Testing Groups are construc
ted in part on the dichotomization of Expectations, but
nevertheless the comparisons are across similar categories
and the total samples reflect the same differences.

Since
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Yugoslav Student Linkage and Parental Linkage are not easily
directly comparable, comparison between Yugoslav Student
Linkage and Parental Linkage cannot be interpreted.
Table 4-36 is a collection of the means and standard
deviations for Non-purposive Circumvention and Purposive
Circumvention across all Yugoslav and U.S. groups.

Some

rather interesting things can be found in this table.

Most

obvious is the direction of differences between the Nonpurposive Circumvention X*s and Purposive Circumvention X*s.
In all but one group (Hypothesis Testing Group - IV), P u r 
posive Circumvention X's are less than Non-purposive Circum
vention X ’s.

In the U.S. sample the differences are at

p^.05 in all cases, but in the Yugoslav groups the differ
ences do not reach p<^.40 in any case.
The significance levels between Yugoslav and U.S.
groups are given in Table B-53, Appendix B.

The Non-purposive

Circumvention X's are significantly different in all compari
sons but one at p<.03.

That case reaches the level of p<\lO.

It seems fairly safe to assume a real difference between the
Yugoslav and U.S.

samples on this dimension.

Again, what

makes the findings provocative is that the Yugoslav students
apparently ascribe less to exigencies of luck and chance
than do U.S.

students.

Purposive Circumvention differences between comparable
groups are not sufficient to be considered significant.
However, the direction of differences is consistent and
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again, the Yugoslav groups score lower.

The implications

of these findings will be taken up in the discussion#
In Figures 4-34 through 4-39 are the comparative path
diagrams.

As with the full model, the correlation between

the linkage variables--Parental Linkage for the U.S. sample
and party membership Yugoslav Student Linkage for the Yugo
slav sample--and the dependent variables Yugoslav Student
Expectations and U.S. Student Expectations is very low.
In the one exception--Table 4-35--the r is a low moderate
of .339.
The situation here is approximately the same as was
found in examining the path models in the full model.
None of the observed r ’s or computed r's are significant.
Whether this means the models are valid or not cannot be
judged, for the reasons given previously.

In the model

where there is a reasonable r to explain, Figure 4-35,
the path system does not hold.
analysis is meaningless.

In general the path

What it does seem to show is a

similarity between the two samples.

Thus, if anything,

we would say it tends to support the general comparative
hypothesis of no difference between U.S. and Yugoslav
samples.
Non-restricted and restricted regression models were
also constructed for the comparative analysis.
models are given in Tables 4-37 through 4-46,

These
The models

in this case contain only three and two variables
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FIGURE 4-34
PATH DIAGRAM
Total Y ugoslav Sample

(N=>L07)
Rj*.980
Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

--------------

Yugoslav,
Student
Linkage '
(Ly)

Yugoslav
Student
Expectations
(Expy)
“ Purposive Circumvention
(PC)

_________ Zero r 1a_____________

Path Weights

Ly with NPC

Ly wit h PC

NPC

PC

Multiple R

.201

.015

.155

-.074

.156

Observed r:

Computed r:

Ly wi t h Exp

NPC

PC

.050

.031

(-).00l

Ly with Exp

.030
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FIGURE 4-35
PATH DIAGRAM
Yugoslav Sample
(N=39)
Hypothesis I
.995
Non-purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

R„=.868

Yugoslav

Expectations

Linkag

R2=*.988

Purposive
Cricumvention
(PC)

Path Weight8
Ly wi t h NPC

Ly wi t h PC

NPC

PC

Multiple R

.207

-.152

.276

.211

.496

Computed r:

Observed r:
Ly with Exp

NPC

.339

.057

PC

+

(-).032

Ly with Exp
.025
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FIGURE 4-36
PATH DIAGRAM
Yugoslav Sample

(N=*39)
Hypothesis II

RX«,,970
Non-purposive
Circumvent ion
(NPC)

.242
Yugoslav
Student
Linkage
(Ly)

Expectations

.039

V '.998

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Zero r*s
Ly with NPC

Path Weights

Ly with PC

.242

.067

NPC

PC

.174

-.039

Observed r:

Multiple
.191

Computed r:

Ly with Exp

.099

R3=».982

.174

NPC

*

.042

PC

+

(-).003

Ly with Exp

.039
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FIGURE 4-37

PATH DIAGRAM
U.S. Sample
(N=»107)

R j= .9 9 4

Non-Purposive
Circumvention
(NPC)

Purposive
Circumvent ion
(PC)

Ly with NPC
.113

Ly with PC
.058

.029

r2 = i

Path Weights
NPC
PC
- .0 9 8

Observed r:
Ly with Exp

R3= .9 8 9

. ooo

Multiple R

.129

.1 4 8

Computed r:
NPC

(-).on

PC
.007

Ly with Exp
(-).0 0 4
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FIGURE 4-38
PATH DIAGRAM
U.S. Sample
(N=33)
Hypothesis I
Non-purpo sive
Circumvention
(NPC)

R«=s.989

-.102

Parental
Linkage
(Lp)

Expectations

R 2 «.992
Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Path Weights
Ly with NPC

Ly with PC

NPC

PC

Multiple R

.048

.125

-.102

.026

.150

Observed r:
Ly with Exp
(-).086

Computed r:
NPC
(=).005

PC
+

.003

Ly with Exp

(-).002
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FIGURE 4-39
PATH DIAGRAM
U.S. Sample
Hypothesis II

Non-purposive
uircumvennon
(NPC)

Ris .998

Parental

Expectations
(Exp)

Linkage
<Lp)

Purposive
Circumvention
(PC)

Zero r* s
Ly with NPC
(-),067

Path Weights

Ly with PC
(-).026

NPC
.012

PC
(-).058

Observed r:

Ly with Ex p

.010

Multiple R
.249

Computed r:
NPC

(-).00l

PC

.002

Lv with Ex p

.001
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respectively.

With the notation that the same limitations

exist for the comparative data--that is, that when the
amount of variances being dealt with is small and extraneous
factors come to play a proportionately larger part--the
analysis follows.
samples.

Tables 4-37 and 4-38 examine the total

Under the hypothesis of no difference we would

predict similarity between the two samples.
Tables 4-37 and 4-38 indicate that the amount of vari
ance in Expectations that can be attributed to Nonpurposive
Circumvention and Purposive Circumvention is about the same;
however, it is noticed that the proportion contributed by
each of the two variables is quite different.

Non-purposive

Circumvention in the Yugoslav sample contributes over 95.8
per cent, while in the U.S. sample it contributes less than
half.
In the remaining eight tables each of the Hypothesis
Testing Groups are examined systematically.

Purposive Cir

cumvention is always the variable eliminated from the
restricted model.

The tables are in pairs--according to

Hypothesis Testing Group and sample.

Recall that Hypothe

sis Testing Groups correspond to the linkage and sense of
control conditions of the four hypotheses.

Thus, Tables

4-39 and 4-40 examine Non-purposive Circumvention and
Purposive Circumvention under Hypothesis 1.

In this case

for both Hypothesis I and II it is expected that, however
much Non-purposive Circumvention and Purposive Circumvention
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TABLE 4-37
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A N D RESTRICTED MODELS
Yugoslav Sample
(N=»107)
HTG-TS

Variables
NPC+PC-^Exp

R/r
,155

PC -> Exp

R2 /r2
.024

-.029

.001

Difference

.023

Percentage

95.8%

TABLE 4-38
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A N D RESTRICTED MODELS
U.S. Sample
(N=130)
HTG-TS

NPC + PC

Exp

PC

Exp

R/ r
.144
.110
Difference
Percentage

R 2/r2
.021
.012
.009
42.8%
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TABLE 4-39
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 »S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A ND RESTRICTED MODELS
Yugoslav Sample
(N-39)

Variables

R/r

NPC + PC-*-Exp
PC

R 2 /r2

.393

Exp

.154

.189

.036

Difference

.118

Percentage

76.6'

TABLE 4-40
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
A ND RESTRICTED MODELS
U.S. Sample
(N=33)
HTG-I

Variables

R/r

R 2/r2

NPC + PC-*-Exp

.110

.012

PC

.108

.012

Exp
Difference
Percentage

.000
0.0%
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TABLE 4-41
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R2 'S F O R NON-RESTRICTED
A N D RESTRICTED MODELS
Yugoslav Sample
(N=»39)
HTG-II

Variables

R/r

NPC + P C — *" Exp
PC

.182

Exp

.014
Difference

R2/r2
.033
.000
,033

Percentage

100%

TABLE 4-42

A ND RESTRICTED MODELS
U.S. Sample
(N«44)
HTG-II

Variables

R/r

NPC + P C E x p

.249

.062

.242

.056

PC -*-Exp
Difference
Percentage

R 2 /r^

.006
9.7%
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TABLE 4-43
MULTIPLE R'S AN D R 2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Yugoslav Sample
(N=*14)
HTG-III

Variables
NPC + PC

R/r

R2 /r2

Exp

.461

.213

PC -*■ Exp

.257

.066

Difference

.147

Percentage

69.0%

TABLE 4-44
MULTIPLE R'S AN D R 2 'S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
U.S. Sample
(N=*19)
HTG-III

Variables

R/ r

NPC + PC-*-Exp

.113

PC-*-Exp

.037
Difference
Percentage

R 2/r2
.013
.001
.012
92.3%
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TABLE 4-45
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 »S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS
Yugoslav Sample
(N-I5)

Variable

R/r

R2 /fr2

NPC + PC

Exp

.726

.527

PC

Exp

-.699

.489

Difference

.036

Percentage

6.8%

TABLE 4-46
MULTIPLE R'S A N D R 2 »S FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AN D RESTRICTED MODELS
U.S. Sample
(N=»34)
HTG-IV

Variables

R/ r

NPC + PC

Exp

PC

Exp

.130
.128
Difference
Percentage
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explain of the variance in Expectations, it will be re l a 
tively equally distributed between them.
case, however.

Such is not the

For both Hypotheses I and II the proportion

of variance is unequally distributed between Non-purposive
Circumvention and Purposive Circumvention.

The distribution

between the two samples is the same as was found w i t h the
total samples.
Under Hypothesis III, Purposive Circumvention is expec
ted to dominate the variance in Expectations and u nder Hypoth
esis IV, Non-purposive Circumvention is the operating a d a p 
tation.

Tables 4-43 and 4-44 look at the Hypothesis III

relationship and Tables 4-45 and 4-46 those for Hypothesis
IV.

The situations are reversed.

For Hypothesis III,

Tables 4-43 and 4-44, Non-purposive Circumvention contrib
utes the greatest amount for both samples--somewhat more
in the U.S. sample.

For Hypothesis IV just the opposite

is true, and again this holds for both the U.S. and the
Yugoslav samples.
This evidence leads to the rejection of the specific
hypotheses for both samples.
analysis of the full model.

It generally supports the
With regard to the comparative

hypothesis of no difference the evidence is split.

The

total sample comparisons and the data for Hypotheses III
and IV support no difference, while the data for Hypotheses
I and II show definite and extreme differences in the co n 
tribution to Expectation variance.
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What this seems to mean is that certain combinations
of linkage and sense of control are associated with dif
ferent adaptive forms, but not necessarily as hypothesized.
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CHAPTER V
INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION

In this final chapter a brief commentary will be made
on results and implications of this study, under four head
ings— the path analysis, the regression analysis, the co m 
parative analysis, and suggestions for further research.
Before entering into the discussion of the path analy
sis, the hypotheses are restated for the readerfe convenience.
Hypothesis I:

Given high linkage and high sense of

control, the primary causal pathway will be from linkage
through Goodness of Fit to sense of control.
Hypothesis II:

Given high linkage and low control,

the primary causal pathway will be from linkage to media
tion to sense of control.
Hypothesis Ills

Given low linkage and high control,

the primary causal pathway is either:
sive Circumvention,
Hypothesis IVs

or

Given low linkage and low control,

primary causal pathway is eithers
Circumvention,

(a) through Purpo

(b) through Enhancement Mediation.
the

(a) through Non-purposive

or (b) through Moderation Mediation.

In addition, since the arrangement of variables is
quite complex, the eight Variable Sets

(combinations of the

three dichotomized variables— linkage, adaptation,
of control), used to test each hypothesis,

and sense

is reproduced

in Figure 5-1.

28?
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FIGURE 5-1
ARRANGEMENTS OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS
ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SETS

Hypothesis
Testing Group
I

Variable Set A
+Lp —

APR — »• +FC

(HTG's)

Variable Set A'
+Lp —

ABR —

+FC

II

+Lp — ^ APR

-FC

+Lp — >• ABR

-FC

III

-Lp — - APR

+FC

-Lp — ► ABR ^

+FC

APR — ^ -FC

-Lp -*■ ABR —

-FC

IV

-Lp

Hypothesis
Testing Group
I
II
III
IV

Variable Set B

+Lp —

ABR — >- +Exp

+Lp — >• APR — 5- -Exp

+Lp —

ABR ->• -Exp

-Lp — *- APR —

+Exp

-Lp

ABR — >■ +Exp

-Lp —

-Exp

-Lp — > ABR —

Hypothesis
Testing Group
I
II
III
IV

II
III
IV

APR —

APR

Variable Set C
+Ls

APR ^

-Exp

Variable Set C*

+FC

+Ls — >- ABR

-FC

+Ls

+FC

ABR

-FC

-Ls — v- APR — >- +FC

-Ls — ^ ABR

+FC

-Ls

-Ls ->■ ABR — v -FC

+Ls ->- APR

Hypothesis
Testing Group
I

Variable Set B*

+Exp

+Lp —

APR

-FC

Variable Set D

Variable Set D'
+Ls —

ABR -=>- +Exp

+Ls

ABR ->• -Exp

-Ls — >- APR —>- +Exp

-Ls

ABR — v- +Exp

-Ls

-Ls ->- ABR — >- -Exp

+Ls

APR

+Exp

+Ls — >- APR —>- -Exp

APR

-- Exp
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Unfortunately,

this study produced only ’’n e g a t i v e ”

findings, and so contributes little to the body of socio
logical knowledge.

A highly specific model has been devel

oped and, in spite of the fact that it is treated as compre
hensively as possible,

given its particular set of variables

and their operationalization,

it provides no more than an

initial test of the theory.
The analysis was carried out in two waysj first path
analysis was used to test the specific hypotheses and second,
a regression procedure was worked out to examine the re l a 
tionship between some of the variables because of limita
tions which developed in the data.

In this chapter the

regression analysis will be discussed first, and we will
then take a look at the path analysis.

The Regression Analysis

Path analysis makes use of multiple regression.

In

fact, it can be considered an extension of this technique.
The regression analysis involved establishing restricted and
non-restricted regression models in keeping with the c ondi
tions of the hypotheses.

The non-restricted model consisted

of the dependent variable

(sense of control) and all five

of the adaptive measures.

The restricted model excluded

from the regression equation that adaptive variable defined
by the hypothesis as operating in that situation.

Comparison

of the restricted and non-restricted models allowed us to
determine the extent to which the adaptive measure defined
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as operating contributed to the variance in the dependent
variable.

This technique was used on all the hypotheses,

in spite of the fact that an alternative to path analysis
was necessary only for Hypotheses III and IV.
In all cases the linkage variable was excluded from
this analytic technique.

The reason for this, stated pre

viously, was that the most expedient dichotomization of the
linkage variable

(membership) produced a low linkage cate

gory of no membership.

Thus there was no variation in the

linkage measure and path analysis could not be used where
the hypothesis specified low linkage.

This condition pre

vailed for Hypotheses III and IV.
The regression analysis does not test the causal hypo
theses.

Rather, the hypotheses are examined to determine

whether the adaptive variable defined by the hypothesis as
operating contributes to a greater extent than do the other
four in the analysis.

If this is the case, it is considered

as limited support of the hypothesis.

Regression analysis

only potentially tests the hypotheses.
The two most crucial problems which cast serious doubt
on the applicability of using the technique at all are the
size of the groups used to examine the hypotheses and the
amount of the variance the adaptive measures, taken together
explain in Fate Control and Expectations.
The multiple R is the maximum correlation between the
dependent variable and the weighted combination of all the
independent variables in the system.

The tendency of the
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technique is to over represent the multiple relationship.
It capitalizes on all chance deviations that increase the
multiple correlation

(Guilford, 1956:389).

This is espe

cially important when a combination of small sample size and
small multiple R's exists.

This means that even relatively

insignificant sources of error, such as rounding and other
mechanically induced deviations not intrinsic to the data,
can assume a disproportionally large influence on the re
sults,
Duncan

(1 9 6 7 :17^-175) has called attention to the idea

that taking the size of the residual as ah index of the
adequacy of explanation can be a serious misconception,
Duncan was referring to the fact that a large residual
does not necessarily invalidate the explanatory value of a
certain system of variables.

We conjecture that, while this

is no doubt true under certain combinations of data and sta
tistics, such as a small N and multiple R, the residual may
overestimate the explanatory value of the system.

What

makes this even more interesting is that, under these con
ditions, sampling errors are not necessarily a contributing
factor.
What does this seem to mean with regard to the attempts
to measure the independent contributions of any adaptive
measure by using restricted and non-restricted regression
models?

Since the multiple R capitalizes on chance devia

tions, these may exaggerage the contribution of a given
adaptation for two reasons:

(a) the deviations may be
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mechanical in nature— at least we do not know that they
are notj (b) where multiple R is small, small deviations
have a disproportionately large influence.
Now, what can be made of the regression analysis relat
ing to the adaptive measures?

In Figure 5-2 there is a

summary of the results of the regression analysis.

The

captions at the top of the figure give the Variable Set,
whether the five adaptive measures are Adaptive Perceptual
Responses or Adaptive Behavioral Responses, and the dependent
variable, Fate Control or Expectation of each Variable Set.
In the body of the figure, if the regression analysis sup
ported the hypothesis,

the adaptive variable defined as

operating is placed in the approximate location.
It is obvious from Figure 5-2 that Hypotheses I and II
have little support in the data.

Hence,

they are rejected.

Hypotheses III and IV, however, are supported for five of
the eight Variable Sets by the regression analysis.
Hypothesis III states that Purposive Circumvention and
Enhancement Mediation are the operating adaptive variables
under the condition of low linkage and high sense of control.
As stated in the analysis section, this means that they will
have to contribute more to the variance in sense of control
than the other three adaptive variables, Non-purposive Cir
cumvention,

Goodness of Fit, and Moderating Mediation.

the regression analysis, with Variable Set C"

In

(Purposive

Circumvention and Enhancement Mediation), each contributes
more than the other three adaptive variables, and the
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hypothesis is supported in total.

In four regressions,

Variable Sets A, A', B, and D, Enhancement Mediation con
tributes more to the variance, sense of control, than any
other adaptive variable.

In these cases, Hypothesis III

has limited support by half.
The situation is similar for Hypothesis IV.

Here Non-

purposive Circumvention and Moderating Mediation are hypo
thesized as the operating adaptations under the conditions
of low linkage and low sense of control,

The regression

analysis provides total support of the hypothesis in the
case of Variable Set A.

In four other cases, Variable Sets

B, C, D, and D', only that part of the hypothesis involving
Moderating Mediation finds support .
Now, what do these findings tell us?

First of all,

note again that the Fate Control and Expectation variables
are factorially distinct.

Logically they both have face

validity regarding their implications for sense of control,
and we therefore choose to define each as separate dimen
sions of sense of control.

Both Parental Linkage and Student

Linkage have low and insignificant correlations with Fate
Control and Expectations.

The regression graph of Parental

Linkage on Fate Control, given in Appendix B, Figure I, makes
it pretty clear that the relationship is almost non-existent.
These findings cast into doubt the basic theoretical position
of this study that the linkage of the individual to the social
structure is major source and vehicle for controlling the
social environment at the individual's disposal, and that his
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attachment to this structure provides the individual with
the tools necessary for control, as well as engendering
an interpretation of his world as being controllable.
We are still impressed with the logic of this funda
mental proposition and will reserve judgment on the theo
retical statements at this point, since there is some doubt
as to the effectiveness with which they were tested.

It

is possible that the extent of membership has really little
to do with sense of control; it may be too global a defi
nition,

It is unusual that neither measure of linkage,

parental or student, shows more than nominal associations
with either Plate Control or Expectations,

Since these

measures can be taken essentially as different dimensions,
and since Parental and Student Linkage represent different
levels of linkage (external and internal), the lack of signi
ficant r's between them does seem to confirm that degree
of membership alone is an insufficient measure of linkage.
Of course, the other reasons are also possible— the relation
ships may be more complex than we assume, perhaps the rela
tionships change as students acquire adult status, and so
on.

Also, the issue of the membership in an organization

as a selective vs. socializing process has been raised by
several researchers, Erbe (1962tl98-218) and Hunter (1953*
56-57), for example.

But whether selective or socializing

or both simultaneously, it seems reasonable to assume that
membership would be associated with sense of control.
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Second, leaving this line of discussion for a moment,
let us return to the interpretation of the regression analy
sis.

Keeping the limitations cited above in mind, there is

some evidence that Hypotheses III and IV are supported.
This is not to imply a causal relationship, but that in the
case of some Variable Sets, regression analysis indicates
that the hypothesized adaptive variable(s) operating im
proves the multiple R more than any others in the system.
Both Hypotheses III and IV control for no membership.
In Hypothesis III this is associated with high sense of con
trol (Fate Control or Expectation), in Hypothesis IV with
low sense of control.

Taking the latter hypothesis first,

it appears that no linkage in combination with low sense of
control tends slightly to predispose towards acceptance of
a cooled relationship (Moderating Mediation) between the
student and the social system of the school.

Recall that

Hypothesis IV predicts that the major contribution to mul
tiple

will be from either/or Non-purposive Circumvention

and Moderating Mediation.

Notice from Figure 5-2 that in

only one Variable Set are both Non-purposive Circumvention
and Moderating Mediation the two most active.
Also notice that in four of the five Variable Sets in
which Hypothesis IV is supported, the adaptive variables are
perceptual— Adaptive Perceptual Responses,

This could mean

that students in this particular group tend to perceive that
the best approach to their functioning in the system is ad
justment on their part to the definition the system places
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on them.

It does not necessarily imply a contradiction

between perception and behavior because, for one thing, our
measurement of behavioral dimension of Moderating Mediation
may not accurately tap behavioral aspects of the cooling
function, such as those described by Clark (1970i301-311).
The findings supporting Hypothesis IV also hold when
either Fate Control or Expectation is the dependent vari
able.

This supports the idea that both imply some dimen

sion of sense of control.
Hypothesis III does not present the consistency of
results found in Hypothesis IV.

The same number of Vari

able Sets support the hypothesis, but two of these include
Adaptive Behavioral Responses.

Hypothesis III controls for

linkage and sense of control and predicts either/or Pur
posive Circumvention and Enhancement Mediation as the major
contributors to the R2. As in the case of Hypothesis IV,
in one Variable Set, A, both Purposive Circumvention and
Enhancement Mediation contribute the most.

In the other

Variable Sets only one of these measures, Purposive Cir
cumvention or Enhancement Mediation, contributes more than
any other single adaptive variable.

In one case, Enhance

ment Mediation alone makes the major contribution.

In the

other three instances in which the hypothesis is supported,
Purposive Circumvention is the contributor.
In Hypothesis III the implication is that, devoid of
access and opportunities offered by membership, a student
will acquire sense of control either through adaptive
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mechanisms of Purposive Circumvention such as cheating
or an enhancement mechanism such as an Upward Bound pro
gram.
Putting the results of Hypotheses III and IV together
tends to justify, in the writer's mind, the rationale of
using more than a single measure for any variable.

The

fact that what support there is for the hypotheses varies
among the alternate measures of the variables in itself may
have significance.

For example, does the fact that Hypo

thesis III finds more support in adaptive behavioral report
measures than in adaptive perceptual measures have impli
cations about differences between these two processes?
It is possible that where low linkage is combined with low
sense of control, behavioral components such as those in
corporated in the Adaptive Behavior Responses are no longer
discriminatory.

Hence, adaptation tends to be expressed

primarily at the cognitive level.

Stated another way, if

a student is successfully cooled out he may not need the
reinforcement of participating in cooled behavior because
his internalized self perceptions are sufficient to sustain
the cooled image.

Therefore, the behavioral categories we

have defined as representing a cooling function become
meaningless.

In short, if a student has been subjected to

the cooling out mechanism in relation to the goals which are
appropriate for him to pursue, he need not repeatedly use
these mechanisms.
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Recall that Hypotheses III and IV were tested in re
gression analysis with groups (Hypothesis Testing Groups)
in which the respondents had no linkage, since low linkage is
defined as zero membership.

Hypotheses I and II, on the

other hand, are tested in groups (Hypothesis Testing Groups)
in which respondents have some degree of linkage, i.e., mem
berships.

In Figure 5 - 3 » the Roman numerals represent both

the hypothesis testing group and the hypothesis it is test
ing.
FIGURE 5-3

ARRANGEMENT OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS (HTG's)
FOR HYPOTHESIZED CONDITIONS OF LINKAGE
AND SENSE OF CONTROL
Linkage

Sense of Control

(+)High
(_)l o w

(+)High

(-)Low

HTG-I
HTG-II

HTG-III
HTG-IV

If we examine the findings on the basis of a dichotomy
of high linkage (some degree of membership) vs. low linkage
(no membership), we find, perhaps, the sharpest results of
the regression analysis.

This dichotomy throws groups I and

II into the high linkage category.
Hypotheses I and II,

These groups tested

Groups III and IV are in the low link

age category and tested Hypotheses III and IV.

Where the

hypotheses were supported it was primarily in the low link
age groups II and IV.
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This is one of the more interesting findings and may
have at least one tentative implication for the theory.
This finding indicates, first, that adaptation mechanisms
may only operate in the absence of linkage, and second,
that adaptive mechanisms are of the mediation type— as
stated in Hypotheses III and IV and noted in the findings
(Figure 5-1).

Theoretically, this would mean the model is

applicable only to situations of low linkage (no member
ship) and that the model should be restricted to include
only mediation mechanisms.
Acceptance of the above interpretation depends on the
willingness to accept the adequacy of the measurements.
These findings could also mean that our measures of linkage
are too crude to discriminate at anything but a simple
binary levelj thus, the subtlety of gradations of linkage
are beyond the reach of the analysis.
Interpretation of Comparative Findings
Perhaps the most interesting part of this study is the
comparison between the Yugoslav and U.S. data.

The path

analysis in this case is also unproductive in that the path
models do not hold, for essentially the same reasons cited
earlier.

One moderately low

r was found between linkage

and Expectation for Hypothesis Testing Group II of the Yugo
slav sample, but the computed

r

model failed to support the model.

of that particular path
It must be remembered

that these were only partial models, since only two
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adaptive measures were available, so not too much can
be expected.
The principal comparative hypothesis is that of no
difference between the samples.

As far as the path analysis

is concerned there is no difference.

The path analysis re

sults are the same for both samples.

Table 5-1 summarizes

the basic findings of the regression analysis.

Remember the

regression equation was in the form, Non-purposive Circum
vention + Purposive Circumvention — >• Expectation,
TABLE 5-1
RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS WITH RESTRICTIVE AND NONRESTRICTIVE MODELS SHOWING CONTRIBUTION OF NONPURPOSIVE CIRCUMVENTION AND MULTIPLE R WHERE
NON-PURPOSIVE CIRCUMVENTION + PURPOSIVE
CIRCUMVENTION — s>- EXPECTATION
Yugoslav

U.S.

Non-purposive Cir
cumvention contributes
50% to R2

Non-purposive Cir
cumvention contributes
50# to R2

Hypothesis
Testing Group
I

+

II

+

III

+

IV
Total Sample
The table indicates whether the regression analysis
indicated that Non-purposive Circumvention contributed more
or less than 50 per cent of the multiple R.

In the compara-
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tive analysis Non-purposive Circumvention and Purposive
Circumvention are the only independent adaptive measures.
Thus, if Non-purposive Circumvention contributes ^50 per
cent, Purposive Circumvention contributes <50 percent.

The

column at the left indicates the data are for the total
sample and the four Hypothesis Testing Groups.

The table

indicates that the similarities are in Hypothesis Testing
Groups III and IV.
A more provocative finding is the comparison of the Nonpurposive Circumvention and Purposive Circumvention means.
In Table 1J--36 it will be recalled that Non-purposive Circum
vention means are consistently higher for the total sample
and across Hypothesis Testing Groups for both Yugoslav and
U.S. students.

But only in the U.S. are the differences

large enough to be significant.

When Non-purposive Circum

vention X's are compared, that is total Yugoslav sample to
total U.S. sample, Yugoslav Hypothesis Testing Group I to
U.S. Hypothesis Testing Group I, etc., two things emerge.
First, the direction of difference is always the same— the
highest scores are in the U.S. data.

Second, in all com

parisons the differences are statistically significant.
The same comparison for Purposive Circumvention finds
again the direction of differences is the same, but in this
situation no comparisons are significant at p <.20.

It

appears, then, that so far as the types of measures we are
dealing with are concerned, Yugoslav and U.S. students are
not the same.
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The findings of the regression data are not easily
interpreted.

Of course,

mentioned before,

they suffer the same limitations

since most of the variation in Expectation

being dealt with is small.
gressions is 10,8%.

The average R

p

for the ten re-

2

In two cases the R 's are between 15

and 22% and in one case 537°.

In the remaining seven re

gressions, R 2 <^7%.
Other than indicating differences in the two sets of
data, the findings in both Yugoslav and U.S. data are not
consistent,

except for the fact that sets of data are almost

the inverse of each other.

Inspection of table 5-1 will

confirm this point.
Now, what does this mean?

It appears that each sub

set of data must be interpreted independently.

For example,

the total U.S. sample indicates that Non-purposive Circum
vention contributes over 50% to the multiple R, while the
Yugoslav Total Sample indicates Purposive Circumvention co n 
tributes 50%.

This seems to mean generally that our group

of U.S. students ascribe a greater importance to luck in
the fulfillment of their expectations.

But under the co n 

ditions of high linkage and high expectations

(Hypothesis

Testing Group-I) and the conditions of high linkage and low
expectations

(Hypothesis Testing Group-II), the findings

are the opposite cross-culturally.
Additional support for the preceding paragraphs can be
found in the data cited above regarding the difference be 
tween X's for Non-purposive Circumvention and Purposive
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Circumvention across cultural lines.

For the total sample

the Non-purposive Circumvention X's differences reach
p

005, which implies we can put considerable faith in

the difference if the necessary assumptions can be accepted
regarding the nature of the samples.

The Non-purposive Cir

cumvention X is larger for the U.S. sample, and, it will be
recalled, measured the adaptation of ascribing chance or
luck to personal experiences.
These two findings are unexpected.

We would have pre

dicted just the reverse to be the case, for two reasons.
First, it seems logical to assume that the more highly ra
tionalized structure of the developed modern technological
society would tend to mitigate explanation of events on the
basis of chance fluctuations, compared to the less devel
oped, burgeoning technological society.

In the latter case,

aspects of the former peasant orientation still penetrate
a considerable proportion of the "new" structure.

Second,

specific to the university system in Yugoslavia, the highly
developed patronage system would seem to effect closure of
access for many students.
On the other hand, we may be neglecting the effect of
the democratization of higher education in Yugoslavia in the
past two decades.

The democratization has taken place on

two levels— first, in terms of opening educational oppor
tunities, and second, the political democratization of the
university.

Under the constitution students are free to

participate in the government of the university to nearly
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the same extent as the faculty.

Finally, in the developing

industrial society, the differential between the demand for
highly trained personnel and the capacity of the educational
system to produce them may make luck or chance less impor
tant in the fulfillment of individual expectations.
To the writer's mind, this is the most interesting
finding of the entire study.

It is suggested that the func

tion of luck or chance as an adaptation and the value system
surrounding it, could provide the basis for further study.
How are the workings of luck, chance, and fate perceived in
modern society?
chance?

To what extent are events ascribed to

And most significant, how are the perceptions of

the works of chance related to societal complexity, and es
pecially complexity in terms of the incursion of technology
in human activities?

This might make an interesting cross-

cultural study.
The Path Analysis
The scope of the causal model is limited to members
defined as operating in the system.

The adaptive mechanisms

then introduced are considered systemic variables.

They are

alternative behavior patterns provided by the system which
are available to its members.

The model includes one possible

set of these adaptive mechanisms.

From the standpoint of the

mathematic path system, our set of adaptive mechanisms must
be treated as exhaustive, because path analysis utilizes a
recursive system, that is, it is a closed system in which the
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covariance, however large or small, between the variables
defined as the independent and dependent (linkage and sense
of control) is explained by the intervening variables (the
five adaptive variables in this case).

Basically, then, the

path analysis tests how accurately the total system has been
specified with respect to the covariance in the independent
and dependent variables.
Although the procedure used in examining the data is a
powerful tool, it obviously cannot overcome the weaknesses
in the data.

The primary objective of this study is to ex

plain the associational relationship among the components of
the system.

When one is confronted with the fact that the

relationships are very low— most do not reach r = .100—
the minimal amount of variance the researcher has to deal
with places grave restrictions on his statistical tools and
the results which they yield.
The fact that a low or non-existent association exists
between the two variables of a path system one is attempting
to explain does not necessarily invalidate the system.

As

pointed out, the system is a simple additive arrangement of
paths between the variables of interest.
zero as well as anything else.

This can sum to

The difficulty is that the

associational values between linkage (parent or student)
and the adaptive measures are also low in magnitude, as are
the associations between the adaptive measures and sense of
control.

This means that, even though some of the path co

efficients from one variable to the next may be fairly high—
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path coefficients are not directly related to correlations
between the two variables— when the paths for the additive
arrangement are computed, very low factors result.

Hence,

the sum of the factors yields a low computed correlation.
Again, it might be concluded that the system is valid.

But

under these conditions, any set of variables with low asso
ciational values could replace the adaptive components of
the path system and be said to "cause" the low association
between linkage and sense of control.
The path analysis results allow us neither to accept nor
reject the model.

On the one hand, as discussed above, the

model could be statistically valid, since the sum of the
paths is generally not greatly different from the observed
correlation between linkage and sense of control.

On the

other hand, any set of unrelated intermediate variables
would produce the same results because of the low magnitude
of the critical correlation.
The results of the analysis tell little about the ade
quacy of the five intermediate adaptive variables with re
spect to their explanatory power in the model.

The reason

is that they have nothing to explain, since the correlation
between the independent and dependent variables cannot be
assumed to exist.

Until a linkage/sense of control rela

tionship is established, the causal model cannot be applied.
The first priority, therefore, seems to be to explore the
conceptual and operational definitions of these two variables.
Actually, the inadequacy of either or both linkage and sense
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of control could account for their lack of relationship.
As mentioned above, this portion of the discussion will
look only at the adequacy of the variables as operational
ized in the model.
In the attempt to be logically exhaustive, this places
the writer in the uncomfortable position of having to ration
alize an assumed valid model which a set of data fails to
confirm, and also to explain why the model may be invalid.
In this discussion section, both of these points will be
covered.
gested.

Additionally, a more complete model will be sug
To begin with, the model will be assumed valid, and

we will attempt to deal with the inadequacies of the model
as it stands.
Assumption I»

the validity of the articulated model

Because we have placed particular emphasis on societal
structure, as opposed to individual behavior patterns, we
are very much interested in explicating how membership in
voluntary formal organizations, as a highly identifiable
and pervasive phenomena of modern society, fits into our
model.

Although it is recognized as only a single dimension

of the conceptualization of linkage, the writer feels that
voluntary associations provide access and opportunity in a
number of ways which the individual can exploit to his own
ends.

Voluntary associations provide a reservoir of poten

tial contacts, provide a chance to demonstrate one's abili
ties, provide symbols of status, provide sources of infor-
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mation, and so forth.
Howeveri it appears from the results of the analysis
that membership alone is not a sufficient indicator of the
potential for opportunity we assume to be characteristic of
voluntary associations.

Some of the difficulties of opera

tionalizing membership have been touched on in a previous
chapter.

Two of the most serious shortcomings will be dis

cussed more fully here,

First, not all voluntary associa

tion organizations are associated with the means system to
the same degree.

Some organizations, such as professional

associations, may provide access in both informal and formal
ways, as well as provide an opportunity for developing in
formal personal relationships which can benefit a person.
Many professional organizations have formalized procedures
for making contributions to the profession.

Much the same

might be said of some community organizations, and fraternal
and social organizations with respect to community service.
In the university setting honor societies are closely asso
ciated with academic success goals, but may have little to
do with career access.
Membership in certain organizations might even have a
negative relationship to the means system.

In the society

at large, participation in contra or revolutionary organiza
tions, if known, could adversely affect an individual rela
tive to his opportunities.

The same could be said about

specific sub-social systems, such as the university or lowstatus fraternities.
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Membership in some organizations can even represent
withdrawal from the legitimized normative system.
Determining the degree to which an organization is
linked to access and opportunity would not be an easily
accomplished task.

One possibility is simply to index the

average SES level of the members, on the assumption that
higher SES groups have greater opportunities, a process
similar to the order of occupational categories used by
Blau and Duncan (1967).
A second shortcoming of this study is that no account
was taken of the influence of voluntary associations in the
social system.

If the organization is influential and

powerful, its status might enhance the status of its mem
bers and by so doing, their opportunity.

By influence, we

refer to the effect of the organization on decisions in
volving issues in its immediate social milieu.

This milieu

could be defined at both the community level for Parental
Linkage, and at the university level for Student Linkage.
For example, a chamber of commerce is more influential in
community decisions than the Elks.

In the university the

honor society is more influential than the ski club.

Taking

the community of the social system of interest, a hierarchy
of voluntary associations could be established using two
versions of the reputational approach.

One way would be

to locate the number of community reputational influentials
in voluntary associations and the degree of inter-organizational connection (office holding in more than one organiza
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tion), in much the same way used by Perrucci and Pilisuk
(1970*1040-1057),

Another way would be by establishing the

reputation of the voluntary association itself in relation
ship to its perceived influence on community issues.

These

two approaches could obviously be combined.
What we would like is some kind of cumulative member
ship index, taking into account the factors mentioned above,
plus others.

Below are some suggested dimensions of a

possible index*
1, Average SES level of members
2,

Average mobility

of members

3,

Influence in the

social system

4,

Number of social system influentials (interorganizational leaders)

Using such an index it would probably be necessary,
beforehand, to categorize organizations as to whether they
are in the system, contra-systemic or a-systemic.
Let us now turn to the dependent variable,
control,

sense of

A person probably acquires a sense of his ability

to control his destiny from a variety of sources.

It could

be a result of the accumulation of goal related success ex
periences, self expectations acquired psychologically through
socialization, acquired as techniques of persuasion or coer
cion in the context of interaction, etc.

It is the conten

tion that sense of control is also a function of membership
experiences.

We are not concerned with the total variance

in sense of control, but only that variance which is related
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to the linkage variable and those other factors which might
intervene between that relationship.
The operationalization of the variable does not suffer
the limitations of the major independent variable.

The

writer feels the measurement of sense of control, using the
Fate Control scale and the scale for Expectations, is ade
quate for the purposes of the study, but certainly it is
not the only way the variable can be defined operationally.
We would retain these two measures but attempt to improve
the breadth of measure by adding an experiential factor,
possibly control experiences in the system or systemic goal
achievement.
In the university setting, grade point average readily
occurs as a likely success-related system goal variable.
Unlike other success goals, grade point average occurs in
all system members.

Other success goals, such as scholar

ship, assistantships, and the like, are confined to a rela
tively small group.

The problem in introducing a dimension

such as grade point average is that it is necessary to speci
fy variables which clearly intervene between it and linkage.
The more obtrusive factor in this case is SES,

The asso

ciation between SES and GPA is well known, as is the asso
ciation of SES with organizational membership even on the
campus.

SES would have to be controlled either by the use

of control groups or statistically, by including it in the
path system.

If it were included in the path system, the

system would appear thust
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L = Linkage

A = All the adaptive meas
ures

If reoperationalization of membership or the addition
of grade point average improves the relationship between
linkage and any of the sense of control indicators, the
model can be tested with the adaptive mechanism.

For this

purpose the adaptation variables can be retained in their
original states, since it is not known that they are inade
quate.

Until it can be demonstrated that they are inade

quate, there does not seem to be much point in redefining
this particular set of adaptations.
The idea' that the model may be partially valid should
not be overlooked.

This could take two forms.

First, it

is possible that the model is only valid under certain
situations.

For example, it may be only under low linkage

conditions that adaptive mechanisms come into play.

Since

indications of this are found when the hypotheses are re
stated, they can be examined using regression equations.
Where support was found, it was in Hypotheses III and IV,
which are both low linkage situations.

This will be dis

cussed in more detail later.
A methodological problem is encountered here as well;
the low linkage categories are also zero linkage.

The reader

will recall that the distribution of membership was such
that the median fell into the zero score.

To keep the sub-
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groups at a reasonable size, it appeared expedient to
dichotomize linkage into 0 and > 0 categories.

If, indeed,

no linkage is the situation where adaptations begin to
operate, then path analysis must be rejected as the analy
tic method, because path analysis depends on the approxi
mation of interval data in the variables,

And, whereas

the zero-no zero dichotomy is a reasonably logical point
of division for the membership variable, this choice can
tell us nothing about low linkage»

it can only tell us

about no linkage.
If the sample of students, particularly U.S. students,
is reasonably representative, this same situation would
prevail, no matter how the sample was drawn or its size.
A solution to this would be selectively to construct control
groups under the given condition of each hypothesis in which
to apply to path model.
Unfortunately, determining what constitutes low linkage
by a method like that used in this study is an arbitrary
division.

However, using an index as described above could

partially solve the problem.

It is even possible that the

model is applicable only to individuals who have linkage.
In fact, the model could be tested only under conditions of
linkage, the no-linkage category being eliminated.
A second form of partial validity is that the model
may not be applicable to certain types of social systems.
The analysis would lead to this conclusion, as far as the
university is concerned.

Generalizing from this might
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exclude all client type social organizations.
Assumption lit

the invalidity of the articulated model

In the next few paragraphs we will try to put forth
some reasons why the model may be invalid.

Taking the re

sults of the analysis literally leads to the conclusion
that the model is not valid.

What adds strength to the

conclusion that the basic path model is invalid is that the
results are the same across the analyses of the eight Vari
able Sets, that is, an important strategy of this project
was to operationalize the variables in different ways.
All three of the major variables— linkage, adaptation,
and sense of control— were operationalized in two ways.
Hopefully, this would provide a wide spread of alternative
arrangements under which the relationships could be exam
ined.

However, no combination of these various measures,

when fed into the basic path model, yielded results much
different from any other.

This seems to be reasonably

strong evidence that the path model should be rejected.
The observable consistency in society may be a result
of the most rudimentary factors, which are intrinsic to
human nature, that is, the capacity to symbolize at a highly
abstract level, which allows a medium of communication to
develop.
If the model is invalid, the variability in sense of
control may be because of the factors not included in the
model— conflict, idiosyncratic responses, and the existential
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quality of humans,
functional.

A social system may only be quasi

In essence, it might only appear functional,

when actually the social system may be maintaining itself
but changing.

Adaptations could be a manifestation of the

necessity to cooperate in an arena of conflict to obtain
desired ends,
It is also possible that access to means is an infor
mal process, non-organizational, and exclusively related
to personal associations.

Voluntary association membership,

while providing status and a source for personal contact,
may not be related to access in the way the model requires.
If membership is functional, it may be in ways un
related to system maintenance.

In modern, complex society,

the voluntary association might be functional in two wayst
(1) by providing contexts for interaction allaying the
anonymity of the individual in mass society, and (2) by
providing a means of consolidating (there is strength in
numbers) power in conflict over system resources.

In the

second point, consolidation to retain power would also be
included.
Suggestions for a more complete model
Finally, we would like to present some suggestions for
a more extensive causal model.

Some suggestions have al

ready been made, but each of the major variables (linkage,
adaptive mechanism, and sense of control) will be examined
briefly in turn and included in the complete model at the
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end of the section.
Conceptually, the meaning of linkage covers both formal
and informal structures of the access system.

For purposes

of the study, the concept has been operationalized only on
one part of the formal dimension— extent of membership and
participation in voluntary associations.

Membership alone

probably does not adequately define linkage.
As we are concerned with linkages in terms of how they
provide access to the means system, it is likely that not
only other types of linkage should be included in the model,
but also the non-linkage factor.

Without being exhaustive,

perhaps three general categories can be suggested!

personal

characteristics, informal linkages, and formal linkages.
Each of these categories in itself is no doubt composed of a
number of factors which would have to be specified.

Per

sonal characteristics are those intrinsic characteristics
of the individual, functionally related to the means system,
which might aid him in pursuit of system goals.

It could

include such things as expertise and certain personality
characteristics, such as persuasiveness, ability to ver
balize, etc.
Formal linkages could be defined, more or less, as
in this study— voluntary associations, which have official
membership lists.
Informal linkages we would classify as associations
occurring outside of formal membership situations.
what constitutes the boundary of formal

Exactly

linkages would
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have to be determined a priori.

Informal linkage focuses

on concrete social interaction; whom does one eat lunch with,
etc.

This is implied in the theoretical frame but was not

operationalized under the measurement of linkage.

When a

person utilizes his linkages it is likely to be on a per
sonal level— whom he knows or who his peers or parents
know.

From this standpoint the nexus of his interpersonal

social field probably becomes important in providing access.
This is a rather tenuous arena in which the investigator
must work, the major problem being how to operationalize
the interpersonal dimension.
arise.

personal field be?
linkage?

Several questions immediately

How extensive should the definition of the inter
What constitutes different degrees of

How can linkage categories be set up?

At any

rate, an index could be established which would measure the
relative influence of the individuals who constitute the
prospective respondent's interpersonal social field.
Schematically!
(Personal(Formal-

Adaptation

InformalThis is, of course, only part of the total model; sense of
control is not included at this point.
can be read as "cause."

The straight arrows

The curved double headed arrows

represent associations in terms of covariance.

Whether the

arrows among the personal, formal, and informal variables
indicate cause or are only associational is a matter which
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would have to be determined before introducing them into
the path model.
flexibility.

One advantage of the path procedure is its

If one path system through a set of variables

is not productive, alternate paths through the same set of
variables can also be tested.

Thus, in one instance, we

might want to try the relationships between the personal,
formal, and informal variables as causal, in another as
associational.
Operationalizing personal characteristics, formal and
informal linkages, would be no mean task, but once accom
plished those uncorrelated with the dependent variable could
be excluded from the path model.

This would indicate which

linkage and non-linkage factors were relevant, as far as
the causal model was concerned.
In the path model, then, the correlation between any
one of these three variables— personal, formal, and informal—
and the dependent variable could be explained.

The diffi

culty with a procedure such as this is that the model quickly
becomes very complex, and the clarity of interpretation of
a path system is a function of its complexity.
Tentatively, in the more complete model, we would leave
the adaptive mechanisms intact as operationalized.

First,

because as mentioned previously, the results of this analy
sis allow very little to be concluded as to their functions
in the model.

Second, in spite of the fact that the unre

fined relationships (zero r's) with linkage and sense of
control are low, we do not know how these relationships will
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change when linkage and sense of control are more completely
defined.
An assumption in the study was that the social system
provides structured, adaptive patterns of behavior alterna
tives for its members.

We attempted to measure adaptations

by specifying what some of the aspects of these patterns
(cognitive and overt) were, and then identifying them with
the respondents,

A more complete and comprehensive defi

nition of these adaptive structures (if structures they are)
would be to examine the social system of interest and try
to identify these structures in terms of their values, norms
and procedure.

For example, Clark (1970i301-311) describes,

more or less, what we have called the mediation adaptive
mechanism ("cooling out" function) in the university in
this way.
The final variable is sense of control.

The main inter

est here centers on isolating those factors which contribute
to sense of control and are related to the linkage variable,
but not necessarily to the adaptations.

The reason for this

interest is that the path system should be complete and in
clude all factors related to the covariation in linkage and
sense of control.
Sense of control is, no doubt, acquired in many ways.
It is suggested that at least three experiential factors
should be given consideration.

One, systemic goal related

successes, has already been put forth.

This implies control

with respect to one's ability to get what he desires.

A
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second factor is control experiences relative to others.
Included here could be such things as persuasion and coer
cion.

The third factor is the socialization of self expec

tations for control.

It is different from Fate Control or

Expectation in that this factor, as we conceive it, implies
an internalized right to be able to control one's own des
tiny.
All three of these factors producing sense of control—
success experiences, control experiences, socialized control—
conceivably could, in part at least, be acquired as a result
of the three linkage dimensions— personal, formal, and in
formal.

For example, on the personal level, through exper

tise, on the formal level as a result of organizational
leadership experiences, and on the informal level as a result
of the socializing effects of the peer group.
Putting all of the variables cited above into a causal
framework yields this model:
Control experiences
Socialized]control
Success experiences

Personal
Fate Control
Formal

The five
adaptations
Expectations

Informal
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To help simplify the model, the five adaptations are not
included separately,

This is a complex system, indeed.

Hopefully, the model can be simplified by initial investi
gations of the independent variables in their relationship
to the major dependent variable.
One of the advantages of the model used in this study
was thought to be its simplicity and basic clarity.
idea is not without precedent.

This

The natural sciences, for

example, provide many simple, clear relationships— E = mc^,
F = mv, I = E/R, etc.— of three or four variables.

If the

social world, in total or in part, can be described mathe
matically, it seems reasonable that the same type of straight
forward relationships might exist, if they can be found.
Attempts to find a simple model may, in the long run, be
worth several failures.
We feel, along with Presthus (1962) and others, that
the organizational nature of modern society is its most per
vasive characteristic.

But we wonder in what way membership

provides a means of attaching the individual to his society.
Do organizations and their interlocking characteristics
serve primarily the function of controlling and perpetuating
the social system?

Do they mainly serve as a significant

vehicle for those primarily responsible for organizational
decisions to exert their influence on the larger social
system?

What we are asking i s : what it really means in

terms of the relationship between an individual and his
social system to be a member.

What does it mean to be a
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member of a union?

or the Masons?

Membership in an organi

zation may have the function of protection, status, socia
bility, etc., but does it enhance personal sense of power?
To carry this a step further, perhaps the study asks the
wrong question.

Perhaps the question should be restated,

and we should look at sense of control in relation to the
loss of individual integrity in the face of the organiza
tional press of modern society.
Summary
Summing up, then, a theory has been put forth which
attempts to describe system response to tensions, from
means-ends discrepancies, in the form of adaptive mechan
isms which function to maintain the system.

These mechan

isms provide structural behavioral pattern alternatives
for social system members.
A causal model was developed which can be stated as
followsi

the way in which a person is attached (linkage)

to this social system will determine which adaptive mechan
ism comes into play for him and which, in turn, will affect
his perception of his ability to control his own destiny
(sense of control).
A set of causal hypotheses were derived which predict
through which adaptive mechanism the major causal pathway
will be, under certain given conditions of linkage and sense
of control.
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A

major interest of the study was the formal voluntary

association, as a pervasive and visible structure of modern
industrial society, and its relationship to the means
system.

A highly specific model was mobilized for testing,

around membership in voluntary associations as the indicator
of linkage.
The hypotheses were tested, using path analysis, but
none were supported.

However, the nature of the results

of the analysis allow neither acceptance nor rejection of
the causal model.
Finally, suggestions were tendered both for and against
the validity of the model, and a more comprehensive model
was suggested.
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APPENDIX

A

Student Questionnaire for U.S. Sample
Membership in student organizations, clubs and asso
ciations is an interesting and important part of campus
life. There are, for example, at least 140 different
organizations on Western's campus. The purpose of this
research is to find out the extent of student membership
and participation in these organizations, and to examine
what bearing this may have on how students feel about the
university.
In the pages that follow are some questions about your
memberships and questions about your feelings about the
university. A few of these questions might hit a rather
sensitive chord in some, students. We would like your forth
right responses and would like to stress the point that your
responses are not only confidential but anonymous. The
results of this research will be based on group analysis;
no individual will be or can be identified. So please do
not put your name on the questionnaire.
A part of this research involves a comparison with sim
ilar kinds of information obtained from your parents or
guardians, so it is necessary to ask you to give us their
address--but not their names. In this way, we can gather
the information and ensure the anonymity of both you and
your parents. After the data are collected, we will destroy
all records of the addresses.
Incidentally, a comparison will also be made with data
collected from Yugoslav students. We will be very grateful
for your help, and we hope you will find the questions
interesting and perhaps provacative.
The numbers which appear at the far left on some pages
are only for the purpose of simplifying analysis.
Sincerely yours,

Earl Enge
Principal Investigator
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Membership (Ls) Items
Please list names of the organizations to which you belong under Column I. For your
convenience, categories have been established for the various different kinds of organ
izations. The categories are arranged alphabetically with some specific examples under
each. If you are a member of an organization already listed as an example, place a
check or mark in Column II. Please give the information requested in the remaining
Columns III through VII for all the organizations to which you belong. In Columns IV
and VII, indicate how often you are able to attend meeting’
s by using the numbers of
the following scale:
Attendance Scale
1. Almost all meetings
2. Most meetings
3. About half the meetings
4. Some meetings
5. Very few meetings
Col.I
Organization,
Club or
Association

Col. II
s
©? £
\X
3 co
2“
(0 a

Col. Ill
Col. IV
Office(s!) held
2
in the organiza W Cgo rrtt ©©
O CO (0 rt
tion, if any
© PH*
h- a s
(0

© OT

Col. V
Committees you
have served on
for this organ
ization, if any

Col. VI
Col. VII
Offices you
have held
c: rt co o
ca rt © 3
on commit
© © rt 3
3 rt-rt*
tees, if
W a 3
any
n © 05 rt

rt

© & ro ©

ACADEMIC. HONOR. AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
A. 1. Le Cercle
Francais _
Alpha Lamba Delta _
Pre-Law
Society

_

Col. 11
3 ©
Z a
H*

Col. Ill
Office held
in organiza
tion, if any

4.
5.
5,. ATHLETIC AND PEP ORGANIZATIONS
1. Cheerleaders ____
2. Bronc'ettes

,_____

____

________

3. _ _ _ ___________ _

________

4.

______

5.

______________
_________

C..DORM ORGANIZATIONS
1. French Hall ____
2. Bigelow Hall ___
3. ________________
4. ________________
5. ________________

________

Col. IV
'-> ■>
C rt
W m rt

O © ©
©

3

©
^

©W
3

Col. V
Col. VI
Committees
Offices held
served on
on committees
for this
organization

Col. Vll
£t©
©© © *t
t-»q,3
©
» 09
w
3

Committee

SS o

Meetii
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Col. 1
Organization,
Club or
Association

If
©

7*

Col. Ill
Office Held
in organiza
tion, if any

Col. IV

W

C rt ©
co rt ©
© © rt

n
©

3 H*

as

0 OP

f* s

D. ETHNIC ORGANIZATIONS
1. Latvian Student
Club
2. Chinese Student
Assoc. ________ _

3.

4. ______ _________
5. _ _ _ _ _
E. FRATERNAL AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS
1. Alpha Beta
Alpha
2. Alpha Chi"
Omega ____
3. __________
4. __________
5 . __________
F. POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS
1. Young Democrats
2. Young Republicans __
3. Black Action
Movement ___________
4. Young Americans for
Freedom ____________

Col. V
Committees
served on
for this
organization

Col. VI
Col. VII
Offices held
on committees
Attendance
(Use Scale)
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Col. 1
Organization
Club or
Association

Col. II

Col. Ill
Office held
in organiza
tion, if any

Col. IV
a rt ffl
01 rt ®
© © rt
W
3 W
o
as
»
© 09

Col. VI
Col. V,
Committees
Offices held
served on
on committees
for this
organization

t”* s

Col. VII
Committee
Meeting
Attendance
(Use
Scale)
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Col. I
Organization
Club or
Association

5. Students for a Demo
cratic Society _____

6

. ___________

7. ____________________
G.

RECREATIONAL AND INTEREST ORGANIZATIONS
1. Archery Club _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ _______
2. Sailing Club ______ _ ___________ ________
3. ____________________
_
_

___________
___________

____________
__ _________
__

__________
__________
__________

4 . ________________________

_____________

___________ ___

____________

5. ____________________
___________ ________ ___________
STUDENT AND UNIVERSITY RELATIONS ORGANIZATIONS
1. Student Council ____ ___________ ________ ___________
2. Inter-Organization
Council __________ _
___________ ________ ___________
3. Campus Community Co
ordination Com. ____
_____

_________ ___

__________

________ _

__________

____________

__________

4 . ________________________

_____________

_________

_____________

______________

_________ __

5. __________ ____
I. RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
1. Christian Science
Organization _______

___________

________

___________

___ _________

__________

H.

_____________

'

_________

_ _ _________

w
ro
vO
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Col. I
Organiza tion
Club or
Association

Col. II

2 o
Is*
3 ffi
o* o
ffi 7?

Col. Ill
Office held
in organiza
tion, if any

Col. IV

A

■1■’

ca>S

CO ffi rt ffi

ffi 3

rt ffi
O ffi rt
CO ffi 3 H*

o
Cl

ih
<fo

Col. V.
Col. VI
Committees
Offices held
served on
on committees
for this
organization

Col. VII
a rt ffi o
c om rt ffi 3
O ffi ffi rt 3

ffi

t->
ffi

w

-ffi___________

3t*i*

0. 3 rt
ffi 09 rt

3
ffi
O ffi
ffi____

2. Inter-Varsity Chris
tian Fellowship ____
3. Wesley Foundation
_ ___________
_ _ _
4. _________
5. __ ___________ __
_______ ___
________
____________
_________
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS YOU BELONG TO THAT DO NOT FALL HTTP THE CATEGORIES ABOVE

1.
2

___

.

_____

_____

3. ____________________

____ _______

________

____________

________ _

5.

___________

________

____________

_________

________ ._________

________

K. SOME DEPARTMENTS HAVE COMMITTEES WHOSE MEMBERSHIPS ARE COMPOSED OF BOTH FACULTY AND
STUDENTS. DO YOU BELONG TO ANY OF THESE COMMITTEES?
1. Student-Faculty Liaison
Committee
______ ___________
________
___________ _
________ _
________
2. Departmental Policy
________
____________
_________
________
Committee ____________ ___________
3. ________________ _
___________
________
____________
_________
________
4. ___________________________________
L. HAVE YOU BEEN OR ARE YOU PRESENTLY A MEMBER OF ANY FACULTY-STUDENT UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE?
THESE WOULD BE COMMITTEES WHICH ARE NOT PART OF OTHER ORGANIZATIONS.
1. Educational Policy
Council _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________
________
____________
__ _________ ________
w
u>

.

.

_______

o
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Adaptive Perceptual Response (APR) Items
For the second part of this questionnaire, think for
a moment of this university as a kind of system or organ
ization with its own set of rules, regulations and pro
cedures.

You and your fellow students are a part of this

system.

As part of this educational organization students

function within the rules, regulations and procedures of
the organization.

The way this system works and affects

students partly determines how you and other students are
able to get along in it.

This means that the workings of

the system can also, at least partly, affect the kind of
grades you get, whether you graduate, whether you are on
the honor rolls, etc.--in short, how successful you are in
the university.
Keeping this in mind, you will find below five ways
students have been found to feel about universities.

To

what extent do you feel these five factors are true of
Western as an educational system?

That is, how typical

are they of the system in general?
On the line to the left of each factor place a per
centage (%) to indicate the extent you feel that the factor
is characteristic or typical of WMU.

Please note that the

total sum of the percentages for all five factors should
equal 100%.

One suggestion might be to select first that

factor which you think is most typical of Western and give
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that a percentage, and then assign percentages to the
other factors.
Remember, this is how you feel about how the system
in general works.
Percent True
(NPC) 1.

The way Western is organized and its procedures
mean that being successful (getting good grades,
etc.) for the most part depends mainly on chance
or being lucky.

(PC) 2.

The way this system is organized, the best way
to make it through successfully is to either be
dishonest (get test information beforehand, use
someone else's papers, etc.) and/or brown-nose
instructors.

(F)

In a school like Western, success depends mainly
on hard work, such as studying hard, doing the
assignments, contributing in classes, knowing the
course material, etc.

3.

MM)

(EM)

4. In order to be successful at Western, you must
learn what you cannot do academically and then
concentrate on those courses, majors, minors,
etc., that best match your ability.
5. Because of the way it is at Western, it is quite
possible to get extra help, such as individual
help from most instructors or by being in study
sessions with other students. In this way a person can find out he is a better student than he
thought and can do more and’more difficult things
than originally planned. This is the best way to
be successful in educational endeavors at Western.

How a person feels about the system in general is not
always the same as he feels about himself in relation to
that system.

How do you feel about yourself in relation to

the educational system of WMU?

Taking the same five factors

listed above, to what extent do you feel each of theso is
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true for yourself as a student at Western?

Again, score

each factor in terms of a percent, making the total per
centage for all five factors equal to 100%.

Based on your

experience at WMU, place the percent you feel each factor
is true for yourself on the line to the left of that factor.
Percent True
(NPC) 1.

(PC) 2.

For a student like me. the way Western is organ
ized and its procedures mean that being success
ful, for the most part, depends mainly on chance
or on my being lucky.
The way this system is organized, the best way
for me to be successful in it is to either be
dishonest or to brown-nose the instructors, or
both.

(F)

3. In a school like Western, success for me depends
mainly on my working hard--such as studying hard,
doing the assignments, contributing in classes,
knowing the course material, etc,

(MM)

4. In order for me to be successful at Western, I
must learn what I cannot do academically and then
concentrate on those courses, majors, minors,
etc., that best match my ability,

(EM)

5. Because of the way it is at Western, it is quite
possible for me to get extra help. In this way
I can find out I can do more and more difficult
things than originally planned. This is the
best way for me to be successful in educational
endeavors at Western.

Now, how do you feel about other students you know in
relation to the educational system of Western?

How a per

son feels about himself in relation to the system is not
necessarily the same as he feels about how other people
relate to the system.

How do you think the five factors
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apply to most other students you have observed at Western?
Score each factor in terms of a percent as you did before,
again keeping in mind that the total for all five should
be 100%.

On the line to the left of each factor place a

percent indicating the extent you feel this factor is true
for most other students you have observed at Western.
Percent True
(NPC) 1.

For most students, the way Western is organized
and its procedures mean that being successful,
for the most part, depends mainly on chance or
their being lucky.

(PC) 2.

The way this system is organized, the best way
for most students to make it through success
fully is to be dishonest or to brown-nose, or
both.

(F)

In a school like Western, success for most students depends mainly on their working hard, such
as studying hard, doing the assignments, con
tributing in their classes, knowing the course
material, etc.

3.

MM) 4.

(EM) 5.

In order for most students to be successful at
Western, they must learn what they cannot do
academically, and then they must concentrate on
those courses, majors, minors, etc., that best
match their ability.
Because of the way it is at Western, it is quite
possible for most students to get extra help.
In this way they can find out they can do more
and more difficult things than they originally
planned. This is the best way for most students
to be successful in educational endeavors at
Western.
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Adaptive Behavioral Response (ABR) Items
For the items below please mark the response which you feel
is most typical for yourself.
1.

Think of some high grades you have received in courses
you have taken at Western. How large a part did simply
being lucky play in getting these grades?
1.
_______ 2.
______ 3.
______ 4.
5.
_____ 6.
______ 7.

2.

A very large part
A large part
A fairly large part
About half
A small part
A very small part
No part at all

Have you ever had the questions and/or answers for a
test before you were supposed to take the test?
1. Yes
_ ___ 2. No

3.

How often do you actually use this kind of information
for the tests you take?
1,
2,
3,
4.
_____ 5.
6.
7.

4.

every test 1 take
almost every test
most tests
about half
some tests
very few tests
for any tests

How much time do you spend studying, working on papers
or reports, or otherwise working on course-related
work?
______
_____
_____
______
_____
_____

5.

For
For
For
For
For
For
Not

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

More than 6 hours a day
5 hours a day but less than 6
4 hours a day but less than 5
3 hours a day but less than 4
2 hours a day but less than 3
1 hour a day but less than 2
Less than 1 hour a day

How often do you use either the counseling service or
departmental advisors for help in working out your
academic program or academic problems, or simply for
academic advice?
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1.
_____ 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
6.

Less than once a term
About once a term
About twice a term
About three times a term
About four times a term
About five times a term
About six times a term
If more than six times a term, place the
number of times on the line. ______

How often do you have study sessions with other
students?
1.
_____ 2.
3.
_____ 4.
______ 5.
_____ 6.
_____ 7.
8.

Les9 than once a term
About once a term
About twice a term
About three times a term
About four times a term
About five times a term
About six times a term
If more than six times a term, place the
number of times on the line. ____
Sense of Personal Control Items

A.

Fate Control (FC)

1.

How often do you feel this way:
No matter h o w good my
intentions are, every time I try to get a good grade
in a course, someone or something seems to get in the
way.
______ 1.

______ 2.
_____ 3.
4.
_____ 5.
6.

7.
2.

All the time
Almost all the time
Most of the time
About half the time
Some of the time
Little of the time
None of the time

Students like me don't have much chance of getting such
things as scholarships or assistantships in some d epart
ment.
_____ 1.

______ 2,
____ 3.
4.

This seems
This seems
time.
This seems
This seems

to be true
to be true

for me all the time.
for me almost all the

to be true
to be true

for me most of the time,
for me about half the time.
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______ 5.
6.
7.
3.

This seems to be true for me some of the time.
This seems to be true for me little of the time.
This seems to be true for me not any of the
time.

How often do you feel that what happens to you at
Western is pretty much out of your hands?
1.
All the time.
2. Almost all the time,
3.
Most of the time.
4. About half of the time,
5.
Some of the time,
6. Little of the time,
7.
None of the time,

B.

Expectations (Exp):
and Power

1.

Generally speaking, what kind of a job do you expect
to have in your profession?
1.
2.
3.

2.

Occupational, Income, Mobility,

I expect to have an important job.
Iexpect to have a job of average importance,
1expect to have a job that is not particularly
important.

A high professional position is not always associated
with high income. What income do you expect to have?
1. A high income for my profession.
2. An average income for my profession.
______ 3. I am not concerned about income,

3.

How fast do you expect to move ahead in your career?
1.
2.
3.

Iexpect to move ahead quickly in my career.
Iexpect to move ahead at an average rate in
my career.
I am not concerned with moving ahead in my
career.

Items Used in the Comparative Analysis
A.

Linkage:
parental membership (Lp) was used as an
indicator of this variable.
See pp. 344-347, Appendix.A,

B.

Adaptive Variables
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1.

Non-purposive Circumvention (NPC)
Success in life is as much the result of chance as
anything else.
1.
2.
3.
4.

2.

I
I
I
I

agree.
agree, but not completely.
disagree to some extent.
disagree.

Purposive Circumvention (PC)
In order to succeed in life a person needs influential
connections.
1.
2.
3.
4.

C.

I
I
I
I

agree.
agree, but not completely.
disagree to some extent.
disagree.

Sense of Control:
Expectations (Exp).
Sense of Control, above.

See category B

Personal Data
1.

Your age: ______

2.

Year at Western:

3.

What was the occupation of the head of the household
where you lived most of the time? Give the title of
his or her occupation or job if you know it, or briefly
describe what the job, profession, or occupation
involves:

4.

How far did this person go in school?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

0-4 years of elementary school
5-8 years of elementary school
1-3 years of high school
3-4 years of high school
business or trade school
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_______ 6,
7.
8.
______ 9.
5.

1-2 years of college or university
3-4 years of college or university
received master*s degree
received doctoral degree

What is your sex:
2.

1. Male
Female

Please give your parents' or guardians' address below,
but not their name:
Street, Box, or Route Number ___________________________
City and State _ _ _ _ _
Zip Code ________________________
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Correspondence and Parental Questionnaire

June 17, 1970

You and your son or daughter, along with a number of other
families who have children attending Western Michigan Univer
sity, have been asked to help in a research to study student
success. We would be most grateful for your help.
The purpose of this research is to examine factors that very
well may be important for success at the university. Stu
dents come to the university equipped for college by their
parents. After gathering information from students, we
have become aware of this need to understand the background
and life activities of their parents. Only you can provide
us with this information.
The enclosed questionnaire asks you to provide information
about the nature of your participation in your community.
Combined with similar information from many other parents,
this may provide us with the opportunity to understand stu
dents in ways not achieved before.
Please help us understand the factors that make for student
success in college.
Fill out the enclosed forms and return
them to us in the self-addressed, stamped envelope we have
provided. Please note that all responses are confidential.
The results will be a product of group analysis; no individ
ual will be identified. We ask that you do not sign the
questionnaire.
The numbers
appearing in
are only for purposes of

parentheses
analysis.

on thequestionnaire

If you would like a summary of the results of the research,
simply return the enclosed postcard with your name and
address.
Thank you for your interest and help.
Sincerely,

Earl Enge
Principal Investigator
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July 6, 1970

About three weeks ago we sent a questionnaire to a selected
sample of parents whose children have attended Western
Michigan University. The questionnaire was intended to
gather background information from parents which we feel
is important for success at the university. Many of you
have returned the completed questionnaire, for which we
are grateful. Some, however, apparently have laid it
aside and as yet have not returned it.
We hesitate to impose upon busy parents and heads of fam
ilies, but only you can provide us with the necessary
information; there is no other source for this information.
If you have not completed and returned the questionnaire,
please help us by doing so now. If you have returned the
questionnaire, thank you again. Please remember that no
individual will be identified.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,

Earl Enge
Principal Investigator
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July 24, 1970

Dear Parent:
Several weeks ago we sent you a questionnaire as part of a
research to understand the successes, failures, difficulties
and opportunities of college students. Each adult to whom
a questionnaire was sent was the head of a household in
which a student, who had already volunteered information,
lived. As noted in our previous communications, this
research is an attempt to understand college students
during a period when themost complete understanding is
vital. If you have returned your questionnaire, please
accept our thanks; if not, this letter is a renewed request
for your help.
As a responsible adult in a household with a college stu
dent member, your help is indispensable to our understand
ing. We are aware of the pressures and busy schedules of
parents and apologize for this request of your time. But
the information you can provide can come from no other
source and is most important to an understanding of what
is going on on the American campus.
Since we know that questionnaires get misplaced, we are
including a second questionnaire and stamped, addressed
envelope for your convenience. Please assist us by filling
out the enclosed questionnaire and returning it at your
earliest convenience. All responses are confidential.
Please do not sign the questionnaire.
We are grateful for your help.
Sincerely,

Earl Enge
Principal Investigator
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August 14, 1970

Dear Parent:
For the past several weeks we have been collecting informa
tion from households which had one or more students attend
ing Western Michigan University this past year. Each parent
or head of household was sent a questionnaire as part of a
research to understand college students during a time when
understanding is vital.
The questionnaire was designed to obtain background informa
tion from parents which we feel is important for success at
the university. This is information only you can supply and
which we feel will be very helpful in understanding what is
happening on the university campus.
The response has been most gratifying and if you have
returned your questionnaire we are most grateful. However,
if you have not returned your questionnaire this is another
appeal for your help.
We would appreciate it if you would complete and return the
questionnaire previously supplied you. However, if this is
not possible please complete the questionnaire enclosed here
and return it to us in the self-addressed, stamped envelope.
This is a much abbreviated form containing the most essential
information we need.
Again, let us remind you that all responses are confidential
and anonymous. Please do not sign the questionnaire.
Sincerely,

Earl Enge
Principal Investigator
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Think of all the community organizations with which you and your wife are present
ly involved. It would be very difficult to make a list of all the possible organiza
tions to which people could belong. Therefore, various categories for the different
kinds of community organizations with some examples of each have been set up below.
If either you or your wife belong to one of the organizations already listed, simply
place a check in Column II and supply the information requested in Columns III through
VII.
If either of you belong to an organization not listed, please write the name(s) on
the lines under Column I and fill in the other information.
We realize that some organizations might fit under more than one category; however,
it is necessary
to mention an organization only once. The
categoriesare only for con
venience .
In Columns III and VII you can indicate how often you are able to attend meetings
by simply using
the numbers of the following scale:
Attendance Scale
For Columns III and VII
1, Very few meetings
2, Some meetings
3, About half the meetings
4, Most meetings
5, Almost all meetings
Col. I
Organization,
Club or
Association

Col. II
s o
ffl 3*
3 ffl
O* O
©
4 7?
H*
Hi

Col. Ill
Offices held
in organiza
tion, if any

A. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
1. Downtown Businessmen*s
Association ________
____________
2. A.M.A. _____________
____________

Col. IV
> 2
rt ©
C& rt ©
© ©
3 3 H*
O 5 3
© 00

rt

Col. V
Committees
served on
during last
year

Col. VI
Offices you
have held on
committees

Col. VII
>30
rt © o
© © 1
3 3 1* H*
O I3
ffl 00
©
©

rt
r
rt
t
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Col. H I
Offices held
jj>^
in organiza3 ffl
tion. if an^r
?
© 2*
4
H*
H>
3. Bar Association __ ____________
_________
___________
4. C.1.0
5. M.E.A. __ __________
___________
6.
__
7. ____________________
___________
B. COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
1. Chamber of Commerce ___
_______
2. Jr. Chamber of
Commerce _________
___________
3. Housing Com. _______ ___________
4. KAL-CAP ___________ ___________
5. J.C. Auxiliary ____
'
6. Kiwanis ____ _______
__ ________
7. Rotary _______
,
8. Lions _________ ______ __________
9. ________ _
_ _ _ _ _
1°.
’
Col. 1
Organization
Club or
Association

Col. II

C. FRATERNAL AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS
1. Country Club _____ ______________
2. Local Democratic
Party ______________
___________
3. Local Republican
Party ______________
___________ _
4. League of Women
Voters ______ _______ _______

Col. IV

>2

rt ©
Q. rt ©

Col. V
Committees
served on
during last
year

Col. VI
Offices you
have held on
committees

Col. VII
>20

rt © O
O. rt © 3
9> ffl rt 3
3 3 ►*•H*
O l 3 ft
ffl 09 rt

Col. 11

cr

n

Col. Ill
Offices held
in organiza
tion, if any

s*

5. ___________________

6

.

__________

______

E. RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS
1. Altar Guild _______
__________
2. Board of Deacons ___ __________
3. Circle Group ______
__________
4. ___________________
_________ _
5. ___________________
__________
F. LITERARY AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS
1. Great Books Soc.
__________
2. Little Theater ____
__________
3. Women's Symphony
__________
4. ___________________
__________
G. VOLUNTARY WORK ORGANIZATIONS
1. Hospital Guild_
__________
2. Red Cross __ ______
__________
3. Grey Ladies
4 . ____________
_ _ _
H. FUND-RAISING ORGANIZATIONS
1. Muscular Dystrophy______________
2. Santa Claus Girls _____________
3. Community Chest
4.
‘

ZZHZ

Col. V
Committees
served on
during last
year

Col. VI
Col. VII
Offices y o u
have held on
c ct
committees
“ o

^>

Committee
Meeting
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Col. I
Organization
Club or
Association

Col. II

go

I?
©
n

9?

Col. Ill
Offices held
in organiza
tion, if any

Col. IV
C rt ©
to rt ©
© © rt
3 H*
CO a 3
O © 09

Col. V
Committees
served on
during last
year

Col. VI
Offices yo u
have held on
committees

o ©
© 3
mn
© ©

__________

3. _
_
_
_
_
_
'
__
J. S P O R T . CRAFT, HOBBY. A N D RECREATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
____________
__________
__________
1. Bowling League ____
2. Bridge Club ________
____________ _____________ _____________
3. Ceramic Society ___
____________
__________
__________
4. U.S. Power Squad.________________
_______
__
5. Physical Fitness
Society __________________________________________

6

© rt
© ©
3

co a

© 3
MO
© ©

I. MILITARY AND VETERAN ORGANIZATIONS
1. VFW _________________
2. American Legion ___

Col. VII
Committee
Meetings
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Col. I
Organization
Club or
Association

_ _ _ _ _
___________

____________
____________

___________

____________

___________
___________
___________
______ _

____________
____________
____________
___ ________

.

______

7. __________________________
_ _ _ _ _
__________
_______
K. ORGANIZATIONS OF WHICH YO U ARE A M E MBER THAT DO NOT SEEM TO FIT INTO ANY OF THE ABOVE
CATEGORIES

______

1.
2. .
3. _______________________________

4. ___________________

______

________
_ _ _ _ _

__

___________

____________

_ _ _ _ _ _

___________

•P*
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Yugoslav Student Questionnaire
Personal Data for Yugoslav Sample
Below are some questions about you and your family.
Please answer the questions by placing an X in the appro
priate blank or by supplying the information.
1. What is your age? ______
2.
3.

What is your sex? _______ Male
______ Female
How far did your father go in school?
_______ a.
b.
c.
_____ d.
e.
f.
_____ g.
h.
i.

0-4 years of elementary school
5-8 years of elementary schopl
1-2 years of secondary school (gymnazia)
3-4 years of secondary school
Some other secondary school
1-2 years at the university
3-4 years at the university
Received a master's degree
Received a doctoral degree

4.

What is your father's occupation?

5.

What is your year of study

at

______________________

the university?

_____ First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year

Student's Questionnaire for Yugoslav Sample

Please indicate how y o u feel about the statements below
by placing an X on the line appropriate for you.
I.

Membership (Ly) Items
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Check which members of your family are members of the
SKJ (Communist Party of Yugoslavia).
a.
b.
c.
_______ d.

Myself
My father
My mother
One or more of my brothers or sisters

II, Adaptive Variables
A.

Non-purposive Circumvention (NPC)
Success in life is as much the result of chance as
anything else.
1.
2.
_____ 3.
____ 4.

B.

1 agree.
I agree, but notcompletely.
I disagree to some extent.
I disagree.

Purposive Circumvention (PC)
In order to succeed in life a person needs influen
tial connections.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I
1
I
I

agree.
agree, but not completely.
disagree to some extent.
disagree.

III. Sense of Control:

Expectations (Exp)

Generally speaking, what kind of a job do you expect to
have in your profession?
1.
_____ 2.
3.

1 expect to have an important job.
1 expect to have a job of average importance.
I expect to have a job that is not particularly
important.

A high professional position is not always associated
with high income. What income do you expect to have?
1.
2.
3.

A high income for my profession
An average income for my profession
I am not concerned about income

How fast do you expect to move ahead in your career?
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1.
2.
3.

I expect to move ahead quickly in my career.
I expect to move ahead at an average rate in
my career.
I am not concerned with moving ahead in my
career.
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APPENDIX B

TABLE B-l
MINIMUM CORRELATION VALUES FOR A SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
OF p<.05 FOR ALL VARIABLE SETS IN Lp AND Ls SAMPLES
Lp Sample
Variable Set

Ls Sample
Variable Set

A and A'

B and B*

C and C*

D and D*

HTG/I

(N=37)
£.326

(N=33)
+.346

(N=62)
+.250

(N=44)
+.298

h t g / ii

(N=40)
+.313

(N»44)
+.298

(N=45)
+.295

(N=63)
+ .248

HTG/III

(N=2 7)
+.384

(N=19)
+.461

(N=69)
+.237

(N=64)
+.246

HTG/IV

(N=26)
+.392

(N=34)
+.341

(N=69)
+.237

(N=74)
+.229

Total
Sample

(N=130)
+.172

(N=245)
+.125
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TABLE B-2
MINIMUM ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN r's
TO REACH A SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL OF p<.05

Size of N

Absolute Differences Between r*s

37

.432

33

.506

62

.361

44

.433

40

.455

44

.433

45

.427

63

.357

27

.566

19

.635

69

.341

64

.355

26

.578

34

.498

69

.341

74

.329
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REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLE R»S
FOR ADAPTIVE VARIABLES WITH FC AND Exp
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR HTG-I
CONSTRUCTED FROM THE Lp SAMPLE

Set

NPC

Hypothesis Testing Group - I
(N=37)
PC
F
MM

EM

Dep,
Var.

Mult,
_R_

APR

-.246

-.457

-.239

-.248

-.046

FC

.382

A' ABR

.241

.121

-.141

-.247

.038

FC

.336

A

Hypothesis Testing Group - I
(N=33)
-.010
.188
-.057
-.142
-.094

Exp

.538

B* ABR

-.326

Exp

.662

A

APR

-.129

A' ABR

-.001

B

B

APR

APR

B* ABR

-.220

.173

.143

.083

Hypothesis Testing Group - II
(N=40)
.432
.279
.047
.349
.563

.037

-.121

.166

FC

.466

FC

.562

Hypothesis Testing Group - II
(N=44)
-.172
-.093
-.192
.105
.042

Exp

.344

.014

Exp

.227

-.108

-.014

-.095

.030
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TABLE B-4
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AN D MULTIPLE R'S
FOR A DAPTIVE VARIABLES WITH FC A N D Exp
AS DEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR HTG'S
CONSTRUCTED F R O M THE Ls SAMPLE

Hypothesis Testing Group - I
( N=s6 2 )
Set

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Dep.
Var.

Mult,
__R_

A PR

-.117

-.363

.044

.045

.075

FC

.414

C* ABR

.279

.494

.036

-.203

-.019

FC

.425

C

Hypothesis Testing Group - 1
(N=44)
AP R

.081

.076

-.122

-.087

-.190

Exp

.473

D' AB R

-.290

-.720

.142

.039

-.143

Exp

.578

D

Hypothesis Testing Group - II
(N=45)
APR

-.350

.104

.051

-.166

-.281

FC

.284

C' A B R

-.097

.103

,229

-.058

-.012

FC

.239

C

Hypothesis Testing Group - II
(N=63)
A PR

.020

-.023

-.002

-.069

.005

Exp

.154

D» A B R

.018

-.056

.004

.064

-.026

Exp

.125

D
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TABLE B-5
PERCENTAGE OF PARENTAL LINKAGE (Lp) A N D STUDENT LINKAGE (Ls)
SAMPLES HOLDING CERTAIN LINKAGE CHARACTERISTICS
Lp
(N=130)
Membership
Membership Offices
Committee Memberships
Committee Offices

59.2
42.4
36.1
22.3

Ls
(N=245)
43.7
22.0
16.3
9.8

TABLE B-6
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR
FC AND Exp FOR (Lp) A N D (Ls) SAMPLES

Mp

FC

Ms

(N=130)

(N=245)

9.477

9.580

3

2.415

2.502

Exp

5.262

5.208

8

1.497

1.460
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TABLE B-7
FC A N D Exp MEANS A N D SD'S FOR HTG*S
FOR SETS A A N D A' A N D SETS B A N D B»

Variable Sets A and A*

FC
8

HTG-I
(N=37)

HTG-II
(N = 4 0 )

HTG-III
(N=2 7 )

HTG-IV
(N“26)

11.43

7.73

11.63

7.15

1.09

1.41

1.31

1.52

Variable Sets B and B»

Exp
8

HTG-III
(N-19)

HTG-IV
(N=34)

HTG-I
(N-33)

HTG-II
(N=44)

6.76

4.27

6.84

4.21

.87

.73

.90

.88
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TABLE B-8
FC A N D Exp MEANS A N D SD*S FOR HTG*S
FOR SETS C A N D C» A N D SETS D A N D D*

Variable Sets C and C»
HTG-I
(N=62)

HTG-II
(N = 4 5 )

HTG-III
(N=69)

HTG-IV
(N=69)

FC

11.34

7.58

11.60

7.22

8

1.21

1.36

1.32

1.73

Variable Sets D and D*

Exp
8

HTG-I
(N=s44)

HTG-II
(N«63)

HTG-III
(N=64)

HTG-IV
(N=74)

6.67

4.13

6.52

4.11

.93

.7S

.67

.84

TABLE B-9
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN:
(1) Lp AN D FC, Lp AN D Exp
(2) La AN D FC, Ls A N D Exp
FOR TOTAL Lp AN D Ls SAMPLES

Lp (N=I30)
FC
Exp

Ls (N=245)

-.012

.051

.029

-.070
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TABLE B-10
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN Lp AN D FC A N D BETWEEN
Lp A N D Exp F OR HTG'S ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SETS A AN D B

Variable Set A

(FC)

Variable Set B

(Exp)

HTG-I
(N-37)

HTG-II
(N=»40)

.105

.018

(N=33)

(N=*44)

-.086

.010

TABLE B-ll
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN Ls A N D FC AN D BETWEEN Ls AN D Exp FOR
HTG*S ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SETS C A N D D
HTG-I
(N=62)
Variable Set C

Variable Set D

(FC)

(Exp)

.019

HTG-II
(N=45)
-.093

(N=44)

(N=64)

-.035

-.197
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TABLE B-12
MEANS AND THEIR RANK FOR A P R A N D A B R VARIABLES
FOR TOTAL Lp A N D Ls SAMPLES

Lp Sample
(N=130)
AP R
NPC
PC
F
MM
EM

Rank

AB R

1.02
1.25

(5)
(4)

5.02
6.29

3.67
1.63

(1)
(2)
(3)

1.45

Ls Sample
(N=245)
Rank

APR

4.07
1.95

(1)
(3)
(5)

.97
1.26
3.84
1.66

3.01

(4)

1.32

(2)

Rank

ABR

Rank

(1)
(2)

5.12
6.34
4.09
1.95

(1)
(3)
(5)

(3)

2.85

(4)

(5)
(4)

(2)
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TABLE B-13
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR APR'S A N D ABR'S FOR
VARIABLE SETS A AND A* - WHERE MAJOR
VARIABLES ARE Lp. AN D FC
Set A:

A P R / NPCp

s
PCp

s
Fp

s
MMp

s
EMp

8

A B R / NPCb

s
PCb

s
Fb

8
MMb

s
EMb

8

htge

II
(N=40)

III
(N=27)

IV
(N=26)

.68
.75
.81

1.23
1.33
1.43

.70
1.03
.96

1.54
1.36
1.89

1.08
4.38*
2.11
1.65
1.34
1.38
1.32

1.06
2.83
1.52
1.63
1.37
1.70
1.49

1.16
4.89
2.26
1.56
1.53
1.26
1.06

1.95
2.69
2.28
1.69
1.49
1.35
.80

Set A » :

htge

4.88
1.54
6,10
1.24
4.23
1.49
2.03
1.14
3.13
2.22

5.37
1.18
6.56*
.89
4.52
1.50
1.85
1.29
2.89
2.29

I
(N=37)

5.19
1.15
6.51
.65
3.65
1.42
1.84
.93
2.78
1.95

4.62*
1.63
5.96
1.25
3.96
1.34
2.08
1.29
3.27
2.34
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TABLE B-14
MEANS AN D STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR APR»S A N D ABR'S FOR
VARIABLE SETS B A N D B* - WHERE MAJOR
VARIABLES ARE Lp A N D Exp

Set B :

A P R / NPCp

S
PCp
S
Fp
S
MMp
S
EMp
S

II
(N=44)

III
(N=19)

IV
(N=34)

4.88
1.39
6.15
.94
4.15
1.39
1.70
1.05
2.58
.87

5.14
1.36
6.41
1.06
3.80
1.53
2.11
1.07

5.00
1.45
6.05*
1.39
4.58
1.07
1.90
.99
3.21
2.20

5.00*
1.48
6.38
.92
4.06
1.59
2.00
1.44

3.25
2.13

Set B':
AB R / NPCb
S
PCb
S
Fb
S
MMb
S
EMb
S

HTGp

I
.(N=>33)

1.15
1.20
1.18
1.07
3.42*
1.89
1.64
1.27
1.21
1.14

.82
1.04
1.09
1.37
3.68
2.05
1.64
1.42
1.80
1.55

3.00
2.31

HTGF
1.05
.97
1.79
2.12
3.68
2.45
1.58
1.70
1.32
1.00

1.47
1.42
1.21
1.30
3,88
2.57
1.65
1.70
1.29
.91
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TABLE B-15
RANK OF MEANS VALUES OF APR A N D A BR VARIABLES
FOR SETS A, B A N D SETS A', B 9

Hypothesis Testing Group (HTG)

Adaptive
Perceptual
Response
(APR)

s Set/

A
—

I
B
""

A
—

I

A

_ III
B

A

NPCp

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

3

PCp

4

4

4

4

4

2

2

5

IV
B

Fp

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MMp

2

2

2

3

2

3

3

2

EMp

3

3

3

2

3

4

5

4

(Set A:

W=,.81, p .oi;

Set B:

W=. 75
p<.01

W=.7l,
p .01)
W=.

A* B 9

A 9 B9

A 9 1*

A' B 1

NPCb

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

PCb

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Fb

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Variable Set/

Adaptive
Behavioral
Response
(ABR)

II

2

MMb

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

EMb

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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TABLE B-16
MEANS AN D STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR APR'S AND ABR'S FOR
VARIABLE SETS C AND C' - WHERE MAJOR VARIABLES ARE
Ls AND Exp

Variable Set C:

HTGp

I
(N-62)

II
(N=»45)

III
(n =69)

IV
(N=69)

A P R / NPCp
S
PCp
S
Fp
S
MMp
S
EMp
S

.74
.97
1.03
1.31
4.34*
2.36
1.73
1.77
1.61
1.12

1.27
1.29
1.51
1.27
3.02
1.90
1.69
1.40
1.60
1.27

.79
.92
1.07
1.42
4.47
2.40
1.46
1.18
1.23
1.16

1.16
1.24
1.49
1.70
3.28
2.08
1.84
1.52
1.32
1.04

A BR / NPCb
S
PCb
S
Fb
S
MMb
S
EMb
S

5.19
1.21
6.50
.62
4.03
1.60
1.94
1.30
2.97
2.11

Variable Set C * :
4.64
1.54
6.18
.98
4.07
1.36
1.93
1.05
3.69
2.37

5.46
1.09
6.57*
.83
4.20
1.53
2.04
1.16
2.59
2.15

HTGp
4.99
1.44
6.06
1.51
4.07
1.55
1.88
1.24
2.49
1.80
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TABLE B-17
MEANS A ND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR APR'S AND ABR'S FOR
VARIABLE SETS D AND D» - WHERE MAJOR VARIABLES ARE
Ls AND FC

Variable Set D:

I
(N=»44)
APR / NPCp
S
PCp

s
Fp

s

1.00
1.04
1.49
1.42

3,80*

EMp
S

2.39
1.44
1.01
1.20
1.10

A BR / NPCb
S
PCb
S
Fb
S
MMb
S
EMb
S

4.91
1.35
6.29
.94
4.13
1.50
1.80
1.06
2.89
1.95

MMp

s

HTGE

III

IV

11
(N=63)

(N-64)

(N=74)

.92
1.22
1.05
1.19
3.84
2.14
1.74
1.69
1.57
1.40

1.02
1.16
1.25
1.70
3.94
2.25
1.67
1.38
1.11
1.02

.95
1.06
1.31
1.46
3.84
2.40
1.64
1.37
1.38
1.12

Variable Set D ' :
4.98
1.40
6.42
.69
4.02
1.45
2.03
1.29
3.57
2.41

HTGE

5.35
1.26
6.18*
1.31
4.16
1.30
1.87
1.20
2.54
2.15

5.11
1.32
6.43
1.17
4.14
1.72
2.04
1.21
2.53
1.84
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TABLE B-18
RANK OF MEAN VALUES FO R A P R A N D ABR VARIABLES
FOR SETS C, D AN D SETS C* AND D»

Hypothesis Testing Group (HTG)

C

I
D

C

D

C

III
D

C

D

NPCp

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

PCp

4

2

4

4

4

3

3

4

Fp

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

MMp

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

EMp

3

4

3

3

3

4

4

3

Variable Set/

Adaptive
Perceptual
Response
(APR)

II

IV

W=.93
p<.01

(Set C only , W=.97, P •01; Set D o n l y s W 3 .89, p

C* D'

G» D'

C» D*

C* D*

NPCb

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

PCb

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Fb

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

MMb

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

EMb

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Variable Set/

Adaptive
Behavioral
Response
(ABR)

2

W=1.0
p < .01
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TABLE B-19
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR FC, Exp,
APR'S AND ABR'S FO R Lp/Ls GROUPS
O/O
(N-103)

Lp/Ls
(N=43)

Lp/O
(N=»34)

O/Ls
(N=65)

9.79
2.12
5.42
1.58

9.18
2.39
5.24
1.33

9.72
2.35
5.05
1.45

9.55
2.79
5.21
1.47

Adaptive Perceptual
Responses (APR)
NPCp
s
PCp
s
Fp
s
MMp
s
EMp
s

.88
.96
1.19
1.22
3.49
1.86
1.67
1.46
1.63
1.57

1.06
1.30
1.06
.95
3.68
2.14
1.59
1.21
1.44
1.19

1.00
1.25
1.25
1.37
3.99
2.48
1.68
1.64
1.26
1.03

.95
1.03
1.36
1.73
3.95
2.39
1.67
1.42
1.19
1.04

Adaptive Behavioral
Responses (ABR)
NPCb
s
PCb
s
Fb
s
MMb
s
EMb
s

4.84
1.38
6.30
.74
3.88
1.37
1.86
.97
3.35
2.22

5.27
1.33
6.29
1.29
4.03
1.62
2.03
1.14
2.74
1.81

5.06
1.38
6.42
.85
4.14
1.57
1.99
1.33
3.22
2.25

5.20
1.29
6.32
1.23
4.18
1.51
1.94
1.23
2.63
2.10

FC
a
Exp
s
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TABLE B-20
RANK OF M E A N VALUES FOR A P R A N D A B R
VARIABLES FOR Lp/Ls GROUPS

Lp/Ls Group
Lp/Ls

Adaptive
Perceptual
Response
(APR)

Adaptive
Behavioral
Response
(ABR)

Lp/O

O/Ls

O/O

NPCp

5

5

5

5

PCp

4

4

4

3

Fp

1

1

1

1

MMp

2

2

2

2

EMp

3

3

3

4

NPCb

2

2

2

PCb

1

1

1

2
1

Fb

3

3

3

3

MMb

5

5

5

5

EMb

4

4

4

4

W=1.00

PC.Ol
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TABLE B-21
ZERO ORDER CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE FIVE ADAPTIVE
VARIABLES (APR»S AN D ABR'S) A N D SENSE OF CONTROL
(FC AND Exp) FOR THE Lp SAMPLE AND Ls SAMPLE
Lp Sample
(N=I30)
Variable Set
(A)

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

AP R

FC

-.312

-.240

.371

.067

.046

( A * ) ABR

FC

.154

.349

-.047

-.111

-.137

APR

Exp

.146

.113

-.037

-.083

-.176

(B») ABR

(B)

Exp

-.154

-.146

.151

-.182

-.107

-.067

Ls Sample
(N=*245)

-.153

.229

.000

.233

.167

.089

.010

.111

(D)

APR

Exp

.125

.110

-.044

-.080

-.135

(D* ) ABR

Exp

-.027

.003

-.109

-.083

00

CM

-.227

1

FC
FC

(c)

O

APR

< C ) ABR
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TABLE B-22
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FO R ADAPTIVE VARIABLES
(APR'S OR ABR'S) WITH SENSE OF CONTROL
(FC OR Exp) AS DEPENDENT VARIABLE
Lp AND Ls SAMPLES
Lp Sample
(N=130)
Variable Set

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

APR

FC

.546

.344

.767

.653

.327

(A») ABR

FC

.260

.743

-.019

-.301

-.104

(A)

APR

Exp

.060

.179

.224

.262

.382

(B') A BR

(B)

Exp

-.128

-.190

.085

-.186

-.085

Ls Sample
(N=*245)
APR

FC

-.347

-.087

.155

.061

-.140

(C') A BR

FC

-.155

-.051

.142

.035

-.066

(D)

AP R

Exp

-.227

-.153

.229

.002

-.067

(D') A B R

Exp

-.101

-.028

.053

.020

-.042

(C)
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TABLE B -23
REGRESSION COEFFICIENT, ZLRO r'a A N D PARTIAL r*s
FOR P AT H DIAG;
IN FIGURE 4-17

A

Lp

NPC

Regression
Coefficient

.079

-.259

-.375

-.175

-.206

.033

Zero r's

.105

-.164

-.306

-.049

.088

.268

Partial r's

.135

-.125

-.194

-.110

-.120

.020

PC

F

MM

EM

TABLE B-24
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's AN D PARTIAL r's FOR
P ATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-18
Independent Variables
Lp

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Beta Weights

.161

.237

.118

-.134

-.236

-.004

Zero r's

.105

.220

.070

-.132

-.093

-.125

Partial r's

.027

.246

.069

-.165

-.182

-.072
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TABLE B-25
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's AN D PARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-19

Independent Variables
PC

F

Beta Weights -.070

.065

.141

-.149

-.076

-.201

Zero r's

-.086

.426

.485

-.260

-.196

-.263

Partial r's

-.176

.068

.115

-.162

-.085

-.174

Lp

NPC

MM

EM

TABLE B-26
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's AN D PARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-20

Independent Variables
Lp

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

-.001

-.325

-.219

.173

.142

-.083

-.086

-.467

-.337

.316

-.049

-.187

-.016

-.548

-.284

.311

.201

-.233
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TABLE B-27
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS, ZERO r's AND PARTIAL
r's FOR PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-21

Independent Variables
Ls

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Beta Weights -.012

-.117

-.364

-.046

-.048

-.078

Zero r's

.019

-.202

-.390

.068

.197

.104

-.017

-.064

-.219

-.029

.030

-.044

Partial r's

TABLE: B-28
BETA W E I G H T S ,, ZERO r' s AND PARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-22

Independent Variables
Ls

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Beta Weights

.059

.277

.527

.266

- .198

-.022

Zero r's

.019

.289

.250

-.082

.162

-.156

Partial r's

.087

.282

.248

.035

.225

-.039
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TABLE B-29
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's A N D PARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-23

Independent Variables
Ls

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Beta Weights -.013

.060

.003

-.193

-.138

-.291

Zero r's

-.035

.375

.418

-.297

-.081

-.178

Partial r's

-.200

.047

.003

-.175

-.106

-.201

TABLE B-30
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's A N D PARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-24

Independent Variables
Ls

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Beta Weights -.094

-.315

-.034

.172

.035

-.113

Zero r's

-.035

-.442

-.147

.326

-.185

-.272

Partial r's

-.148

-.462

-.034

.271

.044

-.231
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TABLE B-31
R ANK IN MAGNITUDE OF ZERO r's BETWEEN
ADAPTIVE MEASURES A N D FC OR Exp

Variable
Set

Adaptive Perceptual Responses
NPC

PC

__ F

MM

EM

Dependent
Variable

A

3

1

5

4

2

FC

B

2

1

4

5

3

Exp

C

2

1

5

3

4

FC

D

2

1

3

5

4

Exp

2.25

1.00

4.25

4.25

3.25

Average Rank

Adaptive Behavioral Responses

A'

1

5

2

4

3

FC

B»

1

2

3

5

4

Exp

C»

1

2

5

4

3

FC

D'

1

5

2

4

3

Exp

1.00

3.50

3.00

4.25

3.25

Average Rank
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TABLE B-32
RANK ORDER OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SET FOR
HYPOTHESIS I (HTG-I)

Table

Variable Set

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM
5
2

4-25

A

3
3

1
1

4

2
4

4-26

A*

2
1

4
3

3

1
2

5
4

4-27

B

5
2

1
1

3

4
4

2
3

4-28

B*

1
1

2
3

3

4
2

5
4

4-29

C

2
3

1
1

5

4
2

3
4

4-30

C»

2
2

1
1

4

3
3

5
4

4-31

D

4
2

5
1

2

3
4

1
3

4-32

D'

1
1

4
3

3

5
4

2
2
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TABLE B-33
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's A N D PARTIAL r's
FOR PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-25

Ls

NPC

PC

.091

.078

Zero r's

.018

-.280

.029

Partial r's

.124

.052

.218

Beta Weights

.388

F

MM

EM

.326

.076

.324

.117

-.113

.318

.229

.052

.491
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Ls

Independent Variables
NPC
PC
F
MM

EM

Beta Weights

-.Obi

.004

.561

.485

-.130

.178

P ath
Coefficient

-.040

.004

.490

.512

-.105

.280

.018

-.063

.500

-.189

.004

.297

-.042

.005

.485

.051

-.108

.272

Zero r's

Partial r's

Mult.
R

.563

DF

2.55

6.33
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TABLE B-34
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's AN D PARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-26

378
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BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r ’s AN D P ARTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-29

Ls

Independent Variables
NPC
PC
F
MM

EM

Beta Weights

-.149

-.403

.060

-.133

-.214

-.338

Path
Coefficient

-.109

-.382

.056

-.186

-.200

-.347

Zero r's

-.093

-.103

.088

.110

-.029

-.143

Partial r's

-.098

-.199

.030

-.068

-.113

-.161

Mult.
R

.299

F

6.24

DF

6.38
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TABLE B-37
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TABLE B-39
BETA WEIGHTS, ZERO r's A N D P A RTIAL r's FOR
PATH DIAGRAM IN FIGURE 4-31

Ls

Independent Variables
NPC
PC
F
MM

Beta Weights

-,115

,011

-.129

-.016

.052

Path
Coefficient

-.214

.020

-.114

-.031

.085

Zero r's

-.197

.013

.004

Partial r's

-.204

.019

-.097

-.010

-.028

.092

.085

EM

Mult,
R

F

DF

-.030

-.092

-.068

-.087

.238

5.59

6.56

383
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TABLE B-41
RANK ORDER OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AND RESTRICTED MODELS ACCORDING TO 'VARIABLE SET FOR
HYPOTHESIS II (HTG-II)

Variable
Set
A

PC

F

MM

EM

2
1

1

3

5
2

5
1

1

4

3

2

3

5

2

1

3

2

NPC
4
4

A1

B

C1

D

D1

3

2
4

4

1
4

2

3
4

5
4

3

2

2

1

4

2

1

5
4

3

2

5

1

4

1

4

3

4

2

5

4

1

3

1

H

2

1

3

1

4

1

2

3
3

B1

C

3

3

2
1

3
2

* In this and following tables, the following
abbreviations will be usedi
NPC = Non-purposive Circum
vention
PC = Purposive Circumvention! F = Goodness of
Fiti MM = Moderating Mediation! EM = Enhancement Media
tion} HTG = Hypothesis Testing Group for U.S. sample

t
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TABLE B-42
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLE R's FOR ADAPTIVE
VARIABLES WITH FATE CONTROL AND EXPECTATION AS DEPENDENT
FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS CONSTRUCTED FROM
THE PARENTAL LINKAGE SAMPLE

III
Variable
Set
A

Adaptive
Variables

NPC

APR

-.248

PC

(N = 27)

F

.297 .051

MM

EM

.054

.150

Dependent
Variable

Multiple
R
.248

FC
A'

ABR

r—i

B

APR

.339

.511 .286

HTG - Ill

.324 -.218

.613

(N = 19)

-175 .235

.436

.575 -007
Exp

B'

ABR

-.274

.074 .044 ■-.046

.022

.454

* In this table and the following, these abbreviations
will be used:
ABR = Adaptive Behavioral R e s p o n s e * APR =
Adaptive Perceptual Response* EM = Enhancement Mediation*
Exp = Expectation* F = Goodness of Fit* FC = Fate Controlj
HTG = Hypothesis Testing Group for U.S. Sample* Lp = Parental
Linkage* MM = Moderating Mediation* NPC = Non-purposive Cir
cumvention* PC = Purposive Circumvention
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TABLE B-43
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLE R's FOR ADAPTIVE
VARIABLES WITH FATE CONTROL AND EXPECTATION AS DEPENDENT
FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS CONSTRUCTED FROM
THE STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE
HTG - III
Variable
Set
C

Adaptive
Variables

NPC

APR

-.021

PC

(N = 6 9 )

_F _

J.60 .106

MM

EM

.169

.232

Dependent
Variable

Multiple
R
.183

FC
C'

ABR

D

APR

.079

.077 .112

HTG - III
.205

.165 -.154

.356

(N = 64)

.097 .071

JL61

,364

k000
Exp

ABR

-086

.075 008 -.004

.014

.205
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TABLE B-44
RANK ORDER IN MAGNITUDE OF ZERO r's BETWEEN ADAPTIVE
MEASURES AND FC O R Exp ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SET
FOR HYPOTHESIS III (HTG-III)

Adaptive Perceptual Responses
Variable Set

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

Dependent
Variable

A

1

2

4

3

5

B

2

3

4

1

5

Exp

C

3

5

4

2

1

FC
Exp

1

3

4

5

2

Average Rank

1.8

3.3

4.0

2.8

3.3

No. 1st Ranks

2

0

0

1

1

No. 2nd Ranks

1

1

0

1

1

D

Variable Set

Adaptive Behavioral Responses
PC
F
MM
EM
NPC

FC

Dependent
Variable

A*

4

3

5

2

1

FC

B»

1

4

3

2

5

Exp

C'

3

4.5

4.5

2

1

FC

D®

5

3

4

1

2

Exp

Average Rank

3.3

3.6

4.1

1.8

2.3

No. 1st Ranks

1

0

0

1

2

No, 2nd Ranks

0

0

0

3

1
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TABLE B-45
RANK ORDER OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR NON-RESTRICTED
AN D RESTRICTED MODELS I AND II ACCORDINGs TO VARIABLE
SET FO R HYPOTHESIS III

Variable Set
A

PC

F

_M M

2
1
1

1

5
2
3

4
3
4

3
4

4
4
4

3
I
2

5
3

3
3
3

1
1
4

5
4

4
3
3

3
2
4

5
4

4
4
I

2
3
2

1
I

3
3
3

2
1
1

1
4

3
4
2

4
2
1

5
3

5
3
1

3
4

2
2
3

D'

EM

NPC

2
1
1

2
2
1

4

1
1
1

2
2

5
2
3

4

2

3

5
2
2

4

1
1
3

2

1
1
2

2
4

4
2
3

3

2

0

1

2

0

3

1

1

3

4

4

Number of First Ranks
Non-restricted Model
Restricted Model - I

4
3

1
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TABLE B-46
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLE R's FOR ADAPTIVE
VARIABLES WITH FATE CONTROL AND EXPECTATION AS DEPENDENT
FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS CONSTRUCTED FROM
THE PARENTAL LINKAGE SAMPLE

HTG - IV (N " 26)
Variable
Set
A

Adaptive
Variables

NPC

APR

.666

PC

F

.695 .623

MM

EM

.800

.510

Dependent
Variable

Multiple
R

,386
FC

A’

ABR

.690

.121 -.068 .153 -.575 -.33^

HTG - IV (N = 3*0
B

APR

,226

-.051 -J329-J318 -J.31 -.064
Exp

B

ABR

^073

.123-054 -.088 -078

,314
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TABLE B-47
REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS AND MULTIPLE R's FOR ADAPTIVE
VARIABLES WITH FATE CONTROL AND EXPECTATION AS DEPENDENT
FOR HYPOTHESIS TESTING GROUPS CONSTRUCTED FROM
THE STUDENT LINKAGE SAMPLE
HTG - IV (N = 6 9 )
Variable
Set

C

Adaptive
Variables

NPC

APR

-.049

PC

_F _

MM

.140 JO95 .204

EM

Dependent Multiple
Variable
R

.184.

.167
FC

C'

ABR

J.68

.538-^37 -.084

.050

.525

HTG - IV (N = 74)
D

APR

-.089 -J.83-J.91 -.214 -J.55

.225
Exp

D'

ABR

.069 -.037-.077 -J-27

.027

*259
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TABLE B-48
RANK ORDER IN MAGNITUDE OF ZERO r's BETWEEN ADAPTIVE
MEASURES AND FC OR Exp ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SET
FOR HYPOTHESIS IV (HTG-IV)

Adaptive Perceptual Responses
Dependent

Variable Set

NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

A

3

5

4

1

2

FC

B

4

5

2

1

3

Exp

Variable

C

1

5

4

2

3

FC

D

1

5

2

3

4

Exp

Average Rank

2.3

5.0

3.0

1.8

3.0

No* of 1st Ranks

2

0

0

2

0

No. of 2nd Ranks

0

0

2

1

1

Adaptive Behavioral Responses
PC

F

MM

A'

NPC
4

5

3

2

1

FC

B'

5

1

4

3

2

Exp

EM

C«

2

1

3

4

5

FC

D'

4

5

2

1

3

Exp

2.8

Average Rank

3.8

3.0

3.0

2.5

No. of 1st Ranks

0

2

0

1

1

No. of 2nd Ranks

1

0

1

1

1
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TABLE B-49
RANK ORDER OF REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR RESTRICTED AND
NON-RESTRICTED MODELS ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SET FOR
HYPOTHESIS IV (HTG-IV)

Variable Set

NPC

PC
2
3
4

£
4
4
2

MM

3

1
1

EM
5
2
1

5
1
4

3
4
3

1
2

2
3
1

4
1
2

5
4
1

2
2

1
3
3

1
1
2

5
4
1

2
2

3
3
3

3
3
1

2
4
2

1
1

4
2
3

1
3
1

3
1
3

4
2

5
4
4

3
2
2

2
3
4

1
1

4
4
3

4
2
3

2
3
1

1
1

5
4
2

2
2
3

0
1
2

5

1
0
2

3
4
2
3
4
4
4
5
4
2
2
5
1
3
D*

4

Number of fIrst ranks
Non-restricted Model
Restricted Model - I
Restricted Model - II

0
1

5
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TABLE B-50
ZERO ORDER CORRELATION BETWEEN YUGOSLAV STUDENT LINKAGE
AND EXPECTATION FOR THE YUGOSLAV SAMPLE AND PARENTAL LINKAGE
AND EXPECTATION FOR THE U.S. SAMPLE

TS
(N = 107)
Yugoslav

.050
TS
(N = 1 3 0 )

U.S.

.029

HTGy-I
(N = 39)
.339

HTGy-II
(N = 39)
.099

HTG-I
(N = 3 3 )

HTG-II
(N = M )

-.086

.010
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TABLE B-51
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONSi
(a) Ly and Expy - Yugoslav Sample
(b) Lp and Expus - U.S. Sample
Yugoslav
TS
(N-107)

HTGy-I
(N=39)

HTGy-II
(N=39)

Ly/Lp

1.523

2.103

2.077

s

1.276

.995

1.061

Expy/Expus

6.794

7.795

5.744

S

1.264

.767

.442

U.S.
TS
(N=130)

HTG-1
(N=33)

HTG-II
(N=44)

Ly/Lp

1.885

3.152

3.205

S

2.126

2.000

1.786

Expy/Expus

5.262

6.758

4.273

S

1.497

.867

.727

* In this table the following abbreviations
were usedi
Expus = U.S. Student Expectations?
Expy = Yugoslav Student Expectations? HTG * Hypo
thesis Testing Group for U.S. sample? HTGy = Hypo
thesis Testing Group for Yugoslav Sample? Lp =
Parental Linkage? Ls » Student Linkage
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TABLE B-52
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRESPONDING
EXPECTATION MEANS OF YUGOSLAV AND U.S. SAMPLES

TS.v/TSus

HTGy-l/H'TGus-I

HTGv-Il/HTGus-II

p < .001

p < .005

p < .005
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TABLE B-53
SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CORRESPONDING
NON-PURPOSIVE CIRCUMVENTION AND PURPOSIVE CIRCUMVENTION
MEANS OF YUGOSLAV A N D U.S. SAMPLES

Tsy/Tsus
Direction
of
Difference

(-)

Non-purposive
Circumven
tion
p<„005

Direction
of
Difference

(-)

Purposive
Circumven
tion

p>.60

HTGt-l/
HTGus-I

(-)

p<.005

(-)

p>«60

HTGy-II/
HTGus-Il

(-)

HTGy-IIl/
HTGus-lII

HTGy-IV/
HTGus-lV

(-)

(-)

p<,10

p<.03

(-)

(-)

(-)

p>.,80

p<.20

p>.80

p<,005
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TABLE B-54ZERO R's BETWEEN ADAPTIVE VARIABLES AND FATE CONTROL OR
EXPECTATION ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SET FOR
HYPOTHESIS III (HTG-III)
Adaptive
Variable

Variable
Set

NPC

APR

A

-.141

ABR

A'

.142

APR

B

.138

ABR

B*

-.426

APR

C

-.072

ABR

C'

J-39

APR

D

.260

ABR

D'

-.027

M

EM

.118 -.028

.049

.017

.184

.286

-.438

PC

F

.023

-.135 -.049
.096

.100

Variabl
FC
Exp

.331

-.003

FC

-.269

-.039

Exp

.031 -.058

.073

.136

.133

.133

JL44

-.293

Exp

JL08 -.074

-.090

-an

FC

-J.09

-.083

Exp

-.082

.034

FC
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TABLE B-55
ZERO R*s BETWEEN ADAPTIVE VARIABLES AND FATE CONTROL OR
EXPECTATION ACCORDING TO VARIABLE SET FOR
HYPOTHESIS IV (HTG - IV)

Dependent
NPC

PC

F

MM

EM

.061 -079

.181

-.112

FC

-^55

FC

APR

A

11

Variable
Set

CO
o~\
1

Adaptive
Variable

ABR

A'

-.170

J.72

.180

-JD12

Variab:

APR

B

-.32 5

J.59

-.213

-JD^-O

Exp

ABR

B'

-.023

J 9 9 -.095

-a 68

-J-79

Exp

.0^3

FC

-J03O

FC

APR

C

-.121

JD04

.008

.099

ABR

C'

.223

U86 -.096

-.078

APR

D

J15

.00 6 -.093

-.0^9

.01^

Exp

ABR

D'

.06b

-.020 -J.53

-.167

.069

Exp
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FIGURE B-l
REGRESSION GRAPH FOR FATE CONTROL (FC) O N PARENTAL
LINKAGE (Lp)* A N D EXPECTATIONS (Exp)
ON PARENTAL LINKAGE (Lp)**

Scale of X*s for
Expectations (Exp)

Fate Control (FC) and
for Each Linkage Value

10

9

8

7

6

5
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Parental Linkage (Lp) Scale Score

*Solid line is FC on Lp
**Broken line is Exp on Lp
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